
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
55 Glenlake Parkway, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30328 
 
 
December 5, 2015 

Submitted Electronically on December 5, 2015 via the Federal eRulemaking Portal at 
http://www.regulations.gov and via Hand Delivery on December 7, 2015 

The Honorable Jacob J. Lew, Secretary of the Treasury 
Department of the Treasury, MPRA Office 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Room 1224 
Washington, DC 20220 
Attn: Deva Kyle 

Re: Docket ID: TREAS-DO-2015-0009 / Application to Suspend Benefits Submitted by the 
Board of Trustees of the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Pension Plan: 
Comments on Application and Petition for Relief 

 
Dear Mr. Secretary: 

United Parcel Service, Inc., on behalf of its controlled group (collectively, “UPS”), respectfully 
submits these comments to the U.S. Department of the Treasury (“Treasury”) regarding the 
application to Treasury by the Board of Trustees of the Central States, Southeast and Southwest 
Areas Pension Plan (the “CSPF”), dated September 25, 2015 (the “Application”).  The 
Application asks Treasury for approval to make benefit reductions that are otherwise prohibited 
by the anti-cutback rule of Section 411(d)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
(the “Code”), pursuant to the newly enacted Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 
(“MPRA”).  UPS, which is submitting these comments as an interested party pursuant to Section 
432(e)(9)(G)(ii) of the Code, respectfully petitions Treasury to deny the Application, and for all 
other available relief, pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Code, MPRA, and Sections 
555(b) and (e) of the Administrative Procedure Act (the “APA”).  

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

MPRA changed the legal landscape for accrued benefits under multiemployer pension plans.   
Notwithstanding the long-standing anti-cutback rule that would normally prohibit suspensions of 
accrued benefits, MPRA now allows severely underfunded multiemployer pension plans to take 
the extraordinary step of suspending accrued benefits.  

However, MPRA imposes important conditions and limitations on any proposed benefit 
suspensions and requires vigorous review by Treasury prior to any approval by Treasury or 
implementation by the plan sponsor.  As an initial matter, MPRA places some accrued benefits 
completely off limits for suspension and, with regard to other benefits, dictates the order in 
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which they may be suspended.  In addition, MPRA requires that proposed benefit suspensions in 
the aggregate be reasonably estimated to achieve, but not materially exceed, the level of savings 
that is necessary to avoid insolvency.  Finally, against a legal background in which the Supreme 
Court has recognized that trustees of multiemployer pension plans have serious conflicts of 
interest and may act in a biased fashion (by, for example, improperly attempting to shift 
liabilities from the plan and current contributing employers to withdrawn employers), MPRA 
requires that Treasury seriously scrutinize any proposed benefit suspensions and approve such 
suspensions only where MPRA’s statutory conditions and limitations have been completely 
satisfied.  

The CSPF has now invoked MPRA in a purported effort to prevent future insolvency.  But, in 
doing so, it has not complied with all of MPRA’s conditions and limitations.  The CSPF’s 
proposed suspension plan improperly suspends benefits for a large group of participants for 
whom MPRA contains special protections—specifically, certain plan participants who presently 
work, or formerly worked, for UPS.  As a result, the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan violates 
MPRA’s suspension ordering rule and is not reasonably estimated to allow the CSPF to avoid 
insolvency. 

MPRA delineates three tiers of benefits.  Benefits for certain UPS participants are in “Tier III,” 
the tier which corresponds to benefits attributable to service for an employer that, like UPS, 
withdrew from the CSPF prior to MPRA’s enactment and, through a separately funded single-
employer plan, agreed in specified circumstances to backstop certain of the benefits due under 
the multiemployer plan if the multiemployer plan did not make good on its obligations to pay the 
benefits.  The delineation of these tiers clearly requires the complete exhaustion of Tier I benefits 
before suspensions to other tiers, and that the same then be true for Tier II benefits before 
suspensions are made to Tier III benefits.  But the CSPF improperly proposes to suspend 
substantial Tier III benefits when substantial Tier II benefits have not been suspended and when 
some participants with Tier II benefits have not had their benefits suspended at all.  Indeed, while 
the CSPF claims to be using neutral suspension factors and formulas, it has in fact proposed to 
disproportionately suspend $2 billion of Tier III benefits when there are at least $3 billion of 
additional Tier II benefits eligible for suspension, and has proposed to suspend Tier III benefits 
by an average of 57.3% while only suspending Tier II benefits by an average of 27.5%.  These 
Tier III benefit suspensions are not permissible. 

The CSPF’s motive in seeking to suspend these Tier III benefits is obvious.  UPS has—through 
payments from a separate UPS-funded pension plan—agreed to backstop suspensions made to 
the benefits of certain UPS participants if those benefit suspensions are permitted by UPS or 
required by law.  But it is precisely for this reason that MPRA offers special protection for Tier 
III benefits.  Moreover, UPS independently secured contractual protection against any potential 
abuse of this backstop provision by the CSPF—i.e., potential abuse wherein the CSPF would 
prioritize any benefit reductions that it might make toward UPS participants, knowing that UPS 
had agreed to backstop reductions to those participants’ benefits.  Specifically, in 2007, when 
UPS agreed to backstop benefits in this fashion, it concurrently entered into a contract with the 
CSPF pursuant to which the CSPF agreed not to institute any benefit reductions for UPS 
participants without first obtaining UPS’s consent for it to do so.  This contractual protection is 
precisely what the CSPF has now attempted to subvert in its proposed suspension plan, as it has 
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proposed to suspend the benefits of UPS participants—and disproportionately so—without 
securing UPS’s advance consent.   

By seeking benefit suspensions that not only contravene MPRA’s tier requirements but also 
UPS’s contractual rights, the CSPF’s proposal additionally violates the statutory requirement that 
a proposed suspension plan be “reasonably estimated” to avoid insolvency.  UPS is left with no 
choice but to pursue claims against the CSPF for injunctive relief and substantial monetary 
damages for breach of contract, which in turn places at substantial risk the likelihood that the 
CSPF’s proposed suspension plan will ever be implemented or, even if implemented, will 
actually achieve the projected savings. 

In its submission to Treasury, and in separate communications with UPS, the CSPF has 
contended that the specific formulas for allocating benefit suspensions that it has proposed are 
the only ones that are viable to avoid insolvency.  But the CSPF has failed to provide Treasury 
and interested parties like UPS with the means to fairly test the CSPF’s assertions and 
assumptions.  Contrary to the Code and the APA’s requirements, the Application does not 
provide Treasury with the full record of relevant information available to the CSPF in proposing 
its suspension plan, nor does it disclose material information necessary for interested parties like 
UPS to meaningfully comment on it.  And, to make matters worse, the CSPF has repeatedly 
refused UPS’s requests for relevant information that the CSPF omitted from its Application. 

Moreover, even the limited information available to UPS shows that the CSPF’s assertions are 
legally and factually flawed, and evidences the bias of the Trustees of the CSPF (the “CSPF 
Trustees”).  That limited information shows that the CSPF has used factually unsupported and 
facially unreasonable assumptions about, among other things, attrition rates and administrative 
expenses—with the effect of artificially inflating the benefit suspensions that are allegedly 
needed to ensure the CSPF’s solvency.  Moreover, the information that is available to UPS also 
indicates that there are in fact reasonable alternative benefit suspension plans available—
alternatives that, in contrast to the CSPF’s proposal, are consistent with the statutory and 
contractual provisions protecting Tier III benefits that the CSPF has needlessly violated.  The 
CSPF’s failure to consider these reasonable alternatives independently renders its Application 
legally deficient; and Treasury must in all events consider the availability of such reasonable 
alternatives in performing its review function. 

For these reasons, Treasury should, and must, deny the Application.  The CSPF’s current 
financial difficulties are in no way attributable to UPS.  On the contrary, in withdrawing from the 
CSPF in 2007, UPS improved the CSPF’s financial position by over $7 billion and, as a result, 
left the CSPF’s actuaries in a position to project that the CSPF would be fully funded by 2029.  
Acting as a responsible corporate citizen, UPS fully funded the pension liabilities of the UPS 
participants that accrued during the period that UPS was a contributing employer to the CSPF; 
and it even set up another pension plan for its employees and agreed to conditionally provide 
appropriate backstops for certain UPS participants in the CSPF.  UPS thus acted responsibly and 
fulfilled completely its commitments to its employees and retirees.  In doing so, UPS obtained 
assurances from the CSPF that the benefits of its participants would not be reduced without the 
consent of UPS; and MPRA also provided reasonable protection against abuse of corporations 
that have acted, and continue to act, responsibly in the face of mounting failures by 
multiemployer plan trustees to maintain adequate pension funding.  The CSPF’s proposed 
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suspension plan seeks to punish the responsible actions of UPS and to improperly shift extensive 
CSPF liabilities to UPS, even though it has not been a contributing employer to the CSPF since 
2007.  In doing so, the Application not only violates MPRA and the APA, but also UPS’s rights 
under the Due Process and Takings Clauses.  UPS intends to vigorously oppose the CSPF’s 
unlawful proposed suspension plan—including in the courts, if necessary. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. The Statutory Scheme 

MPRA confers only very limited authority for the suspension of accrued pension benefits 
otherwise protected by the anti-cutback rule.1  A plan may not suspend accrued benefits under 
MPRA without, among other things, first obtaining approval from Treasury.2  In turn, Treasury 
may not approve any proposed suspensions unless it finds that the plan is “eligible for the 
suspensions and has satisfied the criteria” set forth in Code Sections 432(e)(9)(C), (D), (E), and 
(F),3 including the various “conditions for suspension” set forth in Code Section 432(e)(9)(C)  
and the “limitations on suspension” set forth in Code Section 432(e)(9)(D).  In making this 
finding, Treasury must consider the comments submitted by interested parties under Code 
Section 432(e)(9)(G). 

1. Necessary “Conditions” for Suspension under Code Section 432(e)(9)(C) 

Code Section 432(e)(9)(C) sets forth “conditions” that must be satisfied in order for accrued 
pension benefits to be suspended under MPRA.  First, the plan actuary must certify that the plan 
is projected to avoid insolvency if benefits are suspended.4  Second, the plan sponsor must 
“determine[], in a written record to be maintained throughout the period of the benefit 
suspension, that the plan is still projected to become insolvent unless benefits are suspended  
. . . , although all reasonable measures to avoid insolvency have been taken.”5  In making this 
“determination,” the plan sponsor “may” take into account certain factors, including contribution 
levels, benefit accrual levels, prior benefit reductions, competitive conditions, the impact of 
contribution increases on employer attrition, and measures undertaken to attract contributing 
employers.6 

2. “Limitations” on Suspension under Code Section 432(e)(9)(D) 

Code Section 432(e)(9)(D) imposes various “limitations” on the suspension of accrued benefits.  
Among other things, it prohibits reducing monthly benefits below 110% of the amount 

                                                 
1  See 26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(A).   

2  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G). 

3  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(i). 

4  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(i). 

5  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(ii). 

6  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(ii). 
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guaranteed by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (the “PBGC”) in the event of 
insolvency, reducing benefits for individuals 75 years or older beyond specified levels, and 
reducing disability benefits.7  Two additional statutory “limitations” are particularly important 
for the CSPF. 
 
First, Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(iv) provides that “[a]ny suspensions of benefits, in the 
aggregate . . . , shall be reasonably estimated to achieve, but not materially exceed, the level that 
is necessary to avoid insolvency.”   
 
Second, for plans such as the CSPF that meet its requirements, Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vii) 
imposes a specific ordering rule for the suspension of benefits.8  The suspension ordering rule 
divides benefits into three tiers depending on the employer to which the benefits are attributable.  
Benefit suspensions must “first” be applied, “to the maximum extent permissible,” to benefits in 
Tier I, which are “benefits attributable to a participant’s service for an employer which withdrew 
from the plan and failed to pay . . . the full amount of its withdrawal liability.”9  Benefit 
suspensions must “second” be applied to all benefits in Tier II, which comprises “all other 
benefits” that fall in neither Tier I nor Tier III.10  Tier II is thus the “default” category for 
benefits attributable to employers who do not satisfy certain criteria.  And benefit suspensions 
only “third” may be applied to benefits in Tier III, which consists of benefits attributable to 
service with an employer that has withdrawn from the plan, paid the full amount of its 
withdrawal liability, and assumed, pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement, liability for 
providing benefits to participants and beneficiaries “in an amount equal to any amount of 
benefits . . . reduced as a result of the financial status of the plan.”11 

3. Notice, Comment, and Treasury Review under Code Sections 432(e)(9)(F) 
and (G) 

MPRA requires that interested parties receive notice of any proposed suspension of benefits and 
be given an opportunity to submit informed comments regarding the proposal.  “[C]oncurrently 
with an application for approval” of benefit suspensions, the plan sponsor must provide “notice 
of such proposed suspension[s].”12  The notice must include, among other things, “sufficient 
information to enable participants and beneficiaries to understand the effect of any suspensions 
of benefits.”13  And no more than 30 days after receiving an application to suspend benefits, 
Treasury must “publish a notice in the Federal Register soliciting comments from contributing 

                                                 
7  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(i)-(iii). 

8  MPRA made parallel amendments to the Code and ERISA.  As a result, the suspension ordering rule also 
appears in 29 U.S.C. § 305(e)(9)(D)(vii). 

9  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(vii)(I). 

10  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(vii)(II). 

11  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(vii)(III). 

12  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(F)(i).   

13  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(F)(ii)(I).   
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employers, employee organizations, and participants and beneficiaries of the plan for which an 
application was made and other interested parties.”14   

Treasury, in consultation with the PBGC and the Department of Labor, may approve an 
application only if—after considering comments on the application—it finds that the plan “is 
eligible for the suspensions and has satisfied the criteria” set forth in Code Sections 432(e)(9)(C), 
(D), (E), and (F).15  Treasury “shall approve or deny any application for suspensions of benefits 
under this paragraph within 225 days after the submission of such application.”16 

B. Factual Background 

1. UPS’s Withdrawal from the CSPF 

UPS was a contributing employer to the CSPF between 1955 and 2007.  During this time, UPS 
contributed to the CSPF in accordance with the terms of UPS’s applicable collective bargaining 
agreements.   

On December 26, 2007, UPS withdrew from the CSPF in a complete withdrawal pursuant to a 
Spin-Off and Withdrawal Liability Agreement and Release that UPS entered with the CSPF 
Trustees on September 29, 2007 (the “Withdrawal Agreement”).17  As part of the Withdrawal 
Agreement, UPS made an unprecedented lump sum payment of $6.1 billion in satisfaction of its 
withdrawal liability to the CSPF, an amount that the CSPF Trustees themselves describe as 
“extraordinary.”18 

UPS’s withdrawal required consent from the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (the “IBT”) 
because the 2002-2008 National Master Agreement between UPS and the IBT required UPS to 
participate in the CSPF.  Accordingly, concurrent with its negotiation of the agreement to 
withdraw from the CSPF, UPS entered into a new 2007-2013 National Master Agreement with 
the IBT (the “2007-2013 NMA”).  Among other things, the 2007-2013 NMA required UPS to 
establish a new single-employer pension plan, the UPS/IBT Full-Time Employee Pension Plan 
(the “UPS/IBT Plan”), that accepted $1.3 billion19 of the CSPF’s previous liabilities with respect 
to certain UPS participants for all of their benefits under the CSPF other than their accrued 
benefits payable as an annuity form of benefit at age 65.  UPS received no assets from the CSPF 
when it agreed to have these liabilities transferred from the CSPF to the UPS/IBT Plan.   

                                                 
14  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(ii).   

15  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(i).   

16  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(iii).   

17  The Withdrawal Agreement was submitted as Application Item 30.5. 

18  Application Item 8.2, page 8.2.37.  

19  Determined as of the “Transfer Date,” which was January 1, 2008.  These liabilities included restoration of 
a service pension that had been eliminated by the CSPF.  
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Together with the withdrawal liability payment, UPS therefore improved the CSPF’s financial 
position by over $7 billion virtually overnight through its withdrawal.  Indeed, after UPS’s 
withdrawal, the CSPF’s actuaries projected that the CSPF would be fully funded by 2029.20 

The 2007-2013 NMA also included the following provision: 

The UPS/IBT Plan will recognize full-time service in the CS Plan 
for determining eligibility for [certain] benefits . . . and will offset 
at Normal Retirement Age the benefits accrued from the CS Plan 
commencing at Normal Retirement Age.  If the benefit paid from 
the CS Plan is reduced as permitted or required by law, the amount 
of such reduction shall not be included in this offset.21   

In other words, UPS agreed that its newly created plan would serve as a “backstop” for any 
benefits that the CSPF was permitted by UPS or required by law to cease paying (and did not 
pay).  UPS’s current 2013-2018 National Master Agreement (the “2013-2018 NMA”) with the 
IBT includes the same provision.  However, benefit reductions were legally prohibited at the 
time (prior to MPRA’s enactment) unless a plan was insolvent. 

In order to protect against abuse of the backstop provision, UPS concurrently negotiated with the 
CSPF for a contractual assurance that the CSPF could not implement reductions in accrued 
benefits for UPS participants without UPS’s prior consent.  Specifically, Section 11.7 of the 
Withdrawal Agreement provides that: 

[E]xcept as may be necessary to implement the terms of [the 
Withdrawal Agreement] or otherwise required by law or to 
maintain the tax-qualified status of the CSPF, [the CSPF] shall not 
after the Transfer Date, amend the CSPF Plan Documents or 
otherwise adopt or institute any increases or reductions in any 
Accrued Benefits Payable at Age 65, except with the advance, 
express written consent of [UPS]. 

This provision—which limited benefit reductions that could be imposed on UPS participants and 
protected UPS from abuse of the backstop provision in the 2007-2013 NMA (and subsequent 
2013-2018 NMA)—was an express condition of both UPS’s withdrawal (and contemporaneous 
withdrawal liability payment) and its related agreement to backstop benefit reductions permitted 
by UPS or required by law. 

  

                                                 
20  See Application Item 18, pages 18.4-.5. 

21  Application Item 30.2, page 30.2.11.  As a result of the withdrawal liability payment and backstop under 
the UPS/IBT Plan described above, the CSPF is a plan with benefits described in 26 U.S.C. § 
432(e)(9)(D)(vii)(III).  See Application Item 30, page 30.0. 
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2. The CSPF’s Proposed Suspension Plan 

According to the Application, the CSPF’s financial condition has significantly deteriorated over 
the past eight years and the CSPF expects to become insolvent by 2026.22  Accordingly, the 
CSPF now seeks to suspend certain benefits under MPRA.   

i. Criteria used to allocate benefit suspensions 

As noted above, the CSPF is subject to MPRA’s suspension ordering rule.  The Application 
indicates that 100,377 participants have Tier I benefits, 322,560 participants have Tier II 
benefits, and 48,249 participants have Tier III benefits.23  The CSPF’s proposed suspension plan 
would reduce the total present value of the CSPF’s benefit liabilities by $10,931,765,892, with 
$1,872,262,517 of the savings from Tier I benefits, $7,068,045,599 of the savings from Tier II 
benefits, and $1,991,457,77624 of the savings from Tier III benefits—even though these Tier III 
benefits were fully funded by UPS upon its withdrawal from the CSPF and even though UPS and 
its participants have no responsibility for the current financial condition of the CSPF.25 

The CSPF’s proposed suspension plan suspends all Tier I benefits that may be suspended under 
MPRA, but does not do the same for Tier II benefits.  Instead, the CSPF proposes to suspend 
both Tier II and Tier III benefits pursuant to a common formula that distinguishes among the 
participants based on prescribed criteria.  Specifically, the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan 
categorizes the participants in Tiers II and III based on whether the participant: (1) (a) is an 
active employee, retiree or beneficiary in payment status or (b) is a terminated vested participant; 
and (2) has accrued at least 20 years of Contributory Service Credit (as defined in the current 
CSPF Plan Document).26  Except for terminated vested participants with fewer than 20 years of 
contributory service—whose benefits would be reduced to 0.5% of the contributions made on 
their behalf as of July 1, 2016—all participants with Tier II or Tier III benefits would have their 
monthly benefits reduced to 1.0% of the contributions made on their behalf as of July 1, 2016.27  
The CSPF’s proposal also includes a cap on benefit suspensions for participants who have 
accrued at least 20 years of contributory service as of July 1, 2016.  Benefit suspensions for 
participants with at least 20 years of contributory service are capped at 50% for Tier II benefits 
and 40% for Tier III benefits.28  The majority of UPS participants with Tier III benefits are 

                                                 
22  Application Item 5.1, page 5.1.12. 

23  Certain participants have benefits in more than one tier.  Application Item 13.2, page 13.2.1. 

24  Based on a review of the limited data provided by the CSPF, it appears that the present value of the CSPF’s 
proposed suspensions of Tier III benefits may in fact be $190 million higher than what the CSPF states.  
PwC Report, CSPF Suspension Application (Dec. 5, 2015) (attached as Appendix A), page 9. 

25  Application Item 13.2, page 13.2.1.   

26  Application Item 2.1, page 2.1.6. 

27  Application Item 2.1, page 2.1.2. 

28  Application Item 2.1, page 2.1.2. 
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terminated vested participants with fewer than twenty years of contributory service, and are 
therefore disproportionately impacted by the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan. 

The Application states that, in designing its proposed suspension plan, the CSPF determined that 
its suspension formula is “appropriate and fundamentally fair” because it provides each 
participant with benefits in proportion to the revenue that the CSPF received as a result of his or 
her employment.29  The CSPF’s proposed suspension plan also purports to be intended to 
balance the competing interests of older participants with limited sources of alternative income 
with the interests of active participants whose continued support (through the contributions made 
on their behalf) is necessary for the CSPF’s long-term survival.30  In this regard, the Application 
states that the CSPF Trustees purportedly “determined that all of the [CSPF]’s participants 
(actives, retired and terminated) and beneficiaries must rely upon the active participants to 
continue to support the [CSPF] and negotiate collective bargaining agreements requiring 
contributions to the [CSPF].”31  The CSPF Trustees claim that, as a result, they decided against 
applying the same contribution percentage formula to all participants which, according to the 
CSPF’s actuary, would have brought the percentage below 1.0%.  Instead, the CSPF Trustees left 
active employees with a benefit based on 1.0% of contributions, because they purportedly 
determined that a percentage below 1.0% for active participants would not support their “goal of 
protecting retired participants in pay status and maintaining the support of the active 
participants.”32 

ii. Assumptions applied in arriving at proposed benefit suspensions 

As noted above, MPRA imposes various limitations on benefit suspensions.  Among other 
things, MPRA requires plan sponsors to limit suspensions to those “reasonably estimated to 
achieve, but not materially exceed, the level that is necessary to avoid insolvency.”  The CSPF’s 
proposed suspension plan therefore relies on a number of actuarial assumptions regarding the 
CSPF’s contributions, expenses, and investment returns going forward to ensure that the 
proposed suspensions do not exceed the level that is necessary to avoid insolvency.  Most 
notably, the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan assumes a 3.0% annual decline in contribution 
base units for the first ten years after the suspensions are imposed, and then a 2.0% annual 
decline thereafter in perpetuity.33  The CSPF’s proposed suspension plan also assumes a 2.0% 
annual increase in administrative expenses over the 50-year period after the suspensions are 
imposed, resulting in an increase from $45.4 million in administrative expenses in 2016 to 
$117.4 million by 2064.34  These assumptions are critical to determining the level of suspensions 

                                                 
29  Application Item 13.1, page 13.1.2.   

30  Application Item 13.1, pages 13.1.2–.3.   

31  Application Item 13.1, page 13.1.3.   

32  Application Item 13.1, page 13.1.3. 

33  Application Item 7.1, page 7.1.21.  A “contribution base unit” is the unit of measure that determines the 
amount of an employer’s contribution, e.g., hours worked.  

34  Application Item 7.1, pages 7.1.9-.13. 
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that the CSPF deems necessary to satisfy MPRA’s requirements, but the Application offers no 
support for how the CSPF arrived at these assumptions.   

iii. Impact of benefit suspension criteria on Tier II and Tier III benefits 

Contrary to the statutory suspension ordering rule’s requirements, and notwithstanding the over 
$7 billion in withdrawal liability and assumed pension obligations that UPS incurred to fully 
fund the pensions of UPS participants, the factors and formulas under the CSPF’s proposed 
suspension plan would ultimately result in larger average suspensions for every subgroup of 
participants with Tier III benefits on both a dollar and percentage basis than for participants with 
Tier II benefits in the same respective subgroup.  Indeed, many participants with Tier II benefits 
will experience no benefit suspensions at all.  According to the Application, there are 322,560 
CSPF participants with Tier II benefits.35  Apparently, 119,826 (37.15%) of these participants 
will receive zero reduction to their benefits.36  This statistic is even more striking for participants 
with Tier II benefits in the “active, retired, or beneficiary” category with fewer than 20 years of 
contributory service.  Under the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan, 72,204 (64.62%) of the 
111,734 participants in this category will receive zero reduction to their benefits.37  Meanwhile, 
the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan would reduce 13,540 participants’ Tier III benefits to the 
lowest permitted amount under MPRA—110% of the maximum amount guaranteed by the 
PBGC.38  In addition, the slightly lower suspension cap for Tier III benefits (40%, as opposed to 
50% for participants with Tier II benefits) benefits only 7,832 (16%) of the 48,249 participants 
with Tier III benefits and only prevents $31 million in suspensions of Tier III benefits—a de 
minimis amount relative to the nearly $2 billion in Tier III benefits that the CSPF seeks to 
suspend.39 

                                                 
35  Application Item 13.2, page 13.2.1. 

36  Application Item 13.2, page 13.2.3. 

37  Id.  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(i)-(iii)  prohibits the suspension of benefits based on disability and benefits 
owed to participants or beneficiaries who are age eighty or older.  The limitations also prevent the 
reduction of benefits for any participant or beneficiary below 110% of the monthly multiemployer pension 
benefit that is guaranteed by the PBGC.  However, based on the available information, it is highly unlikely 
that 119,826 of the CSPF participants with Tier II benefits are (1) age eighty or older, (2) receiving benefits 
based on disability, or (3) entitled to benefits that are less than 110% of the monthly multiemployer pension 
benefit that is guaranteed by the PBGC.  Instead, the CSPF’s proposal to reduce benefits for participants 
with Tier II benefits in the “active, retired, or beneficiary” category with less than 20 years of contributory 
service to 1.0% of the contributions made on their behalf appears to completely exempt many active Tier II 
participants from benefit suspensions because the CSPF has used a 1.0% accrual rate since 2004. 
Application Item 13.1, page 13.1.8.  As a result, it appears that relatively new participants who only 
accrued benefits at the 1.0% rate will experience zero suspensions under the CSPF’s proposal.  The 
Application itself indicates that active Tier II participants with less than 20 years of contributory service 
only average 8.1 years of contributory service, which suggests that a significant part of this group only 
accrued benefits at the 1.0% rate. 

38  Appendix A, page 11. 

39  Appendix A, page 10. 
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In addition, the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan does not treat withdrawal liability payments as 
contributions for purposes of its suspension formula.  Failure to take these payments into account 
directly contradicts the CSPF’s stated justification for the 1.0% contribution formula, which is to 
“embod[y] the fundamental fairness of allowing each participant to receive benefits from the 
[CSPF] in proportion to the revenue that was contributed to the [CSPF] as a result of his Covered 
Service under the Plan Document.”40  The CSPF’s financial statements characterize both 
ongoing employer contributions and withdrawal liability payments as “revenue.”41 This 
characterization is consistent with the fact that withdrawal liability payments are based in part on 
the participants’ prior covered service under the CSPF, and thus constitute “revenue” to the 
CSPF attributable to that covered service.42  In addition, providing credit for withdrawal liability 
payments gives further effect to the suspension ordering rule, which favors employers that have 
already paid their share of the CSPF’s unfunded benefits.  Accordingly, crediting withdrawal 
liability payments, such as UPS’s $6.1 billion withdrawal liability payment, as contributions 
under the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan would lower the suspension of Tier III benefits by 
$1 billion to $1.5 billion.43 

III. STANDARDS OF REVIEW   

With one narrow exception noted below, under MPRA, Treasury must determine de novo 
whether the various requirements for benefit suspensions have been met.  Specifically, before it 
may approve a suspension, Treasury itself must make a “finding” that the plan “is eligible for the 
suspensions and has satisfied the criteria of subparagraphs (C), (D), (E), and (F)” of Code 
Section 432(e)(9).44     
 
MPRA imposes a distinctive standard of review for only the question “whether the plan sponsor 
has met the criteria specified in clause (ii) of subparagraph (C)” of Code Section 432(e)(9)—
which relates to determinations by a plan sponsor that the plan is projected to become insolvent 
if benefits are not suspended even though all reasonable measures to avoid insolvency have been 

                                                 
40  Application Item 8.2, page 8.2.58. 

41  The CSPF’s 2014 Form 5500, Financial Statements as of and for the Years Ended December 31, 2014 and 
2013 (excerpt attached as Appendix B). 

42  29 U.S.C. § 1391(c)(2) (setting forth the so-called “modified presumptive method” used by the CSPF to 
calculate withdrawal liability, which allocates a portion of the CSPF’s unfunded vested benefits to each 
withdrawing employer based on the employer’s contribution history); 29 U.S.C. § 1391(c)(1)(C)(i)(I) 
(setting forth the formula for calculating withdrawal liability payment amounts, which is based on the 
employer’s historical contribution base units and the employer’s highest contribution rate); see also In re 
Marcal Paper Mills, Inc., 650 F.3d 311, 317 (3d Cir. 2011) (“To summarize, withdrawal liability is 
calculated by, first, determining the plan-wide shortfall between the plan assets and the vested benefits the 
plan owes to employees. Second, once the overall size of the shortfall has been determined, the 
withdrawing employer’s share of that shortfall is determined by calculating, in essence, the proportionate 
share owed to the withdrawing employer’s covered employees based on the employer’s contribution share 
over the past five years.”). 

43  Appendix A, page 25.   

44  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G). 
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taken.45  As to that distinct question, Treasury “shall review the plan sponsor’s consideration” of 
the governing “factors,”46 and “shall accept the plan sponsor’s determinations unless it 
concludes,” in consultation with the Department of Labor and the PBGC, “that the plan 
sponsor’s determinations were clearly erroneous.”47   
 
This “clear error” standard applies only to the “determinations” required of the plan sponsor by 
Code Section 432(e)(9)(C)(ii).  No other provision of MPRA authorizes the plan sponsor to 
make “determinations” for itself, rather than to seek and obtain the necessary “finding[s]” from 
Treasury.  Moreover, for no other issue does MPRA charge Treasury with performing a 
“review,” rather than making any necessary “finding” for itself.  For example, the “clearly 
erroneous” standard does not apply to questions regarding the suspension “limitations” set forth 
in Code Section 432(e)(9)(D); those questions must be decided de novo by Treasury itself.   
 
Even as to the suspension “conditions” set forth in Code Section 432(e)(9)(C)(ii), under MPRA 
and well-established law, the “clearly erroneous” standard applies only to factual 
“determinations” of the plan sponsor and “‘does not inhibit’” the power of the reviewing 
authority “to correct errors of law, including those that may infect a so-called mixed finding of 
law and fact, or a finding of fact that is predicated on a misunderstanding of the governing rule 
of law.”48  Moreover, even where it does apply, the clear error standard does not alter (much less 
eliminate) the APA’s requirement of “reasoned decision making” by Treasury.  To the contrary, 
the APA of its own force requires Treasury to provide a reasoned explanation for any final 
agency action, including agency action upholding determinations made by the trustees of a 
multiemployer plan.49   
 
Furthermore, while the clear error standard is deferential as to factual “determinations” under 
Code Section 432(e)(9)(C)(ii), it is clearly not toothless.  “A finding is ‘clearly erroneous’ when 
although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing [authority] on the entire evidence is left 
with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed.”50  Treasury must 
therefore assess all of the evidence available to a plan sponsor proposing benefit suspensions, not 
just evidence tending to support the decision.  In particular, factual determinations must be 
“plausible in light of the record viewed in its entirety.”51   

                                                 
45  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(iv). 

46  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(iv). 

47  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(v). 

48  Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30, 79 (1986) (quoting Bose Corp. v. Consumers Union of U.S., Inc., 466 
U.S. 485, 501 (1984)). 

49  See, e.g., Allentown Mack Sales & Serv., Inc. v. N.L.R.B., 522 U.S. 359, 374-75 (1998); Motor Vehicle 
Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 40-44 (1983); SEC v. Chenery 
Corp., 332 U.S. 194, 196 (1947). 

50  Anderson v. City of Bessemer City, N.C., 470 U.S. 564, 573 (1985) (quoting United States v. U.S. Gypsum 
Co., 333 U.S. 364, 395 (1948)). 

51  Id. at 574 (emphasis added); Latif v. Obama, 677 F.3d 1175, 1200 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (Henderson, J., 
concurring).  See also Easley v. Cromartie, 532 U.S. 234, 257 (2001) (finding clear error even though 
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It is particularly important that the “clearly erroneous” standard be applied with vigor where, as 
here, the initial decision makers (i.e., the CSPF Trustees) are biased and have actual or potential 
conflicts of interest.  As courts have recognized in the context of a plan fiduciary who “both 
determines whether an employee is eligible for benefits and pays benefits out of its own pocket,” 
a reviewing authority must “consider that conflict as a factor in determining whether the plan 
administrator has abused its discretion in denying benefits.”52  Similarly, in this case, the CSPF 
Trustees are conflicted, as they represent current contributing employers and organized labor, 
neither of which represents the interests of withdrawn employers.  Indeed, the Supreme Court 
itself has expressly recognized that trustees of a multiemployer pension plan “could act in a 
biased fashion for several reasons”53—including but not limited to avoiding “personal liability” 
and favoring the interests of the unions and employers that appoint the trustees over the interests 
of employers who have withdrawn from the plan.54  In short, in this context, it is critical that 
Treasury recognize the bias of the CSPF Trustees in making their determinations and take that 
bias into account in performing Treasury’s review functions, including its review of whether 
“determinations” made by the CSPF are “clearly erroneous.”  As explained below, because of 
these bias issues, the Due Process Clause actually requires Treasury to conduct a full de novo 
review of all such issues. 

Any approval of a suspension plan is a final agency action subject to judicial review under the 
APA.55  Treasury itself must provide all legally required process, must properly construe MPRA, 
must act consistently with the Constitution, and must not act arbitrarily or capriciously or 
otherwise not in accordance with law.56 

IV. THE PROPOSED SUSPENSION PLAN SHOULD BE REJECTED BECAUSE THE APPLICATION 
FAILS TO DISCLOSE INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR TREASURY TO CONDUCT ITS 
STATUTORILY REQUIRED FUNCTIONS AND FOR INTERESTED PARTIES TO PROVIDE 
MEANINGFUL COMMENTS ON THE APPLICATION 

As a threshold matter, the Application should be rejected for failure to disclose information 
necessary to Treasury and other interested parties.  MPRA requires Treasury to adjudicate the 
lawfulness of proposed benefit suspensions, and it guarantees all interested parties the right to 
comment on proposed suspensions.  In order for Treasury to perform its statutorily assigned 

                                                                                                                                                             
record contained “evidence offering support” for the finding at issue); cf. Universal Camera Corp. v. 
NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 487 (1951) (even “substantial evidence” review, which is more deferential, must 
“tak[e] into account contradictory evidence or evidence from which conflicting inferences could be 
drawn”). 

52  Metro Life Ins. Co. v. Glenn, 554 U.S. 105, 108 (2008). 

53  Concrete Pipe & Prods. of Cal., Inc. v. Constr. Laborers Pension Trust for S. Cal., 508 U.S. 602, 617 
(1993). 

54  Id. at 617; see also Durakovic v. Bldg. Serv. 32 BJ Pension Fund, 609 F.3d 133, 140 (2d Cir. 2010). 

55  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(iii). 

56  See 5 U.S.C. § 706.  
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adjudicative function, and for interested parties to have a meaningful opportunity to comment on 
an application for benefit suspensions, a plan sponsor must disclose, to Treasury and to the 
public, all relevant materials that were available to it when it applied for a suspension of benefits.  
The CSPF has not only failed to disclose such materials in its Application, but also has rebuffed 
UPS’s repeated requests for such information and has sought to conceal information that 
critically bears on the Application.  Without that information, Treasury cannot adequately review 
the Application, and UPS cannot fully comment upon it.  For these reasons alone, the 
Application must be denied.  

A. MPRA Requires Disclosure of All Relevant Information Available to the Plan 
Sponsor 

1. Full Disclosure is Required to Facilitate Treasury’s Administrative Review 

For Treasury to perform its statutory functions under MPRA, a plan sponsor must provide 
Treasury with all relevant materials available to it when it applies for a suspension of benefits.  
This disclosure requirement arises from various provisions of MPRA and the APA. 
 
First, MPRA prohibits Treasury from approving a benefit suspension plan unless it makes a 
“finding that the plan is eligible for the suspensions and has satisfied the criteria of 
subparagraphs (C), (D), (E), and (F).”57  In turn, the referenced subparagraphs set forth various 
substantive requirements that must be satisfied in order for a benefit suspension under MPRA to 
be lawful.  For example, the suspension must be necessary to avoid insolvency, taking into 
account considerations such as contribution and benefit levels, prior benefit reductions or 
suspensions, and “[m]easures undertaken by the plan sponsor to attract contributing 
employers”;58 it must be “reasonably estimated to achieve, but not materially exceed, the level 
that is necessary to avoid insolvency”;59 and it must be “equitably distributed across the 
participant and beneficiary population,” taking into account certain “factors” regarding the 
various benefits and beneficiaries at issue.60  At least two features characterize these 
requirements: they are highly fact-intensive and, in many cases, they turn on information 
primarily, if not exclusively, within the control of the plan sponsor.  The adjudication required of 
Treasury by MPRA would be entirely unreliable if the plan sponsor could skew the record by 
presenting to Treasury only information tending to support a suspension, while withholding 
evidence that undercuts it.   
 
Second, MPRA makes Treasury’s approval of a suspension of benefits reviewable “in 
accordance with section 706” of Title 5.61  Among other things, that cornerstone provision of the 
APA provides that a “reviewing court shall . . . hold unlawful and set aside agency action, 

                                                 
57  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(i).   

58  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(i).   

59  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(iv). 

60  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(vi). 

61  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(I)(ii)(II)(aa). 
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findings, and conclusions [of law] found to be . . . arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or 
otherwise not in accordance with law.”62  Under settled law, an agency acts arbitrarily and 
capriciously when it fails to consider any “relevant factors” bearing on its decision,63 including 
any relevant evidence.64  Similarly, an agency acts arbitrarily and capriciously if it “entirely 
fail[s] to consider an important aspect of the problem.”65  Thus, to comply with the APA, 
Treasury must ensure that it has been provided with all available information that is relevant to a 
full assessment of the governing statutory criteria; Treasury would act arbitrarily and 
capriciously in approving an application that failed to provide such information for its review.   
 
Third, while MPRA permits the plan sponsor to make a “determination” whether “the plan is still 
projected to become insolvent unless benefits are suspended,” even though “all reasonable 
measures to avoid insolvency have been taken,”66 it instructs Treasury to “accept” those 
“determinations” only if it “concludes” that the determinations are not “clearly erroneous.”67  It 
is axiomatic that “clear error” review requires review of all relevant information available to the 
initial decision maker, because such review must take into account not only evidence tending to 
support the determination under review, but also evidence tending to undercut it.68  Thus, to 
perform the clear error review mandated by MPRA, Treasury must be able to consider all of the 
information that the plan sponsor had available to it in making its “determination[s].”69     
 

                                                 
62  5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).   

63  Citizens to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971). 

64  See, e.g., Morall v. DEA, 412 F.3d 165, 167 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (finding agency action “arbitrary and 
capricious” because agency “fail[ed] to consider contradictory record evidence where such evidence [was] 
precisely on point”). 

65  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983); see also, 
e.g., AEP Tex. N. Co. v. STB, 609 F.3d 432, 440-41 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (STB determination that parties had 
relied on previously announced methodology was arbitrary and capricious, because agency failed to 
consider circumstances suggesting lack of reliance); Advocates for Hwy. & Auto Safety v. Fed. Motor 
Carrier Safety Admin., 429 F.3d 1136, 1145 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (agency acted arbitrarily and capriciously by 
“adopt[ing] a rule with little apparent connection to the inadequacies it purports to address”). 

66  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(ii). 

67  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(v). 

68  See, e.g., Anderson v. City of Bessemer City, N.C., 470 U.S. 564, 574 (1985) (to survive clear error review, 
factual determinations must be “plausible in light of the record viewed in its entirety”) (emphasis added); 
Easley v. Cromartie, 532 U.S. 234, 257 (2001) (finding was clearly erroneous even though record 
contained “evidence offering support” for it); Latif v. Obama, 677 F.3d 1175, 1201 (D.C. Cir. 2012) 
(Henderson, J., concurring) (“[w]here the record contains conflicting evidence,” clear error review requires 
an assessment of “the comparative weight of the evidence both for and against” the factual determination at 
issue). 

69  See, e.g., CTS Corp. v. EPA, 759 F.3d 52, 64 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (it is “black-letter administrative law that in 
an [APA] case, a reviewing court should have before it neither more nor less information than did the 
agency when it made its decision”) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
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Fourth, MPRA requires the plan sponsor to make its “determination[s]” under Code Section 
432(e)(9)(C)(ii) “in a written record to be maintained throughout the period of the benefit 
suspension.”70  The purpose of maintaining that record is not for the sole edification of the plan 
sponsor, but also to facilitate the administrative and judicial review afforded by MPRA.71  
Moreover, such a “written record” must consist of all information before the decision maker.72  
Indeed, a decision maker acts improperly when it “exclude[s] from the record evidence adverse 
to its position,” in which case the reviewing authority must either supplement the record on 
review to include that evidence or else set aside the decision as arbitrary and capricious.73     
 
For all of these reasons, Treasury cannot properly discharge its adjudicatory and reviewing 
functions by considering a skewed “record” limited by the CSPF to information favorable to its 
position.  Treasury must have all relevant information that was available to the CSPF at the time 
of the Application. 

2. Disclosure is Required to Allow Meaningful Exercise of the Comment Rights 
Contemplated by MPRA 

Disclosure of all relevant materials available to the CSPF at the time of the Application is also 
critical to give effect to the comment rights expressly afforded by MPRA.  By its terms, MPRA 
requires Treasury, upon receipt of an application to suspend benefits, to “publish a notice in the 
Federal Register soliciting comments from contributing employers, employee organizations, and 
participants and beneficiaries of the plan for which an application was made and other interested 
parties.”74  This right to comment is legally meaningful only if information sufficient to 
understand the Application has been disclosed to commenters, as well-established law 
recognizes.75 

The notice-and-comment procedure under MPRA closely parallels the notice-and-comment 
procedure used for informal rulemakings under the APA.76  In that context, courts repeatedly 

                                                 
70  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(ii). 

71  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G), (I). 

72  See, e.g., James Madison Ltd. by Hecht v. Ludwig, 82 F.3d 1085, 1095 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (“The 
administrative record includes all materials compiled by the agency, that were before the agency at the time 
the decision was made”) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted); Bar MK Ranches v. Yuetter, 994 
F.2d 735, 739 (10th Cir. 1993) (“The complete administrative record consists of all documents and 
materials directly or indirectly considered by the agency.”). 

73  Kent Cnty. v. EPA, 963 F.2d 391, 395-96 (D.C. Cir. 1992). 

74  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(ii). 

75  United States v. Nova Scotia Food Prods. Corp., 568 F.2d 240, 251 (2d Cir. 1977); Ass’n of Data 
Processing Serv. Orgs., Inc. v. Bd. Of Governors of Fed. Reserve Sys., 745 F.2d 677, 684-85 (D.C. Cir. 
1984) (Scalia, J.). 

76  See, e.g., 5 U.S.C. § 553(b) (“General notice of proposed rule making shall be published in the Federal 
Register”); id. § 553(c) (“After notice required by this section, the agency shall give interested persons an 
opportunity to participate in the rule making through submission of written data, views, or arguments”). 
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have held that the statutory right to comment on a proposal carries with it an ancillary right to 
learn the factual basis underlying the proposed rule.77  For one thing, it is often impossible to 
provide meaningful comments without fully understanding the factual basis underlying the 
proposed action.78  Moreover, “[t]o allow an agency to play hunt the peanut with technical 
information, hiding or disguising the information that it employs, is to condone a practice in 
which the agency treats what should be a genuine interchange as mere bureaucratic sport.”79     
 
The logic of these decisions fully applies to notice-and-comment procedures used in the context 
of licensing, permitting, and other informal adjudications, where disclosure is equally necessary 
to ensure that interested parties may file meaningful comments.  Accordingly, the D.C. Circuit 
has extended these decisions beyond the rulemaking context, at least in circumstances where, as 
here, the adjudicatory decision is subject to notice-and-comment procedures “similar to the 
notice and comment procedure for informal rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure 
Act.”80     
 
MPRA itself repeatedly underscores that informed comments play an important role in the 
system of checks and balances to which plan sponsors seeking to suspend benefits are subject. 
As noted above, prior to the enactment of MPRA, the Supreme Court recognized that the trustees 
of a multiemployer plan are subject to serious bias issues and cannot be assumed to act in the 
best interests of plan participants, much less in an even-handed way towards withdrawn 
employers.81  Against this background, MPRA requires plan sponsors to obtain Treasury 
approval for any benefit reductions, and it requires Treasury to publish on its website any 
“application for approval of the suspension of benefits.”82  MPRA also requires an opportunity 
for comment by all interested parties, and permits plan participants and beneficiaries to vote on 
any proposed benefit suspension approved by Treasury.83  Indeed, to inform that vote, MPRA 
provides for the voters to receive not only “[a] statement from the plan sponsor in support of the 
suspension,”84 but also “[a] statement in opposition to the suspension compiled from comments 

                                                 
77  See, e.g., Ass’n of Data Processing Serv. Orgs., Inc., 745 F.2d at 684-85 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (Scalia, J.); see 

also Chamber of Commerce of U.S. v. SEC, 443 F.3d 890, 899 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (requiring disclosure of 
“technical studies and data”) (internal quotation marks omitted); Owner-Operator Driver’s Ass’n, Inc. v. 
Fed. Motor Carrier Safety Admin., 494 F.3d 188, 201-03 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (requiring disclosure of the 
agency’s methodology). 

78  See Am. Radio Relay League, Inc. v. FCC, 524 F.3d 227, 237 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (“[S]tudies upon which an 
agency relies in promulgating a rule must be made available during the rulemaking in order to afford 
interested persons meaningful notice and an opportunity for comment.”). 

79  Conn. Light & Power Co. v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm’n, 673 F.2d 525, 530 (D.C. Cir. 1982). 

80  Air Transp. Ass’n of Am. v. FAA, 169 F.3d 1, 6 (D.C. Cir. 1999). 

81  Concrete Pipe & Prods. of Cal., Inc. v. Constr. Laborers Pension Trust for S. Cal., 508 U.S. 602, 618 
(1993). 

82  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(ii). 

83  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(H)(ii). 

84  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(H)(iii)(I). 
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received pursuant to” the notice-and-comment procedure.85  Needless to say, the fairness and 
meaningfulness of those statements and the ensuing vote depends critically on commenters and 
plan participants having access to the relevant information so that they can properly educate the 
voters about the many issues that must be addressed under MPRA.  The need for meaningful 
comments is particularly important where, as here, the statute was specifically designed with the 
suspension ordering rule to protect the interests of certain employers, like UPS, whose interests 
are adverse to the CSPF. 

B. The CSPF Failed to Disclose Relevant Information Bearing on the Application to 
Suspend Benefits 

The Application does not include material information necessary to fairly analyze the CSPF’s 
proposed suspension plan.  This is evident in part from the various information that UPS has 
repeatedly requested from the CSPF and that the CSPF has repeatedly refused to disclose to 
UPS.  Attached as Appendix C is a full list of the data requested from the CSPF.   

Set forth below are four examples of the information requested but not provided together with an 
explanation of the potential relevance of the requested information: 

1. Attrition Assumption  

A critical assumption in the projections presented by the CSPF is the attrition assumption.  
Generally, attrition refers to anticipated negative growth in future contribution base units.  The 
CSPF assumes 3.0% annual attrition for the first ten years and 2.0% thereafter.86  Based on this 
assumption, the solvency projections assume continued substantial declines in employment 
levels over the entire period of the 50-year projection.  Importantly, the only information 
provided regarding the establishment of this assumption is that it was supplied by the CSPF and 
that it was lowered from 4.0% to 3.0% assuming the benefit suspensions are effective July 1, 
2016.87  

This unsupported assumption appears overly pessimistic for several reasons.  First, the 2015 
Actuarial Valuation Report88 notes that for the 2014 plan year, attrition declined to 1.2%.89  
Second, the pessimism of the CSPF is inconsistent with Census estimates of 0.58% annual 
increases in population and the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ projections of an 8.6% increase over 
ten years in the employment group most represented by the IBT.90  Third, this assumption seems 
inconsistent with the provisions and impact of MPRA.  The implementation of the benefit 
suspensions will improve the funded status and future prospects of the CSPF, which should 
                                                 
85  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(H)(iii)(II). 

86  Application Item 7.1, page 7.1.21. 

87  Application Item 7.1, page 7.1.21. 

88  See Application Item 7.2. 

89  Application Item 7.2, page 7.2.35. 

90  Appendix A, pages 18-19. 
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induce employers to remain in the CSPF.  The CSPF’s assumption ignores the fact that for 
purposes of calculating withdrawal liability, MPRA provides that any benefit suspensions will 
not be taken into account “unless the withdrawal occurs more than ten years after the effective 
date of a benefit suspension[.]”91  Contributing employers have a strong incentive to remain in 
the CSPF for at least ten years following the effective date of the suspensions. 

Adjustments to the attrition assumption to take into account these considerations could increase 
the CSPF’s projected net cash flows by a present value of $700 million to $1.5 billion, and 
thereby lower the need for benefit suspensions.92  Additional information about the basis for the 
CSPF’s attrition assumption is needed in order to evaluate its Application. 

2. Participants with Tier II Benefits Whose Benefits are not Suspended  

Based on the available information in the Application, 119,826 participants with Tier II benefits 
would experience no benefit suspensions under the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan.93  The 
Application does not include sufficient information for Treasury or the public to ascertain how 
many of these participants with Tier II benefits were protected from benefit suspensions pursuant 
to Code Section 432(e)(9)(D), which limits benefit suspensions for certain participants who are 
disabled, who are over age 75, or whose benefits are at 110% of the monthly benefit that is 
guaranteed by the PBGC.  Despite repeated requests from UPS, the CSPF has failed to provide 
the necessary information to permit identification of the number of participants within this Tier II 
group who were lawfully protected from suspensions and those who were not so protected.  It 
may well be that many of the favored participants within this illegally shielded group are current 
employees and union members of the CSPF Trustees.  UPS and Treasury lack sufficient 
information to fully evaluate the impact of these choices, which appear to have unlawfully 
protected a group of participants who should have their benefits suspended under the terms of 
MPRA.  Based on the information available, however, UPS estimates that approximately 27,000 
participants in Tier II with $490 million in benefit liabilities could, but would not, have benefits 
suspended, even though they do not fit within a protected category.94  It is also estimated that, if 
their benefits were to be suspended proportionately to the suspensions imposed on other 
participants, the change would lower the need for suspensions of other benefits by $150 
million.95 

3. Early Retirement Subsidies 

There are significant early retirement subsidies payable to participants with Tier II benefits that 
are not subject to suspension under the CSPF’s proposal.  There are no corresponding early 

                                                 
91  26 U.S.C. § 432(g)(1). 

92  See Section V.C.3 and Appendix A, page 19. 

93  See Application Item 13.2, page 13.2.3. 

94  Appendix A, page 15. 

95  Appendix A, page 15. 
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retirement subsidies for participants with Tier III benefits.96  The CSPF admits that the Tier II 
early retirement subsidies have an approximate present value of $6.7 billion as of January 1, 
2015,97 and that its proposed suspension plan, while lowering these subsidies by an undisclosed 
amount, does not eliminate them.  There is insufficient information in the Application to 
determine the amount of early retirement subsidies that could have been, but in fact were not, 
suspended as part of the Application.98  Despite repeated requests, the CSPF has not provided 
UPS with the information needed to calculate these amounts.  Thus, neither Treasury nor UPS 
can evaluate the potential suspensions that could have been made to the early retirement 
subsidies, thereby reducing Tier III benefit suspensions. 

4. Demographic and Contribution Data for Participants with Benefits in Tiers II 
and/or III 

The Application fails to provide participant level demographic and contribution information for 
participants with benefits in Tier II and/or Tier III.  This information also has not been provided 
to UPS despite repeated requests to the CSPF.  Based on a review of the limited data available, it 
appears that the suspensions of Tier III benefits may have a present value that is $190 million 
larger than what the CSPF represents in the Application.99  This information is critical for UPS, 
Treasury and the public to understand and confirm the accuracy of the financial implications of 
the suspensions. 

5. Impact of the CSPF’s Failure to Disclose Relevant Information 

As a result of the CSPF’s non-disclosures, UPS is unable to comment meaningfully on certain 
key issues.  On other key issues UPS’s actuary, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”), must use 
estimates with ranges of hundreds of millions to billions of dollars because of the CSPF’s refusal 
to provide the requested data.100 

Similarly, data limitations have made it extremely difficult for UPS to prepare alternative 
scenarios showing the impact of different benefit suspension formulas and approaches.101  These 
alternatives bear critically on the lawfulness of the suspension, given the statutory requirements 
that all reasonable measures be taken before any suspension is approved, and that any suspension 
be necessary to avoid insolvency. 

The CSPF’s failure to disclose relevant information should be viewed through the prism of the 
inherent bias of the trustees of multiemployer plans, and reflects its unwillingness to be 
transparent and its deliberate attempt to frustrate the comment rights of UPS and the public.  In 
                                                 
96  As part of the Withdrawal Agreement, UPS took on those liabilities when it withdrew from the CSPF. 

97  See Application Item 20, page 20.5. 

98  See Appendix A, page 24. 

99  See Appendix A, page 9. 

100  See Appendix A, pages 14, 25. 

101  See Appendix A, pages 23, 24, 28. 
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one email, the CSPF’s Executive Director rejected UPS’s request for information, explaining that 
turning the information over could mean “shoot[ing]” himself “in the foot.”102    That concern is 
well-founded, of course, only to the extent that the CSPF has information to hide. 

V. THE CSPF’S PROPOSED SUSPENSION PLAN VIOLATES THE SUSPENSION ORDERING 
RULE OF MPRA 

The CSPF’s proposed suspension plan does not comply with the suspension ordering rule set 
forth in Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vii).  This statutorily non-compliant aspect of the CSPF’s 
proposed suspension plan is another legal reason why Treasury must reject the Application.  

A. The Suspension Ordering Rule of MPRA Requires that Benefit Suspensions be 
Imposed First on Tiers I and II Benefits, and Only then on Tier III Benefits   

Treasury may not approve the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan unless it finds that the proposed 
suspension plan complies with Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)’s limitations on suspensions.103  Code 
Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vi) provides for “equitable distribution” factors to generally allocate benefit 
suspensions among participants.  However, as noted above, Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vii) 
additionally imposes a special suspension ordering rule that applies to certain plans such as the 
CSPF.104  Specifically, Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vii) provides that, for plans with employers 
that, like UPS, have withdrawn and put in place a backstop provision, “benefits suspended under 
[MPRA] shall”:  
 

(I) first, be applied to the maximum extent permissible to benefits 
attributable to a participant’s service for an employer which 
withdrew from the plan and failed to pay (or is delinquent with 
respect to paying) the full amount of its withdrawal liability under 
section 4201(b)(1) of the Employee Retirement Income Security 
Act of 1974 or an agreement with the plan, 

(II) second, except as provided by subclause (III), be applied to all 
other benefits that may be suspended under this paragraph, and 

(III) third, be applied to benefits under a plan that are directly 
attributable to a participant’s service with any employer which has, 
prior to the date of enactment of the Multiemployer Pension 
Reform Act of 2014-  

(aa) withdrawn from the plan in a complete withdrawal 
under section 4203 of the Employee Retirement Income 

                                                 
102  Email from Thomas Nyhan, the CSPF’s Executive Director, to Christopher Langan, UPS (Oct. 20, 2015) 

(attached as Appendix D).    

103  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(i). 

104  The CSPF acknowledges that it is subject to the suspension ordering rule.  See Application Item 30, page 
30.0. 
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Security Act of 1974 and has paid the full amount of the 
employer’s withdrawal liability under section 4201(b)(1) of 
such Act or an agreement with the plan, and  

(bb) pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement, 
assumed liability for providing benefits to participants and 
beneficiaries of the plan under a separate, single-employer 
plan sponsored by the employer, in an amount equal to any 
amount of benefits for such participants and beneficiaries 
reduced as a result of the financial status of the plan.105 

As written, MPRA’s suspension ordering rule means that the CSPF must: “first” suspend Tier I 
benefits; then “second” suspend “all other benefits that may be suspended” in Tier II; and then, 
and only then, “third” suspend Tier III benefits.   
 
As a textual matter, MPRA’s use of the terms “first,” “second,” and “third,” requires suspensions 
in this order and according to the terms specified in each category.  Tier I benefits suspensions 
are to be made “to the maximum extent permissible”; Tier II benefits suspensions are then to be 
made to “all other benefits that may be suspended”; and Tier III benefits are carved out and 
protected as a third, residual category.  The word “all,” as used in connection with the Tier II 
suspensions, means 100% in the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended 
(“ERISA”),106 and the phrase “that may be suspended under [MPRA]” means any Tier II 
benefits that are not subject to MPRA’s other suspension limitations, including those tied to age, 
disability, and 110% of the PBGC guarantee, as set forth in Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(i)-(iii). 
 
This understanding of the order of priority for benefit suspensions under MPRA is consistent 
with how other federal statutes that employ lists allocating assets or liabilities are interpreted.  
For example, Section 4044 of ERISA contains an order of priority for allocating assets to pay 
benefits upon termination of a single-employer pension plan in a sequence from “first” to 
“sixth.”107  The regulations under Section 4044 confirm that each category in Section 4044 must 
be fully exhausted before moving to the next category: 
 

Plan assets available to pay for benefits under the plan shall be 
allocated to each priority category in succession, beginning with 
priority category 1. If the plan has sufficient assets to pay for all 
benefits in a priority category, the remaining assets shall then be 
allocated to the next lower priority category. This process shall be 
repeated until all benefits in priority categories 1 through 6 have 

                                                 
105  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(vii). 

106  See, e.g., Trs. of Iron Workers Local 473 Pension Trust v. Allied Prods. Corp., 872 F.2d 208, 213 (7th Cir. 
1989) (interpreting “all” to mean 100% “there simply is no other way to remain faithful to Congress’ 
intent”).   

107  29 U.S.C. § 1344(a).  
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been provided or until all available plan assets have been 
allocated.108  

The priorities for expenses and claims under Sections 507 and 726 of the Bankruptcy Code, 
which similarly set forth lists prefaced by ordinal numbers, are applied in the same manner.109   
 
Applying the ordering language of the statutory text of MPRA in this manner also is consistent 
with the underlying design of the statute in setting forth such a tier structure in the first place.  It 
recognizes that Tier I benefits should be suspended first, because such benefits are attributable to 
employers that did not fund their benefits.  And it recognizes that Tier III benefits should be 
suspended last, not only because these benefits were fully funded by the employers to which the 
benefits are attributable, but also because the additional commitments that the employers made to 
protect those benefits are subject to abuse by inherently biased plan sponsors such as the CSPF.   
 
Applying the suspension ordering rule in this fashion also gives effect to the statutory canon that 
the specific controls over the general.110  Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vi) applies to all plans, and 
sets forth general equitable factors that can be used to allocate suspensions within an 
undifferentiated plan population.  But Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vii) is a special ordering rule, 
which narrowly applies only to plans meeting its triggering qualification of having protected 
benefits attributable to certain employers with certain specified (and favorable) characteristics, 
and which creates more detailed rules for such plans than the general equitable distribution 
factors applicable to all plans under subsection (vi).  Accordingly, reading MPRA’s provisions in 
pari materia, the equitable distribution factors set forth in Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vi) may, at 
most, be used to allocate suspensions within the tiers, including Tier II, but not to override the 
tiers; and Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vii) by its plain language precludes suspensions of Tier III 
benefits until all allowable suspensions of Tier I and Tier II benefits have been made. 
 
Finally, the legislative history of MPRA confirms this understanding of the statute as well. The 
Congressional Research Service contemporaneously interpreted the suspension ordering rule in 
the same manner, noting that: 

                                                 
108  29 C.F.R. § 4044.10(d).   

109  See, e.g., In re Vinnie, 345 B.R. 386, 389-90 (Bankr. M.D. Ala. 2006) (noting that, under Chapter 7, claims 
are paid in the order of their priority, explaining that “the highest priority claim is paid first[,]” and then 
“[i]f there are sufficient funds in the estate, the next highest priority claim is paid, and so on, until 
unsecured claims without priority are paid” until the estate is exhausted, at which time, if “the funds in the 
estate are not sufficient to pay all claims in full, the last class to receive payment is paid pro rata.”); In re 
Ben Franklin Retail Store Inc., 210 B.R. 315, 316, n.2 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 1997) (noting that under 
Bankruptcy Code Section 507(a)(1), administrative expenses are entitled to first  priority and that under 
Section 726(a)(1), distributions are to be made in order of priority established by Section 507 in chapter 7 
cases); Matter of Eq. Funding Corp. of Am., 416 F. Supp. 132, 145 (C.D. Cal. 1975) (noting that “absolute 
priority rule” requires all corporate debts be paid before shareholders receive anything in bankruptcy and 
providing an example of the priority system in practice). 

110  See, e.g., River Rd. Hotel Partners, LLC v. Amalgamated Bank, 651 F.3d 642, 652 n.7 (7th Cir. 2011) 
(noting “the canon of statutory construction that states that when ‘there is an inescapable conflict between 
general and specific provisions of a statute, the specific will prevail’” (citing Norman J. Singer & J.D. 
Shambie Singer, 2A Sutherland Statutes & Statutory Construction § 46:5)).   
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[b]enefit reductions in certain plans are to be ordered, first, among 
participants who worked for an employer that withdrew and failed 
to pay, in full, the required payments to exit the plan (known as 
withdrawal liability); and second, among other participants except 
those who worked for an employer that (1) withdrew from the 
plan, (2) fully paid its withdrawal liability, and (3) established a 
separate plan to provide benefits in an amount equal to benefits 
reduced as a result of the financial condition of the original plan.  
For example, this third exclusion applies to participants who 
worked for United Parcel Service and are in a trucking industry 
multiemployer plan.111 

In short, the tier structure that was specifically designed for plans like the CSPF substantially 
limits the manner and extent to which a plan sponsor can properly propose suspensions of 
benefits for Tier III participants.  

B. The CSPF’s Proposed Benefits Suspension Violates the Suspension Ordering Rule 

The CSPF’s proposed benefits suspension blatantly violates MPRA’s suspension ordering rule: 
the CSPF proposes suspending $2 billion in benefits from Tier III when there is still over $3 
billion in suspendable benefits that have not been suspended from Tier II.112  Moreover, the 
CSPF proposes suspending 13,540 participants’ Tier III benefits to the maximum 110% PBGC 
guarantee level113—the same level to which Tier I benefits are cut.  And 37.15% of participants 
with Tier II benefits—including 27,000 individuals with $490 million in aggregate benefits 
liabilities114—will apparently see no benefit suspensions whatsoever.  It is difficult to imagine a 
proposal more at odds with MPRA’s suspension ordering rule. 
 
Indeed, far from giving Tier III benefits the preferential treatment that MPRA mandates, the 
CSPF proposal would suspend Tier III benefits disproportionately.  The CSPF’s proposal to 
suspend both Tier II and Tier III benefits to 1.0% of contributions for anyone who is not a 
terminated vested participant with less than 20 years of contributory service may be facially 
neutral, but it is not neutral in effect.  There is a large group of Tier II participants who accrued 
benefits since 2004 at the CSPF’s 1.0% benefit accrual rate.  The proposal to suspend benefits to 
1.0% of contributions will not reduce any benefits for these participants.115  In contrast, UPS’s 
                                                 
111  John J. Topoleski, Congressional Research Service, Benefit Reductions for Participants in Multiemployer 

Defined Benefit (DB) Pension Plans in H.R. 38, the Omnibus Appropriations Act (Dec. 15, 2014) (second 
emphasis added). 

112  Appendix A, page 14. 

113  Appendix A, page 11. 

114  Because the CSPF has repeatedly failed to provide crucial information requested by UPS so that it could 
fully assess the CSPF’s proposal, UPS cannot fully evaluate the impact of these unlawful choices.  The 
27,000-participant figure is UPS’s best estimate at present.  See Appendix A, page 15. 

115  According to the Application, there are 322,560 participants with Tier II benefits. Application Item 13.2, 
page 13.2.1. However, under the CSPF’s proposal, 119,826 (37.15%) CSPF participants with Tier II 
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participants ceased accruing benefits in 2007, and most of their benefits were accrued under the 
CSPF’s older 2.0% benefit accrual rate.  The proposed 1.0% suspension significantly affects 
these participants, leaving participants with Tier III benefits $725 million worse off in the 
aggregate than they would be if their benefits had been reduced by the same percentage as the 
benefits for participants with Tier II benefits.116   
 
The CSPF’s proposed suspension plan thus clearly violates the suspension ordering rule.  Rather 
than avoid suspending Tier III benefits until after all permissible Tier II benefits suspensions are 
made, the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan directly seeks to suspend Tier III benefits—and 
disproportionately so—when many Tier II benefits could still be cut.  In total, Tier III benefits 
would be suspended on average over twice as much as Tier II benefits.  And many Tier II 
benefits would not be suspended at all.  MPRA does not permit such a suspension plan. 

C. The CSPF’s Justifications for Violating the Suspension Ordering Rule are 
Unfounded 

1. MPRA Requires the CSPF to Reduce Tier II Benefits to the Maximum Extent 
Permissible Before Reducing Tier III Benefits, and the CSPF is Wrong to 
Argue Otherwise 

The CSPF argues that, even though permissible Tier II benefit suspensions have not been 
exhausted, it is nonetheless authorized to impose suspensions on Tier III benefits because “Tier 2 
benefits are not required to be reduced to the maximum extent permissible” before suspending 
Tier III benefits.117  This argument misreads the statute. 

The proper comparison for evaluating the “to the maximum extent permissible” language in the 
statute is between Tiers I and III, which otherwise use parallel statutory language to define 
benefits based on service with employers that meet certain characteristics.  Whereas Tier I 
employers withdrew from the CSPF and failed to pay their share of the CSPF’s unfunded vested 
benefits, Tier III employers, like UPS, took the extraordinary step of not only paying their share 
of the CSPF’s unfunded benefit liabilities, but also providing additional protection for their 
participants.  The statute is designed to require that Tier I suspensions take place first, to the 
“maximum extent permissible,” and that Tier III suspensions take place only “third,” if at all. 

Given the statutory intention to prioritize suspensions of Tier I benefits, and to protect against 
suspensions of Tier III benefits, there was no need for MPRA to state that Tier II benefits would 

                                                                                                                                                             
benefits will receive zero reduction to their benefits.  Application Item 13.2, page 13.2.3.  This statistic is 
even more striking for participants with Tier II benefits in the “active, retired, or beneficiary” category with 
less than 20 years of contributory service.  Under the CSPF’s proposal, 72,204 (64.62%) of the 111,734 
participants in this category will receive zero reduction to their benefits. Application Item 13.2, page 
13.2.3.  This is primarily because the CSPF proposes to use a formula based on 1.0% of contributions that 
was meant to free the active pool (the employees and union members of the CSPF Trustees) from the deep 
suspensions imposed on participants with Tier III benefits.   

116  Appendix A, page 23.  

117  Application Item 8.2, page 8.2.68. 
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be suspended “to the maximum extent permissible.”  That conclusion follows, without additional 
statutory language, from the prioritization prescribed by the statute that Tier II benefits would be 
suspended after suspensions in Tier I—the disfavored tier—had been exhausted and before any 
suspensions were made in Tier III—the protected tier.  Consistent with this intent, for Tier II the 
statute orders the suspension of “all other benefits that may be suspended under [MPRA].”  
“[A]ll other benefits” are all benefits other than those in Tiers I and III, and the “that may be 
suspended under [MPRA]” language refers to the benefits that are not subject to MPRA’s 
suspension limitations in Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(i)-(iii).  The plain language of the statute 
controls, and there is no “canon of interpretation that forbids interpreting different words used in 
different parts of the same statute to mean roughly the same thing.”118  MPRA simply did not 
need to state that Tier II benefits be suspended “to the maximum extent permissible” in order for 
suspensions of these benefits to have to be exhausted before any suspensions of Tier III benefits 
could properly occur.119      

To conclude otherwise, and find that Tier III benefits could be suspended before suspensions of 
Tier II benefits were exhausted, would defeat the purpose of creating Tier III benefits in the first 
place, and render nugatory Congress’s intent to carve out Tier III from Tier II.  Tier III benefits 
were separated from Tier II benefits in order to prioritize suspensions of Tier II benefits and 
leave as a last resort suspensions of Tier III benefits.  Indeed, the CSPF’s interpretation would 
change the term “all other benefits” in Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(vii)(II) to mean “some other 
benefits.”  The CSPF is not allowed to so rewrite the statute. 

2. The Proposal to Treat Tier III Benefits More Favorably than Tier II Benefits 
in Some Respects Does Not Save the CSPF’s Proposal from Violating MPRA 

The CSPF also seeks to justify suspending Tier III benefits before exhausting allowable Tier II 
benefit suspensions by pointing out that it has given some Tier III benefits preferential treatment.  
Specifically, it points out that it capped benefit suspensions for Tier III participants with 20 or 
more years of contributory service at 40% while capping benefit suspensions for Tier II 
participants in the same category at 50%.  But this provision proves nothing.   

The different suspension caps are a hollow and misleading gesture that effectively benefits only 
7,832 (16%) of the 48,249 participants with Tier III benefits and only prevents $31 million in 
suspensions of Tier III benefits—a de minimis amount relative to the nearly $2 billion in Tier III 
benefits that the CSPF proposes to cut.120  Indeed, by the very terms of the CSPF’s proposal, the 
35,278 Tier III participants with less than 20 years of contributory service are not subject to any 
suspension cap for their Tier III benefits. 

In all events, the critical issue is not whether some Tier III benefits were treated preferentially 
over some Tier II benefits.  Rather, the critical question is whether any Tier III benefits are to be 
suspended before all permissible Tier II suspensions have been made.  As to that question, the 
                                                 
118  Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 1351, 1364 (2013). 

119  The “all other benefits” language would not fit Tiers I or III, which are not default categories.  Instead Tiers 
I and III define the benefits in each tier based on service attributable to certain employers.  

120  Appendix A, page 10. 
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statutory answer is clear, and the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan fails the statutory 
requirement. 

3. The CSPF Cannot Properly Justify Suspending Tier III Benefits Before 
Exhausting Tier II Benefit Suspensions by Arguing that Such Suspensions are 
Necessary to Save the CSPF from Insolvency 

Nor can the CSPF justify suspending Tier III benefits before exhausting allowable Tier II 
suspensions as a plan necessary for the CSPF to avoid insolvency.  Neither the law nor the facts 
allow such a justification. 

As to the law, the suspension ordering rule is a “limitation” on a lawful suspension plan.  The 
plan sponsor must develop a proposed suspension plan that both complies with all such 
limitations and allows the plan to avoid insolvency.  The plan sponsor cannot simply ignore the 
limitations expressly imposed by Congress. 

As to the facts, no benefits need to be suspended from Tier III in order for the CSPF to avoid 
insolvency.  In its Application, the CSPF proposes to suspend almost $2 billion in benefits from 
Tier III, and claims that these suspensions are necessary to avoid insolvency.  However, MPRA 
would permit between $3 billion to $5 billion more in suspensions in Tier II (this range is 
necessary because the CSPF refused to provide UPS with the data to refine it) before any 
benefits would need to be suspended in Tier III.121  Accordingly, there is no need to suspend Tier 
III benefits to have a viable plan that avoids insolvency.   

Even if these additional benefit suspensions were not available from Tier II, it still would not be 
necessary to suspend Tier III benefits.  This is because the Application contains unreasonable 
assumptions that unnecessarily inflate the size of the suspension that the CSPF claims it needs in 
order to avoid insolvency.122  Once these assumptions are adjusted, there is no need for Tier III 
benefit cuts.  

First, the CSPF proposes to spend grossly excessive amounts on administrative expenses going 
forward.  Despite projecting a rapidly declining size for the plan, the CSPF projects 2.0% annual 
increases in administrative expenses over the 50-year projection period, resulting in an increase 
from $45.4 million in 2016 to $117.4 million by 2064.  Moreover, this projected increase in 
administrative expenses occurs even as the number of active and retired participants in the CSPF, 

                                                 
121  Appendix A, page 14. 

122  There are also other items that appear to overstate the need for claimed suspensions.  Based on a review of 
the limited data provided by the CSPF, it appears that the present value of the CSPF’s proposed 
suspensions of Tier III benefits may in fact be $190 million higher than what the CSPF states.  Appendix A, 
page 9.  If accurate, these suspensions will potentially impose unlawful costs on Tier III and UPS in 
violation of MPRA’s rule that the suspensions be no more than necessary to avoid insolvency.  The 
mortality table has also been updated since the suspension plan was created.  The updated MP-2015 table 
would be expected to lower the CSPF’s liabilities post suspension, and hence the need for suspensions, by 
$300 million to $325 million.  Appendix A, page 20. 
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benefit payments, and the market value of assets are all projected to decline dramatically.123  
Under the metric that the CSPF itself uses to measure its efficiency,124 administrative expenses 
thus increase from under 2.0% of benefit payments to over 11%.  If the CSPF were to keep even 
modest control of its expenses in line with what it projects they should be after the suspension is 
implemented (i.e., 2.25% of benefit payments), the CSPF would obtain a present value savings 
on administrative expenses of $200 million.125     

Second, the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan uses inflated attrition assumptions, which 
effectively lowers the CSPF’s projected future cash flows, and thereby results in offloading on to 
Tier III more of the CSPF’s liabilities than is needed to avoid insolvency.  The CSPF is assuming 
a 3.0% annual decline in contribution base units for the first ten years following the suspension, 
and then 2.0% thereafter.126  Thus, the CSPF’s solvency projections assume continued, 
substantial declines in employment levels over the entire period of the suspension plan’s 50-year 
projections.  Strikingly, the Application does not provide any rationale for its inflated attrition 
assumptions, much less evidence to support those assumptions.  This failure to do so renders the 
attrition assumptions arbitrary on their face.127   

The CSPF’s biased assumptions are also unreasonable. Even before a suspension plan was 
proposed, attrition for the CSPF was only 1.2% in 2014.128  Moreover, the proposed benefit 
suspensions should stabilize the CSPF, resulting in a lower, not a higher, attrition rate going 
forward.  MPRA purposefully amends the withdrawal liability rules to incentivize contributing 
employers who could afford to withdraw to remain in the CSPF for ten years, as there will be a 
steep reduction in withdrawal liability after the ten-year period.129 

The CSPF’s inflated and unsupported attrition assumptions wrongly reduce the CSPF’s projected 
net cash flows by a present value of $700 million to $1.5 billion.  Simply factoring into the 
                                                 
123  For example, over the 50-year projection period, benefits payments fall from $2.45 billion to $991 million; 

assets fall from $16.3 billion to $6.3 billion; and contribution base units fall from 3 million weeks worked 
to 1 million weeks.  Application Item 7.1, pages 7.1.9-.13, .19.  

124  See Application Item 18, page 18.1. 

125  See Appendix A, page 17.   

126  Application Item 7.1, page 7.1.21. 

127  The Application recites the history of the decrease in the CSPF caused by the 1980 deregulation of the 
trucking industry and its fallout.  The impact of this 35-year-old event has long ago worked itself 
throughout the marketplace, and provides no reasoned basis to support the CSPF’s claim of continued rapid 
decline in 2015-2065. 

128  Application Item 7.2, page 7.2.35. 

129  26 U.S.C. § 432(g)(1) strongly encourages employers to stay in a plan with an approved suspension plan, 
by providing that any employer who withdraws in the first ten years does not get credit for the suspension’s 
impact on the plan’s unfunded vested liability. However, for a withdrawal that occurs more than ten years 
after the effective date of a benefit suspension, the benefit suspensions shall be taken into account when 
determining the amount of the CSPF’s unfunded vested benefits for purposes of calculating withdrawal 
liability.  For the CSPF, the reduction from its proposed suspension plan is valued at $11 billion, creating 
strong incentives for employers to stay in the CSPF for at least ten years. 
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CSPF’s overstated assumptions the census data showing increases over the next ten years in 
population and in the “Transportation and Material Moving Occupations” workgroup represented 
by the IBT would result in a projected net present value from these increased contributions of 
$700 million.130  Moreover, if the projected decline over the first ten years is adjusted to reflect 
the more reasonable assumption, in light of MPRA’s rules, that attrition will not increase, the 
expected net present value increases to $1.5 billion.131   

In short, simply by adjusting the CSPF’s unsupported and unfounded attrition and administrative 
expense assumptions, a lawful suspension plan would allow the CSPF to achieve solvency 
without the need for unlawful Tier III benefit suspensions.  The CSPF’s purported justification 
for suspending those benefits is as contrived as it is unlawful. 

4. The CSPF’s Breach of the Suspension Ordering Rule Cannot be Justified 
Based on Claimed Deference to its Determinations 

i. Treasury must review de novo the CSPF’s ordering of benefit cuts 

Treasury need not, and cannot, defer to the CSPF in deciding whether the suspension ordering 
rule is satisfied.  Again, with one exception, MPRA requires Treasury to review de novo the 
CSPF’s determination that it “is eligible for the suspensions and has satisfied the criteria of 
subparagraphs (C), (D), (E), and (F)” of Code Section 432(e)(9).132  The one exception is set 
forth in Code Section 432(e)(9)(G)(iv) and (v), which subjects to clear error review the question 
“whether the plan sponsor has met the criteria specified in clause (ii) of subparagraph (C)” of 
Code Section 432(e)(9).133  Therefore, while the statute instructs Treasury to review the plan 
sponsor’s determination that “all reasonable measures to avoid insolvency have been taken”134 
for clear error, it instructs Treasury to decide for itself, without giving the CSPF deference, 
whether the suspension ordering requirement, which is codified at Code Section 
432(e)(9)(D)(vii), is satisfied. 

ii. Under any standard of review, Treasury must reject the CSPF’s assertion 
that it satisfied the suspension ordering requirement 

Though the CSPF’s application of the suspension ordering rule is properly reviewed de novo, the 
question of which standard of review applies is academic because Treasury must reject the 
CSPF’s proposed suspension plan even under a clear error standard.   

Under that standard, Treasury must reject the proposed benefit suspension if it is left with a 
“definite and firm conviction” that the CSPF’s factual assertions are wrong, even if some 

                                                 
130  Appendix A, pages 18-19. 

131  Appendix A, page 19. 

132  See supra Section III (quoting 26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)). 

133  See supra Section III (quoting 26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(G)(iv)). 

134  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(ii). 
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evidence supports those assertions.135  Here, the CSPF has provided neither any rationale nor any 
evidence to support its inflated assumptions of employer attrition.  The CSPF also has not 
justified, and could not justify, inflated projections under which total administrative expenses 
will more than double in absolute amount, and will increase by more than five times over as a 
percentage of benefits paid out.  These and other deficiencies in the CSPF’s reasoning and 
evidence show that its judgments are motivated less by objective evidence than by its palpable 
bias and conflicts of interest.  The clear error standard is plainly satisfied, as the CSPF’s 
proposed suspension plan violates the suspension ordering rule as a matter of law and, in 
addition, rests on assumptions that are unsupported and contrary to all available evidence. 

iii. Concluding that the CSPF’s determinations fail under any standard of 
review avoids rendering this agency proceeding unconstitutional 

Concluding that the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan fails under any standard of review, in 
addition to being correct, has the added benefit of avoiding calling MPRA’s constitutionality into 
doubt, at least as applied in this case.136  MPRA’s attempt to allow the plan sponsor to decide 
certain issues in the first instance, subject to mere clear error review by Treasury, 
unconstitutionally deprives plan participants and affected parties like UPS of an impartial 
adjudicator on such issues.  Were Treasury to apply that clear error standard and uphold the 
CSPF’s proposed suspension plan, its determination would violate the Due Process Clause. 

It is well-established that due process requires a “neutral and detached judge in the first 
instance.”137  “‘[J]ustice,’ indeed, ‘must satisfy the appearance of justice, and this stringent rule 
may sometimes bar trial [even] by judges who have no actual bias and who would do their very 
best to weigh the scales of justice equally between contending parties.’”138  By permitting the 
plan sponsor to make determinations about statutory “conditions” subject only to clear error 
review by Treasury, MPRA deprives plan participants and affected persons like UPS of an 
adjudicator who would “hold the balance nice, clear and true.”139   

The Supreme Court’s decision in Concrete Pipe and Products of California, Inc. v. Construction 
Laborers Pension Trust for Southern California,140 speaks directly to this issue.  In that case, 
Concrete Pipe and Products of California, Inc. (“Concrete Pipe”) withdrew from a multiemployer 
pension plan and was assessed withdrawal liability by the plan sponsor under the Multiemployer 

                                                 
135  See Anderson v. City of Bessemer City, N.C., 470 U.S. 564, 573 (1985); see supra Section III. 

136 Cf. Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22, 62 (1932) (“When the validity of an act of the Congress is drawn in 
question, and even if a serious doubt of constitutionality is raised, it is a cardinal principle that this Court 
will first ascertain whether a construction of the statute is fairly possible by which the question may be 
avoided.”). 

137  Ward v. Village of Monroeville, Ohio, 409 U.S. 57, 61-62 (1972). 

138  Concrete Pipe & Prods. of Cal., Inc. v. Constr. Laborers Pension Trust for S. Cal., 508 U.S. 602, 618 
(1993) (quoting Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc., 446 U.S. 238, 243 (1980)). 

139  Id. at 618 (quotations omitted). 

140  508 U.S. 602. 
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Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980 (“MPPAA”), subject to review in arbitration.141  
MPPAA provides that “‘any determination made by a plan sponsor . . . is presumed correct 
unless the party contesting the determination shows by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
determination was unreasonable or clearly erroneous.’”142  Concrete Pipe argued that, “by 
placing determination of withdrawal liability in the trustees,” MPPAA was “unconstitutional 
because it denie[d] Concrete Pipe an impartial adjudicator.”143   

In considering whether deference could constitutionally be given to determinations of 
multiemployer pension plan trustees, the Supreme Court recognized that the trustees had 
incentives to make findings that would enhance an employer’s withdrawal liability, and therefore 
assumed that “the possibility of bias . . . would suffice to bar the trustees from serving as 
adjudicators of Concrete Pipe’s . . . liability.”144  The Court further agreed that, “if the employer 
were required to show the trustees’ findings to be either ‘unreasonable or clearly erroneous,’ 
there would be a substantial question of procedural fairness under the Due Process Clause.”145  
“In essence, the arbitrator provided for by the statute would be required to accept the plan 
sponsor’s findings, even if they were probably incorrect, absent a showing at least sufficient to 
instill a definite or firm conviction that a mistake had been made.”146  The employer would thus 
“be deprived . . . of the impartial adjudication in the first instance to which it is entitled under the 
Due Process Clause.”147  The Court was able to avoid these constitutional problems only by 
construing the statute simply to give the plan sponsor enforcement authority, rather than 
adjudicative authority, and to allow full de novo review by the arbitrator—in that case, with “the 
burden on the employer to disprove a challenged factual determination by a preponderance.”148   

Here, the CSPF Trustees are biased for all of the same reasons as were the trustees in Concrete 
Pipe.  And that bias could manifest itself in all of the same decisions: 

The most obvious would be in attempting to maximize assets 
available for the beneficiaries of the trust by making findings to 
enhance withdrawal liability.  The next would not be so selfless, 
for if existing underfunding was the consequence of prior decisions 
of the trustees, those decisions could, if not offset, leave the 
trustees open to personal liability.  A risk of bias may also inhere 
in the mere fact that . . . the trustees are appointed by the unions 

                                                 
141  Id. at 605, 610-11. 

142  Id. at 611 (quoting 29 U.S.C. § 1401(a)(3)(A)).   

143  Id. at 615. 

144  Id. at 618. 

145  Id. at 626.   

146  Id.   

147  Id. 

148  Id. at 619-620, 628-29. 
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and by employers.  Union trustees may be thought to have 
incentives . . . to impose greater rather than lesser withdrawal 
liability.  Employer trustees may be responsive to concerns of 
those employers who continue to contribute, whose future burdens 
may be reduced by high withdrawal liability, and whose 
competitive position may be enhanced to boot.149 

Here, however, it does not appear that a savings construction is possible (as was the case in 
Concrete Pipe), since Code Section 432(e)(9)(G)(v) provides that, in reviewing determinations 
made by biased trustees, Treasury “shall accept” certain determination unless it concludes that 
they “were clearly erroneous.”  The Due Process Clause forbids such an approach.  

Treasury can avoid this constitutional question, however, by simply finding that, under any 
standard of review, the CSPF’s proposed benefits suspension fails.  That is the legally and 
factually necessary result, and avoidance of the constitutional cloud is just another reason to 
reach this conclusion. 

VI. THE CSPF’S PROPOSED SUSPENSION PLAN IS NOT “REASONABLY ESTIMATED” TO 
AVOID INSOLVENCY 

Treasury must reject the CSPF’s proposed suspension of benefits for the additional reason that 
the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan is not “reasonably estimated to avoid insolvency,” as 
MPRA requires.  Suspensions cannot be reasonably estimated to avoid insolvency to the extent 
that projected savings cannot reliably be obtained.  That is the situation here:  the CSPF’s 
proposal to suspend benefits for UPS participants breaches an express, judicially enforceable 
contractual commitment made by the CSPF to UPS when UPS withdrew from the CSPF, paid its 
full share of withdrawal liability in a lump sum, and secured a promise from the CSPF not to 
reduce benefits for UPS participants without UPS’s express consent.  By including supposed 
savings from benefit suspensions that breach this contractual commitment in its proposed 
suspension plan, the CSPF has failed to make a proposal that is “reasonably estimated to avoid 
insolvency,” since UPS is entitled to contractual remedies—either monetary damages or an 
injunction—that will prevent achievement of those projected savings.   

A. The Proposed Benefit Suspension Fails MPRA’s Requirement that it be 
“Reasonably Estimated” to Avoid a Plan’s Insolvency, if it Depends on Benefit 
Suspensions that are Contractually Prohibited 

As noted above, Code Section 432(e)(9)(D), as added by MPRA, contains a series of 
“limitations” on the authorized suspensions of benefits.  Among those “limitations” is this:  “Any 
suspensions of benefits, in the aggregate … shall be reasonably estimated to achieve, but not 
materially exceed, the level that is necessary to avoid insolvency.”150 

                                                 
149  Id. at 617 (internal citations omitted). 

150  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(D)(iv) (emphasis added). 
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This limitation is reinforced by Code Section 432(e)(9)(C), which imposes a set of additional 
“conditions” for benefit suspensions.  Among those “conditions” is this: 

Taking into account the proposed suspensions of benefits … the 
plan actuary certifies that the plan is projected to avoid insolvency 
within the meaning of section 418E, assuming the suspensions of 
benefits continue until the suspensions of benefits expire by their 
own terms or if no such expiration date is set, indefinitely.151   

 
A proposed benefit suspension cannot “avoid insolvency,” and an actuary cannot certify that it 
would, if the proposed suspensions are themselves illegal, and thus cannot “continue” in effect 
for the necessary period of time.  Similarly, a proposed suspension of benefits is not “reasonably 
estimated” to “avoid insolvency” if the proposed suspensions breach enforceable contractual 
obligations of the applicant.  In those circumstances, the proposed benefit suspension triggers 
offsetting contractual remedies against the plan that would prevent achievement of the proposed 
savings to the plan. 
 
Specifically, the breach of an enforceable contract triggers a range of adverse legal 
consequences, including either money damages or specific performance.152  To the extent that a 
proposed benefit suspension breaches the applicant’s contracts with third parties and thereby 
results in money damages, any savings from the proposed suspensions would be offset, in 
assessing the overall impact on plan solvency, by the creation of new monetary losses for the 
plan.  Likewise, to the extent that a proposed benefit suspension breaches the applicant’s 
contracts and thereby triggers an injunction for specific performance, the proposed suspensions 
could not help achieve plan solvency for the simple reason that they would be enjoined and not 
occur.  Either way, the proposed suspension plan includes projected savings that will not be 
obtained, and is not “reasonably estimated” to avoid insolvency. 
 
For these reasons, a proposed suspension of benefits that triggers a contractual breach is not 
“reasonably estimated” to avoid insolvency.  Likewise, it is not properly certified as “projected 
to avoid insolvency.”    
 

B. The Benefit Suspensions in the CSPF’s Proposed Suspension Plan are Barred by 
the Withdrawal Agreement 

These principles compel Treasury to reject the CSPF’s proposed suspension of benefits.  That 
proposal would suspend benefits payable to UPS participants or beneficiaries in the CSPF.  But, 
as explained below, that reduction of benefits would breach contractual commitments made by 
the CSPF to UPS.  Accordingly, the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan exposes the CSPF either 
to substantial damages that will offset the contemplated cost savings or to a specific-performance 
injunction prohibiting the suspension in the first place.  Either way, the CSPF’s proposed 
suspension plan contemplates substantial savings that cannot legally occur, and thus is not 
“reasonably estimated” to achieve solvency for the CSPF. 
                                                 
151  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(i) (emphasis added). 

152  See, e.g., Restatement (Second) of Contracts §§ 346, 357.   
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The CSPF’s proposed suspension plan would breach Section 11.7 of the Withdrawal Agreement, 
discussed above in Section II.B.1 of this comment letter.  Section 11.7 states:  

The Trustees and the CSPF agree, represent and warrant, except as 
may be necessary to implement the terms of this Agreement or 
otherwise required by law or to maintain the tax-qualified status of 
the CSPF, that they shall not after the Transfer Date, amend the 
CSPF Plan Documents or otherwise adopt or institute any 
increases or reductions in any Accrued Benefits Payable at Age 65, 
except with the advance, express written consent of the Employer. 

By its terms, Section 11.7 prohibits the CSPF from reducing accrued benefits payable to UPS 
participants and beneficiaries without the “advance, express written consent” of UPS.  UPS has 
not given such consent and, indeed, the CSPF did not even seek such consent prior to filing the 
Application.   

Moreover, none of the exceptions in Section 11.7 are applicable here.  The proposed benefit 
suspensions are not necessary “to implement the terms of the [Withdrawal] Agreement,” since 
that Agreement was implemented—and UPS’s concomitant withdrawal from the CSPF was 
effected—in 2007, nearly a decade ago.  Nor are the proposed benefit suspensions necessary to 
maintain the tax-qualified status of the CSPF.  And, despite the CSPF’s claim to the contrary, a 
proposal to suspend benefits—and especially this particular proposal—is not “otherwise required 
by law.” 

For one thing, the proposed benefit suspensions obviously are not “required” by MPRA.  The 
operative provisions of MPRA amended the Code and ERISA to state that a plan sponsor “may” 
suspend benefits in limited circumstances, without running afoul of the anti-cutback provisions 
of those other statutes.153  This language is obviously permissive, particularly when contrasted to 
mandatory language (i.e., “shall”) used in other nearby sections of these statutes.154  MPRA’s 

                                                 
153  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(A), added by Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 § 201(b)(5); ERISA § 

305(e)(9)(A), 29 U.S.C. § 1085(e)(9)(A), added by Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 § 
201(a)(6).  For purposes of this discussion, there is no relevant difference between the Code and ERISA, 
either as originally enacted or as amended by MPRA.  For simplicity, we now cite only to the relevant 
Code provisions. 

154  See, e.g., Lopez v. Davis, 531 U.S. 230, 241 (2001) (“Congress’ use of the permissive ‘may’ . . . contrasts 
with the legislators’ use of a mandatory ‘shall’ in the very same section.”); Anderson v. Yungkau, 329 U.S. 
482, 485 (1947) (“The word ‘shall’ is ordinarily ‘[t]he language of command.’  And when the same Rule 
uses both ‘may’ and ‘shall,’ the normal inference is that each is used in the usual sense—the one being 
permissive, the other mandatory.” (citation omitted)); Felker v. USW Local 10-901, USW Local 10-901 
(SU) & USW Local 10-901 Ne Marcus Hook Refinery Workers Involuntary Termination Plan, Civil Action 
No. 13-7101, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53281, at *17 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 23, 2015) (“As a general rule of 
statutory construction, the word ‘may’ is permissive, whereas ‘shall’ is mandatory.”).  
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legislative history emphatically confirms that the statute does not require suspensions, but 
merely permits affected parties to use them.155   

For another thing, the proposed benefit suspensions obviously are not “required” by the Pension 
Protection Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-280, 120 Stat. 780 (the “PPA”), the only other statute 
that addresses benefit reductions to improve the funding of financially distressed multiemployer 
pension plans.  In pertinent part, the PPA amended the Code and ERISA to provide that, if a 
multiemployer plan is in “critical status,” the plan sponsor “shall adopt and implement a 
rehabilitation plan” containing “reasonable measures” to forestall possible insolvency.156  But, 
far from requiring reductions in the accrued benefits at issue here, the PPA affirmatively 
prohibits them.  Specifically, Code Section 432(e)(8) provides that “adjustable benefits” may be 
reduced as part of the necessary rehabilitation plan, but then categorically states that, with one 
exception not relevant here, “nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to permit a plan to 
reduce the level of a participant’s accrued benefit payable at normal retirement age.”157   

Nonetheless, despite these dispositive limitations in MPRA and the PPA, the CSPF contends that 
the enactment of MPRA has now made the suspension of such accrued benefits required by the 
PPA.  The CSPF appears to reason that such benefit suspensions are now a “reasonable measure” 
to avoid insolvency under MPRA, which in turn makes them a “reasonable measure” to forestall 
insolvency under the PPA, which in turn purportedly requires the CSPF Trustees to pursue them 
under the PPA.158  This chain of reasoning is flawed at every turn. 

To begin with, the CSPF’s analysis would make key provisions of both statutes unintelligible.  
The PPA by its terms prohibits a “rehabilitation plan” from reducing accrued benefits in the form 
of a normal retirement benefit, and the CSPF has no plausible explanation for how the 
subsequent enactment of MPRA, which permits, but does not require, such accrued benefits to be 
reduced in limited circumstances, through a separate suspension application, could somehow 
transform the PPA prohibition into a PPA requirement.  That account runs headlong into the 
strong legal presumption that implied repeals of statutes are disfavored.159  Moreover, the 
CSPF’s argument would make a reduction of accrued benefits mandatory in every case where the 
reduction would satisfy the requirements under MPRA, which would turn on its head Congress’s 
                                                 
155  See 160 Cong. Rec. H9076-02 (2014) (Congressman George Miller) (“Most importantly, [MPRA] gives 

employers and the employees the option-a choice, not a mandate.  They get to choose.  They get to decide 
that they want to design a plan that they think can rescue their currently failing pension system.  That is an 
important right to grant them. . . .  We have heard from the employers.  We have heard from a cross section 
of unions, some who agree with this plan and some who disagree.  That is why it is an option.”).   

156  26 U.S.C. § 432(a)(2)(A), added by Pension Protection Act § 212(a); ERISA §305(a)(2)(A), 29 U.S.C. 
§1085(a)(2)(A), added by Pension Protection Act § 202(a).  For purposes of this discussion, there is no 
relevant difference between the Code and ERISA, either as originally enacted or as amended by the PPA.  
Again, for simplicity, we now cite only the relevant Code provisions.   

157  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(8)(B). 

158  See Letter from Thomas Nyhan, the CSPF’s Executive Director, to Christopher Langan, UPS (Nov. 25, 
2015) (attached as Appendix E). 

159  See, e.g., Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 189 (1978); Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 549 
(1974). 
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clear and considered decision to make benefit suspensions under MPRA optional, even when all 
of its requirements have been satisfied.  Using the PPA to so transform MPRA would violate the 
related interpretative canons that specific statutes qualify general ones,160 and that related statutes 
should be harmonized if possible, and made to “‘make sense’ in combination” rather than to 
conflict.161 

The CSPF’s analysis is also inconsistent with the structure of the PPA and MPRA, which operate 
independently of one another.  As created by the PPA, Code Section 432(e)(1) to (8) sets forth 
one set of rules for plans in “critical” status: it requires a “rehabilitation plan” containing a range 
of possible enumerated elements; it specifically defines which benefits (“adjustable benefits”) 
may be reduced through a “rehabilitation plan”; and it specifically prohibits other benefits (any 
“accrued benefit payable at normal retirement age”) from being reduced through a “rehabilitation 
plan.”  As created by MPRA, Code Section 432(e)(9) sets forth additional, different rules for 
plans in “critical and declining” status: it permits a “suspension of benefits” (even accrued 
benefits), but only subject to its own distinctive conditions, limitations, notice requirements, 
administrative approval requirements, and judicial-review provisions.  Moreover, even though 11 
of MPRA’s 15 substantive provisions (Sections 101 through 111) were enacted as amendments 
to the PPA, the MPRA provision at issue here (Section 201) is contained in a separate Title II 
addressed to “remediation measures for deeply troubled plans” and was not so enacted as an 
amendment to the PPA.  Accordingly, the CSPF completely errs in attempting to mix-and-match 
the mandatory nature of a PPA “rehabilitation plan” with the permissive elements of a 
“suspension of benefits” plan under MPRA.   

Moreover, the CSPF’s analysis is unconvincing even on its own terms, which is hardly surprising 
given its broader textual and structural flaws.  First, although Title II of MPRA permits benefit 
suspensions in limited circumstances, it does not treat such suspensions as ordinary “reasonable 
measures.”  To the contrary, as a necessary condition for suspending benefits, MPRA requires 
the plan sponsor to determine, in a written record, that the plan is “projected to become insolvent 
unless benefits are suspended under this paragraph, although all reasonable measures to avoid 
insolvency have been taken (and continue to be taken during the period of the benefit 
suspension).”162  Title II of MPRA thus expressly distinguishes between “reasonable measures,” 
which must be exhausted before a benefit suspension becomes legally permissible, and the 
extraordinary measure of the actual suspension.163 

                                                 
160  See, e.g., Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Society, 503 U.S. 429, 440 (1992); Patterson v. McClean Credit 

Union, 491 U.S. 164, 181 (1989). 

161  United States v. Fausto, 484 U.S. 439, 453 (1988).  

162  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(C)(ii).   

163  In a very different context, Title I of MPRA describes benefit suspensions as “reasonable measures” that 
must be exhausted before the PBGC may take the ultimate step of partitioning a multiemployer plan that is 
in critical and declining status.  See 29 U.S.C. § 1413, created by Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 
2014 § 122(a)(1).  Of course, the question of what constitutes “reasonable measures” before a plan may be 
partitioned is entirely different from the question of what constitutes “reasonable measures” before plan 
benefits may be suspended. 
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Second, even if benefit suspensions could be regarded as “reasonable measures” for purposes of 
MPRA, suspensions of normal retirement benefits cannot be regarded as “reasonable measures” 
for purposes of the PPA.  The CSPF rests its PPA argument entirely on a provision stating that, 
under certain circumstances, a “rehabilitation plan” must contain “reasonable measures” to 
“forestall possible insolvency.”164  However, nothing in the PPA suggests that reducing normal 
retirement benefits—which ERISA and the Code have protected since 1974—is such a 
“reasonable measure.”  To the contrary, the PPA expressly forecloses that conclusion, in 
separately stating that the permissible benefit reductions for a “rehabilitation plan” do not 
include reductions to any “accrued benefit payable at normal retirement age.”165   

Finally, even if the reduction of a normal retirement benefit could be regarded as a “reasonable 
measure” under the PPA, that statute still would not require such reductions—and particularly 
would not require the specific Tier III participant benefit reductions that the CSPF is here 
proposing to implement in violation of the Withdrawal Agreement.  While the PPA does require 
a “rehabilitation plan” for multiemployer plans in “critical status,” it does not rigidly specify the 
contents of such a plan.  To the contrary, it confers upon the sponsor broad discretion to 
determine the contents of such a plan, which in turn functions as merely a proposal to the 
impacted parties.  Thus, the PPA provides that a “rehabilitation plan” consists of “options or a 
range of options to be proposed to the bargaining parties,” which “may include” such disparate 
items as “reductions in plan expenditures . . . , reductions in future benefit accruals or increases 
in contributions, if agreed to by the bargaining parties, or any combination of such actions.”166  
Likewise, if such “reasonable measures” will not enable a plan to emerge from critical status 
within a set amount of time, then the “rehabilitation plan” must also consider other such 
“reasonable measures” to enable it “to emerge from critical status at a later time or to forestall 
possible insolvency.”167  Given the range of choices afforded to multiemployer pension plan 
sponsors, the selection of any particular option or measure cannot in any comprehensible sense 

                                                 
164  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(3)(A)(ii). 

165  The PPA’s special solicitude for normal retirement benefits is hardly surprising.  From the time ERISA was 
enacted, that statute and the Code prohibited the reduction by plan amendment of an “accrued benefit” 
defined as “an annual benefit commencing at normal retirement age.”  ERISA §§ 3(23)(A), 204(g)(1); 29 
U.S.C. §§ 1002(23)(A), 1054(g)(1); 26 U.S.C. § 411(a)(7)(A)(i) & (d)(6).  In contrast, ERISA and the Code 
did not so protect “early retirement benefits” or “retirement-type subsidies” until 1984, when the statutes 
were amended to state that these benefits “shall be treated as” accrued benefits despite failing to satisfy the 
statutory definition.  See, e.g., Bellas v. CBS, Inc., 221 F.3d 517, 522-23 (3d Cir. 2000).  The PPA classifies 
early retirement benefits and retirement-type subsidies as “adjustable benefits” that may be reduced through 
a rehabilitation plan, 26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(8)(A)(iv), but specifically prohibits the reduction of the traditional 
“accrued benefit payable at normal retirement age.” Id. § 432(e)(8)(B).  

166  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(3)(A)(i). 

167  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(3)(A)(ii).  The CSPF’s argument seems to rest on the premise that this section has a 
reference to a rehabilitation plan consisting of “all reasonable measures.”  However, this is a fundamental 
misreading of the statute.  The only time that section references “all reasonable measures” is to determine 
whether the plan could emerge from critical status within the rehabilitation period if all reasonable 
measures were taken.  Once it is determined that it cannot, then the standard is for the rehabilitation plan to 
include reasonable measures—not every single one—to forestall—not avoid indefinitely—insolvency.  
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be deemed to be “required by law.”168  This is particularly true here because, as explained below, 
the CSPF has numerous options available to it for avoiding insolvency without suspending 
accrued benefits afforded special protection both by statute and by contract.  Thus, even if one 
were to argue (implausibly in the face of this) that the PPA requires suspension itself, the actual 
means by which the suspension is accomplished cannot properly be viewed as required by law. 

In short, the proposed suspensions to benefits of UPS participants are barred by the Withdrawal 
Agreement.  The projected savings from these suspensions thus cannot be obtained, and the plan 
is therefore not a “reasonable estimate” that avoids insolvency.  

C. MPRA Cannot Properly be Construed Retroactively to Abrogate the Withdrawal 
Agreement 

Nor can MPRA lawfully be construed to abrogate the Withdrawal Agreement such that these 
proposed benefit suspensions could be included in a “reasonable estimate” to achieve solvency.  
The statute does not support such a construction, and such a construction would render MPRA 
unconstitutional as applied.  Moreover, even if one or both of these points were debatable, 
Treasury nonetheless must adopt any reasonable construction of MPRA that is necessary to make 
the statute constitutional,169 or even to avoid a significant constitutional question.170  Here, that 
means that Treasury must adopt a construction of MPRA that honors, rather than abrogates, the 
Withdrawal Agreement between the CSPF and UPS. 

1. MPRA Does Not Authorize the Abrogation of an Applicant’s Contracts 

MPRA does not purport to authorize the abrogation of a plan’s contracts with third parties like 
UPS.  To the contrary, MPRA merely amends the Code to provide: “Notwithstanding section 
411(d)(6) and subject to subparagraphs (B) through (I), the plan sponsor of a plan in critical and 
declining status may, by plan amendment, suspend benefits which the plan sponsor deems 
appropriate.”171     

Code Section 411(d)(6)—the anti-cutback rule—denies tax-favored status “if the accrued benefit 
of a participant is decreased by an amendment of the plan.”172  MPRA makes a parallel 

                                                 
168  See Schleben v. Carpenters Pension Trust Fund—Detroit & Vicinity, No. 14-cv-11564, 2014 WL 4604000, 

at *12 (E.D. Mich. Sept. 15, 2014) (holding that a plan amendment to reduce ancillary disability benefits 
that was made by the Board of Trustees of a plan in critical status as part of a rehabilitation plan was 
merely permissible and, as such, not “required by law” under the PPA); accord Underwood v. Carpenters 
Pension Trust Fund - Detroit & Vicinity, No. 13-cv-14464, 2014 WL 9866416, at *12 (E.D. Mich. Sept. 
15, 2014) (same). 

169  See, e.g., NFIB v. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 2566, 2573 (2012). 

170  See, e.g., Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Fla. Gulf Coast Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568, 
575 (1988). 

171  26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(A) (emphasis added). 

172  26 U.S.C. § 411(d)(6)(A). 
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amendment to ERISA, which substantively prohibits plan amendments that reduce the same 
statutorily-defined “accrued benefit.”173 

By relaxing the anti-cutback rule in narrowly defined circumstances, MPRA simply removes the 
statutory prohibition on reducing accrued benefits.  It provides no authority for abrogating 
contractual protections for such benefits, which can apply above-and-beyond the minimum 
funding, vesting, and other statutory requirements set forth in the Code and ERISA.  And it 
certainly provides no authority for abrogating contracts with third parties that bar such benefit 
cuts. 

To the contrary, MPRA merely permits certain benefit suspensions “[n]otwithstanding section 
411(d)(6).”  Had Congress intended for MPRA to override all non-ERISA laws, it would have 
used a familiar formulation such as “[n]otwithstanding section 411(d)(6) or any other provision 
of law”; likewise, had Congress intended for MPRA to override contracts, it would have used a 
formulation such as “[n]otwithstanding section 411(d)(6) or any contract.”174  Lacking any such 
statutory formulation, MPRA cannot properly be construed to nullify vast swaths of other law by 
implication, as Congress is not presumed to “hide elephants in mouseholes.”175 

2. Construing MPRA Nonetheless to Abrogate the Withdrawal Agreement 
Would Render MPRA Unconstitutional as Applied to UPS 

Under the CSPF’s contrary application of MPRA, the Withdrawal Agreement would be 
abrogated and UPS thereby retroactively would be deprived of the benefit of its contractual 
bargain—stripping its retirees of benefits that UPS acquired for them and, in turn, potentially 
exposing UPS to severe retroactive burdens unrelated to promises made or injuries caused by 
UPS.  In Eastern Enterprises v. Apfel,176 five Justices of the Supreme Court concluded that the 
imposition of such retroactive burdens is unconstitutional.177  Although the plurality and 
concurrence reached this conclusion under different constitutional provisions, each opinion 
endorsed the same essential reasoning: employee benefits legislation is unconstitutional if it 
imposes on selected employers substantial retroactive burdens that are unrelated to injuries 
caused or promises made by those employers.178  Accordingly, that rule constitutes a holding of 
the Court and forecloses the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan.179   

                                                 
173  See 26 U.S.C. § 432(e)(9)(A), added by Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 § 201(a)(6). 

174  See, e.g., I.N.S. v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289, 311 (2001) (interpreting a statute, 8 U.S.C. § 1252(a)(2)(C), that 
stripped courts of jurisdiction to review certain removal orders “[n]otwithstanding any other provision of 
law”) (emphasis added)). 

175  See, e.g., Gonzalez v. Oregon, 546 U.S. 243, 267 (2006). 

176  Eastern Enterprises v. Apfel, 524 U.S. 498, 536-37 (1998). 

177  See id. at 522-537 (plurality opinion of O’Connor, J.) (applying Takings Clause); id. at 539-550 (Kennedy, 
J., concurring in the judgment and dissenting in part) (applying Due Process Clause). 

178  See, e.g., id. at 537 (plurality); id. at 549 (concurrence). 

179  See, e.g., Marks v. United States, 430 U.S. 188, 193 (1977); Student Public Interest Research Group of 
N.J., Inc. v. AT&T Bell Labs., 842 F.2d 1436, 1451 & n.16 (3d Cir. 1988). 
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i. The Constitution restricts the imposition of severe retroactive burdens 
arising from past employment relationships 

Eastern Enterprises “arose out of a series of agreements between the United Mine Workers of 
America and coal operators establishing multiemployer health care funds.”180  One of the coal 
operators—Eastern Enterprises (“Eastern”)—signed each of those agreements between 1947 and 
1964, but then left the coal mining industry in 1965.181  Nearly a decade later, the remaining 
parties agreed that the funds would provide “lifetime health benefits for both retirees and their 
family members.”182  “Congress subsequently passed the Coal Industry Retiree Health Benefit 
Act of 1992 (the ‘Coal Act’), which required certain coal operators—including Eastern—to 
contribute to a new multiemployer plan providing the promised lifetime coverage.”183  The 
Supreme Court held that the Coal Act, as applied to Eastern, was unconstitutional. 

A plurality of four Justices concluded that the Coal Act violated the Takings Clause as applied, 
and one Justice concluded that the Coal Act violated the Due Process Clause as applied.  Despite 
locating their respective analyses in different constitutional provisions, those five Justices agreed 
on this basic point: the Coal Act was unconstitutional as applied because it imposed on Eastern a 
severe, disproportionate, and unjustified retroactive liability.184   

The plurality opinion set forth a four-part test for assessing the constitutionality of retroactive 
employee benefits legislation.  It concluded that if a statute: 

singles out certain employers to bear a burden that is [1] 
substantial in amount, [2] based on the employers’ conduct far in 
the past, and [3] unrelated to any commitment that the employers 
made [4] or to any injury they caused, the governmental action 
implicates fundamental principles of fairness underlying the 
Takings Clause.185 

Applying that test, the plurality concluded that the Coal Act was unconstitutional as applied 
because (1) it imposed on Eastern a “considerable” liability of at least $50 million,186 (2) that 
liability arose out of conduct concluded in 1965, years before the Coal Act was enacted,187 (3) 
                                                 
180  W. Va. CWP Fund v. Stacy, 671 F.3d 378, 385 (4th Cir. 2011). 

181  Eastern Enterprises, 524 U.S. at 516, 530. 

182  Id. at 530. 

183  Stacy, 671 F.3d at 385. 

184  See Eastern Enterprises, 524 U.S. at 532 (plurality) (“Retroactivity is generally disfavored in the law, in 
accordance with ‘fundamental notions of justice’ that have been recognized throughout history.”) (citations 
omitted); id. at 547 (concurrence) (“for centuries our law has harbored a singular distrust of retroactive 
statutes”). 

185  Id. at 537. 

186  Id. at 529. 

187  Id. at 530-31. 
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Eastern had not agreed to provide lifetime retiree health benefits,188 and (4) Eastern did not cause 
its employees’ need for general health benefits.189  The plurality explained that the absence of 
any prior employer commitment distinguished Connolly v. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp.,190 
which had upheld the withdrawal liability provisions of the MPPAA as sufficiently “calibrated” 
to past promises.191  Similarly, the plurality explained that the absence of any causal connection 
between past employment and the retirees’ current need for general health benefits distinguished 
Usery v. Turner Elkhorn Mining Co.,192 which had upheld the imposition of retroactive liability 
for black lung disease caused by past employment in coal mines.193 

In a concurring opinion, Justice Kennedy concluded that the same considerations established a 
violation of due process.  Like the plurality, he stressed that the Coal Act “imposes a staggering 
financial burden,”194 “has a retroactive effect of unprecedented scope,”195 and “bears no 
legitimate relation” to any asserted governmental interest.196  On the latter point, Justice 
Kennedy agreed with the plurality that the absence of any past commitments made, or injuries 
caused, by companies like Eastern distinguished the Court’s prior decisions where the imposition 
of retroactive burdens on employers had been upheld.197  Justice Kennedy stressed that he and 
the plurality relied on the same “retroactivity precedents,”198 and that his analysis was “in full 
accord with many of the plurality’s conclusions.”199   

Applying Eastern Enterprises, the Fifth Circuit has held that a state statute increasing certain 
contribution obligations to a workers’ compensation fund was unconstitutional as applied to 
employers who had left the market before the statute was enacted.200  The statute at issue 
changed the method of assessing insurers’ annual contributions to a Workers’ Compensation 
Second Injury Fund (“SIF”).201  Under the original funding scheme, insurers “bore none of the 
                                                 
188  Id. at 535-36. 

189  Id. 

190  475 U.S. 211 (1986). 

191  See Eastern Enterprises, 524 U.S. at 534-36.  

192  428 US. 1 (1976). 

193  See Eastern Enterprises, 524 U.S. at 534-36. 

194  Id. at 540. 

195  Id. at 549. 

196  Id. 

197  See id. at 549-50. 

198  Id. at 548. 

199  Id. at 549. 

200  See U.S. Fid. & Guar. Co. v. McKeithen, 226 F.3d 412 (5th Cir. 2000). 

201  See id. at 414. 
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SIF’s costs and received no net benefit from the SIF.”202  Under the revised statute, however, 
assessments were based on benefits paid under past insurance policies, so insurers who had 
withdrawn from the market or had substantially reduced their underwriting had no means of 
recouping the charges by passing them on to their insureds.203  The statute thus “impose[d] costs 
on parties that never profited from the SIF,”204 and “was made retroactive to insurance policies 
written before the Act’s passage.”205  

The plaintiffs in McKeithen represented a class of insurers who had withdrawn from the market 
or substantially reduced their underwriting.  The Fifth Circuit held that the statute was 
unconstitutional as applied to them because, among other things: (1) the statute imposed on the 
plaintiffs a “substantial liability” of about $45 million,206 (2) the statute’s “retroactive application 
reached back at least 20 years to upset the plaintiffs’ reliance on the cost-neutrality of the 
[original] funding scheme,”207 (3) the newly-created liability was disproportionate to plaintiffs’ 
experience with the SIF,208 and (4) the liability was unrelated to any injury that the plaintiffs had 
caused.209  

ii. Under the CSPF’s approach, MPRA would impose severe and unjustified 
retroactive burdens on UPS 

Under the retroactivity principles endorsed by the five Justices in Eastern Enterprises and 
applied by the Fifth Circuit in McKeithen, MPRA is unconstitutional as applied if construed to 
abrogate the Withdrawal Agreement between the CSPF and UPS, and thereby to allow benefit 
suspensions that are now contractually prohibited and also possibly to impose on UPS massive, 
disproportionate, and retroactive burdens.  Each of the four elements of the retroactivity analysis 
of Eastern Enterprises is present in this case. 

First, the CSPF proposes to reduce benefits to UPS retirees that in the aggregate apparently have 
close to $2 billion in present value.  These benefits were previously paid for by UPS, and the 
CSPF is proposing retroactively to deprive UPS of the benefit of that bargain.  Moreover, 
pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement targeted by the CSPF through its Application, 
UPS may become obligated to make up some or all of the difference.  If so, the resulting liability 
would be “substantial” by any conceivable measure.  It would be undoubtedly substantial in 
absolute amount, as it would possibly exceed the $50 million liability at issue in Eastern 
Enterprises by 40 times over.  It would also be substantial relative to the already staggering 
                                                 
202  Id. at 414; see also id. at 416-17. 

203  Id. at 415, 417. 

204  Id. at 417. 

205  Id. at 415. 

206  Id. at 417. 

207  Id. at 418. 

208  Id. at 417. 

209  Id. at 419. 
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payments that UPS made to withdraw from the CSPF.  In short, if the benefit suspensions are 
permitted despite the statute and contract that bar them, UPS may be on the hook for payments 
amounting to nearly a third of the already “extraordinary” sum that it has already paid. 

Second, the degree of retroactivity at issue here, although less extreme than that in Eastern 
Enterprises, is still considerable.  UPS signed the Withdrawal Agreement on September 29, 
2007, and it withdrew from the CSPF on December 26, 2007.  As the CSPF seeks to apply it, 
MPRA thus threatens an agreement—and complete withdrawal—that have been in effect for 
some eight years.  This multi-year reach-back cannot be defended as “confined to short and 
limited periods required by the practicalities of producing national legislation.”210  If construed 
to allow the CSPF to breach its longstanding agreement with UPS, MPRA would substantially 
interfere with UPS’s “reasonable investment backed expectations,” by “divesting [UPS] of 
property long after the company believed its liabilities . . . to have been settled.”211   

Third, the retroactive unraveling of the retiree benefits that UPS contractually secured, and the 
potential imposition of additional retroactive liability on UPS for those benefits, are unrelated to 
any of UPS’s past promises or commitments.  To the contrary, as part of its responsible 
withdrawal from the fund, UPS fully resolved any and all obligations that it had to its former 
employees.  In particular, UPS paid an unprecedented lump sum of $6.1 billion, and further 
agreed to establish a new single-employer pension plan that accepted over $1 billion of the 
CSPF’s previous liabilities.  These payments also fully satisfied UPS’s obligation to pay 
withdrawal liability under ERISA, which is designed precisely to ensure that a withdrawing 
employer fully funds benefits payable to its participants who remain in the plan.212  UPS’s 
conduct has been that of a responsible corporate citizen; its commitments to former employees 
have already been fully satisfied.   

Finally, the CSPF’s current financial difficulties are in no way attributable to UPS.  By 
withdrawing from the fund, UPS improved the CSPF’s financial position by over $7 billion.  
Indeed, after UPS’s withdrawal, the CSPF’s actuaries projected that the CSPF would be fully 
funded by 2029.213  UPS thus left the CSPF in an excellent position, and is in no way responsible 
for the CSPF’s subsequent financial deterioration. 

iii. The retroactive burdens at issue impact specific property interests 

In his Eastern Enterprises concurrence, Justice Kennedy proposed that the imposition of a 
general monetary liability, unconnected to any specific property interest or fund, cannot 

                                                 
210  United States v. Darusmont, 449 U.S. 292, 296-97 (1981) (per curiam). 

211  Eastern Enterprises v. Apfel, 524 U.S. 498, 523, 534 (1998). 

212  See, e.g., Concrete Pipe & Prods. of Cal., Inc. v. Constr. Laborers Pension Trust for S. Cal., 508 U.S. 602, 
608 (1993).  

213  See Application Item 18, pages 18.4-.5. 
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constitute an unconstitutional taking.214  Even if accepted, that view does not save the CSPF’s 
proposed construction of MPRA.  

First, the debate between the Eastern Enterprises majority and plurality, over whether the 
constitutionality of retroactive benefits legislation is better assessed under the Takings or Due 
Process Clauses, is academic in this case.  Justice Kennedy agreed that retroactive legislation is 
unconstitutional when the four-part test set forth by the plurality is satisfied.  Accordingly, that 
test is binding under Marks v. United States.215  In that case, the Supreme Court held that 
“[w]hen a fragmented Court decides a case and no single rationale explaining the result enjoys 
the assent of five Justices, ‘the holding of the Court may be viewed as that position taken by 
those Members who concurred in the judgments on the narrowest grounds.’”216  Where five 
Justices agree about the legal principles controlling a given case, those principles themselves 
form the “common denominator” between the competing opinions, which bind the lower courts 
even absent agreement about the “precise theoretical underpinnings.”217  

In any event, as construed by the CSPF, MPRA would effect an unconstitutional taking even 
under the narrow view of the Takings Clause proposed by Justice Kennedy.  In McKeithen, the 
Fifth Circuit held that the assessments levied against the insurers in that case “[arose] from the 
specific fund of benefits they [paid] to claimants in Louisiana each year,” which “mooted” 
Justice Kennedy’s concern that “a regulatory taking must refer to an identifiable property interest 
or fund.”218  Likewise, in this case, the dispute centers on the CSPF, the Withdrawal Agreement, 
and the associated contractual commitments in the 2007-2013 NMA that was made concurrently 
with the Withdrawal Agreement (and the subsequent 2013-2018 NMA).  In particular, the 
dispute involves how the CSPF’s assets are to be distributed; whether benefits owed to the 
CSPF’s participants and beneficiaries may be suspended; who (if anyone) is liable for any 
shortfall in the CSPF’s assets; and whether the CSPF may avoid its contractual commitments to 
UPS and, in so doing, shift responsibility for paying promised pension benefits to UPS.  
Accordingly, if MPRA were construed to allow the CSPF to breach its contractual commitment 
to continue paying benefits from its own assets, the statute would interfere with specific, 
identifiable property interests.219  Moreover, much if not all of the burden of the proposed 
contractual abrogation would fall on UPS, which is itself an additional reason to view the 
proposed retroactive application with suspicion.220 

                                                 
214  See Eastern Enterprises, 524 U.S. at 540-46. 

215  430 U.S. 188 (1977). 

216  430 U.S. at 193 (citation omitted). 

217  See J. Davis & W. Reynolds, Juridical Cripples: Plurality Opinions in the Supreme Court, 1974 Duke L.J. 
59, 72. 

218  226 F.3d at 420. 

219  See also Central States, Se. & Sw. Areas Pension Fund v. Midwest Motor Express, Inc., 181 F.3d 799, 807–
10 (7th Cir. 1999) (applying takings scrutiny where the property retroactively affected was a pension fund). 

220  See, e.g., Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 511 U.S. 244, 266 (1994) (noting concern that “retroactive 
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The Supreme Court subsequently confirmed that a takings occurs in circumstances like those 
presented here.  Following Eastern Enterprises and McKeithen, a majority of the Court 
(including Justice Kennedy) recently clarified that, “when the government commands the 
relinquishment of funds linked to a specific, identifiable property interest such as a bank account 
or parcel of real property,” the takings analysis of the Eastern Enterprises concurrence does not 
apply.221  Here, the CSPF contends that MPRA allows it to abrogate UPS’s contractual interests 
in the Withdrawal Agreement and thereby obligate to UPS to pay again for pension benefits that 
the CSPF previously had committed to pay.  Accordingly, the suspension proposed by the CSPF 
not only would be unconstitutional under the Eastern Enterprises plurality and concurrence, but 
also would violate the Takings Clause under either opinion.  

VII. THERE ARE REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE THAT WOULD ALLOW THE 
CSPF TO AVOID BOTH INSOLVENCY AND UNLAWFUL TIER III BENEFIT SUSPENSIONS 

The Application is also flawed in failing to consider and adopt reasonable alternatives that would 
avoid insolvency while complying with MPRA’s suspension ordering rule and reasonable 
estimate limitations.  MPRA requires consideration of reasonable alternatives at every stage.  But 
the CSPF has ignored reasonable alternatives that would avoid both insolvency and unlawful 
Tier III benefit suspensions.  That omission is the final reason why Treasury must reject the 
Application.      

A. MPRA Requires Consideration of Reasonable Alternatives at Every Stage 

Under Code Section 432(e)(9)(C)(ii), the plan sponsor must determine on the record that the plan 
is projected to become insolvent “although all reasonable measures to avoid insolvency have 
been taken.”  The obligation includes showing that that there are no reasonable alternatives to 
benefit suspensions under MPRA. 

Moreover, under Code Section 432(e)(9)(D)(iv), suspensions must be reasonably estimated to 
achieve, but not exceed, the level of benefit suspensions “necessary” to avoid insolvency.  And if 
reasonable alternative measures are available that lower the suspensions needed to avoid 
insolvency, it, therefore, follows that the proposed suspensions are not “necessary.”   

The judicial review provisions of MPRA reinforce that reasonable alternatives must be 
considered, and if they would allow a plan to avoid insolvency, are required over a proposed 
suspension plan that is not permissible under MPRA based on the provisions of the statute or due 
to contractual or other constraints.  Those judicial review provisions make any approval by 
Treasury of a proposed suspension plan subject to the APA; and, under the APA, “[w]here 
parties raise reasonable alternatives[,] . . . reasoned decisionmaking requires considering those 
alternatives.”222 

                                                 
221  Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist., 133 S. Ct. 2586, 2600 (2013) (alterations omitted). 

222  Am. Gas. Ass’n v. FERC, 593 F.3d 14, 19 (D.C. Cir 2010); see also Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. 
v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 50-51 (1983). 
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B. Using Reasonable Assumptions, the CSPF’s Proposed Benefit Suspensions Can 
Lawfully Comply with MPRA’s Suspension Ordering and Other Rules while not 
Imposing Unlawful Suspensions on Tier III Benefits 

Using reasonable assumptions, there are reasonable alternatives to the CSPF’s proposed 
suspension plan that would enable the CSPF to proffer a suspension plan in compliance with 
MPRA’s suspension ordering rule and other rules yet still allow the CSPF to avoid insolvency.  
The apparent failure of the CSPF to even consider these alternatives—much less to adopt one of 
them—is contrary to MPRA, and confirms that the CSPF Trustees’ biases have caused them to 
instead wrongly seek to offload their liabilities on to UPS through unlawful suspensions of Tier 
III benefits. 

1. Alternative Scenario Without Suspending Tier III Benefits 

Simply put, no benefits need to be suspended from Tier III in order for the CSPF to avoid 
insolvency. As noted in Section V.C.3, there is far more room to suspend benefits in Tier II 
before any benefits would ever need to be suspended from Tier III.  Under MPRA’s suspension 
ordering rule, these Tier II suspensions must be implemented before any suspensions may be 
implemented in Tier III.  This is thus a mandatory, not merely reasonable, alternative.  

As demonstrated in Appendix A, which was prepared by PwC based on the available 
information, the CSPF could suspend benefits in Tier II and not impose any suspensions on Tier 
III, consistent with the statutory suspension ordering rule.  Further, this could be accomplished 
and the CSPF would have an additional $1 to $3 billion available in Tier II for additional 
suspensions, if necessary.223 

2. Alternative Scenarios that Avoid Insolvency Using Reasonable Assumptions 
that Reduce Substantially the Total Amount of Benefit Suspensions Necessary 

Reasonable adjustments to the CSPF’s inflated assumptions on attrition and administrative 
expenses also would greatly decrease the size of the suspensions needed.  Notably, an updated 
2015 mortality table has been issued that if used by the CSPF would lower the CSPF’s liabilities, 
and hence the size of the suspensions needed.224  Consistent with the suspension ordering rule’s 
exhaustion requirement, these reasonable alternatives would also lower or eliminate the need to 
transfer the unlawful Tier III suspensions back onto Tier II. 

By way of example, under one alternative (Scenario D) that adjusts the CSPF’s attrition 
assumptions to more accurately project growth in the U.S. economy and workforce, and corrects 
for the CSPF’s inflated projected administrative expenses, there is an almost $900 million 
reduction in the suspensions needed.  If one uses the same assumptions as set forth in Scenario 

                                                 
223  Appendix A, page 14.  

224  The mortality table has also been updated since the suspension plan was confected.  The updated MP-2015 
table would be expected to lower the CSPF’s liabilities post suspension, and hence the need for 
suspensions, by $300 million to $325 million.  Appendix A, page 20. 
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D, but also factors in the updated mortality table (Scenario E), there is a $1.2 billion reduction in 
the suspensions needed.225   

Applying a different set of reasonable assumptions, including an adjustment to the CSPF’s 
attrition assumptions to reflect the reasonable impact of MPRA’s rules (which encourage 
employers to remain with the CSPF during the first ten years following the implementation of 
the suspensions and taking into account the enhanced stability of the CSPF as a result of the 
suspensions), the suspensions needed (under Scenario G) are reduced by $1.7 billion.  If one uses 
the same set of different assumptions as set forth in Scenario G, but also factors in the updated 
mortality table (Scenario H), there is a greater than $2 billion reduction in the suspensions 
needed.226  It bears pointing out that under Scenario H, the suspensions imposed on Tier II would 
be approximately $33 million less than the suspensions set forth in the Application, even after 
the unlawful suspensions on Tier III are removed.    

Each of the alternative scenarios is described below: 

i. Scenarios C, D, and E – attrition set at the CSPF’s assumption minus 
0.58% per year, with varying administration expense and mortality 
assumptions 

Scenarios C, D, and E build out alternatives that are demonstrated in Appendix A and that were 
prepared by PwC based on the available information.  Each of these alternative scenarios is 
based on adjusting the CSPF’s attrition assumptions to reflect projected growth in the U.S. 
economy and workforce.227  The alternatives differ in that each uses a different assumption for 
projected administrative expenses and mortality.  

a. Scenario C 

Scenario C demonstrates the impact if the CSPF would have used a more reasonable attrition 
assumption based upon the CSPF’s current attrition assumption, reduced by 0.58% for each year.  
This 0.58% reduction in future attrition factors in the positive impact of the projected growth in 
the U.S. economy and in the workforce of transportation workers that are represented by the 
Teamsters.228  Based on the use of this reasonable assumption for attrition, there would be a 
reduction of $700 million in needed suspensions to comply with MPRA, thus reducing the total 
suspensions in Tier II from $9.0 billion (as set forth in Scenario B) to $8.3 billion.229  Scenario C 
is based upon the same administrative expense assumption used by the CSPF in its proposed 
suspension plan. 

  
                                                 
225  Appendix A, page 21.  The impacts of the different scenarios are summarized at page 21 of Appendix A.   

226  Appendix A, page 21. 

227  Appendix A, pages 18-19, 21. 

228  Appendix A, pages 18-19. 

229  Appendix A, page 21. 
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b. Scenario D 

Scenario D reflects the same attrition assumption as set forth in Scenario C, but adds in the 
impact of using reasonable administrative expense assumptions that are different than those used 
by the CSPF.  Scenario D clearly demonstrates that had the CSPF used a more reasonable 
attrition assumption (as set forth in Scenario C above) in addition to an administrative expense 
assumption equal to 2.25% of benefit payments each year, insolvency could be avoided with 
smaller benefit suspensions than those set forth in the Application.  This more reasonable 
administrative expense assumption reflects the metric that the CSPF itself uses to measure its 
efficiency,230 and reflects what it projects these expenses should be after the suspensions are 
implemented.231  To the extent that the CSPF decreases in size and benefit payments, normal 
efficiencies should keep these expenses in line with that reduced size.  Based on the foregoing, 
there would be a reduction of $900 million ($700 million attributable to the attrition assumption 
and $200 million attributable to the administrative expense assumption) in needed suspensions to 
comply with MPRA, thus reducing the total suspensions required in Tier II from $9.0 billion (in 
Scenario B) to $8.1 billion.232 

c. Scenario E 

Scenario E reflects the same attrition and administrative expense assumptions used in Scenario 
D, but adds in the impact of the updated 2015 mortality table to calculate the CSPF’s liabilities.  
Based on PwC’s experience, the new mortality table lowers plan liabilities by between 1.0% to 
1.5%.233  Using the mid-point of that range (i.e., 1.25%) lowers the CSPF’s expected post-
suspension liabilities by $315 million under this attrition assumption, for a total reduction of $1.2 
billion in needed suspensions to comply with MPRA.  This reduces the total suspensions in Tier 
II from $9.0 billion (in Scenario B) to $7.8 billion.234      

ii. Scenarios F, G, and H – attrition set at level to reflect MPRA and other 
factors, and varying administration expense and mortality assumptions 

Scenarios F, G, and H build out alternatives that are demonstrated in Appendix A, and that were 
prepared by PwC based on the available information.  Each of these alternative scenarios is 
based on adjustments to the CSPF’s attrition assumptions to reflect the reasonable impact of 
MPRA’s rules, which encourage employers to remain with the CSPF during the first ten years 
following the implementation of the suspensions and taking into account the enhanced stability 
of the CSPF as a result of the suspensions.  The alternatives differ in that each uses a different 
assumption for projected administrative expenses and mortality.   
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a. Scenario F 

Scenario F in Appendix A, which was prepared by PwC based on the available information, 
shows the impact if the CSPF would have used a more reasonable annual attrition assumption of 
0.5% for the first ten years post-suspension, 5.0% for the next 3 years, and then 2.0% annually 
thereafter.  This more reasonable attrition assumption reflects the impact of MPRA’s rules 
encouraging employers to remain with the plan during the first ten years post-suspension.235  It 
takes into account the probability of increased attrition at the expiration of the ten-year period 
(when withdrawal liability amounts are reduced under MPRA), and then levels off using the 
same long-term attrition assumption as used by the CSPF in the Application.  This Scenario F 
uses the CSPF’s assumption for future increases in administrative expenses.  Based on the 
foregoing, there would be a reduction of $1.5 billion in needed suspensions to comply with 
MPRA, thus reducing the total suspensions in Tier II from $9 billion (as set forth in Scenario B) 
to $7.5 billion.236 

b. Scenario G 

Scenario G combines the attrition assumption set forth in Scenario F with the administrative 
expense assumption set forth in Scenario D (i.e., 2.25% of benefit payments each year).  The 
result of using these two assumptions is a reduction of $1.7 billion of necessary benefit 
suspensions to achieve solvency under MPRA ($1.5 billion attributable to the attrition 
assumption and $200 million attributable to the administrative expense assumption).  Based on 
the foregoing, there would be a reduction in total suspensions in Tier II from $9 billion (as set 
forth in Scenario B) to $7.3 billion.237 

c. Scenario H 

Scenario H reflects the same attrition and administrative expense assumptions as set forth in 
Schedule G, and adds in the impact of the updated 2015 mortality table to calculate the CSPF’s 
liabilities.  This table lowers the CSPF’s expected post-suspension liabilities by $325 million 
based on this attrition assumption, for a total reduction of $2 billion in needed suspensions to 
comply with MPRA.  It is important to note that this Scenario H reduces the total suspensions in 
Tier II from $9.0 billion (in Scenario B) to $7.035 billion, which is less than the proposed $7.068 
billion in aggregate suspensions to Tier II benefits set forth in the Application.238      

 

                                                 
235 26 U.S.C. § 432(g)(1) strongly encourages employers to stay in a plan with an approved suspension plan, 

by providing that any employer who withdraws in the first ten years does not get credit for the suspension’s 
impact on the plan’s unfunded vested liability.  For the CSPF, the reduction from its proposed suspension 
plan is valued at $11 billion, creating strong incentives for employers to stay in the CSPF. 

236  Appendix A, page 21. 
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In these circumstances, there are clearly reasonable alternatives to the proposed suspension plan, 
which is not “necessary” to avoid insolvency.  On that additional basis, Treasury should reject 
the CSPF’s proposed suspension plan. 

VIII.  CONCLUSION 

The Application is unlawful for many independent reasons, and Treasury must therefore deny it.  
Given the complexity and importance of the CSPF’s proposal, and the CSPF’s failure to provide 
crucial information requested by UPS to fully assess the CSPF’s proposal, UPS respectfully 
requests the opportunity to supplement this comment letter as it continues to review and analyze 
all of the information available to it. 

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank] 

 



UPS appreciates your consideration of these comments and welcomes the opportunity to further
discuss this important matter. Please contact me at (404) 828-7051 if you have any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

UNITED PA1 EL SE CE, INC.

By:
Name: Christ°
Vice President

. Langan
fiance U.S. Domestic Operations
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Background and Basis for this Report (1 of 2)

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”) was retained by Proskauer Rose
LLP (“Proskauer”) on behalf of its client United Parcel Service (“UPS”)
to provide actuarial analysis and advice to Proskauer and UPS with
respect to the application for benefit suspensions (the “Application”)
filed by the Central States, Southeast and Southwest Pension Fund
(“CSPF”) with the United States Department of the Treasury
(“Treasury”) in September 2015.

UPS is submitting a comment letter to Treasury setting forth its views
regarding the Application filed by CSPF. This Report is submitted in
connection with that comment letter.

Our Services were performed in accordance with the Actuarial
Standards of Practice established by the Actuarial Standards Board, and
the Standards for Consulting Services established by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”). Accordingly, we
are providing no opinion, attestation or other form of assurance with
respect to our work and we did not verify or audit any information
provided to us.

Our work was limited to the specific procedures and analysis described
herein and was based only on the information made available through
December 5, 2015. Accordingly, changes in circumstances after this
date could affect the findings outlined in this Report.

This Report has been prepared solely for the use and benefit of, and
pursuant to a client relationship exclusively with, Proskauer and UPS.
PwC disclaims any contractual or other responsibility to others based
on its use.

This Report relies upon publicly available information submitted to the
Treasury by the CSPF in its Application for benefit suspensions under
the Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014 (MPRA), data for Tier
III participants in a file labelled "IBT Data as of 01012015 v4 (updated
2011 11 18).xls“ (“IBT Census Data”), and PwC Analysis.

While the scope of our engagement did not call for us to perform an
audit or independent verification of the IBT Census Data, we have
reviewed this information for reasonableness. The accuracy of the
results presented in this document is dependent upon the accuracy and
completeness of the underlying information supplied by CSPF in its
Application and the IBT Census Data.

In preparation for our work, PwC reviewed pertinent portions of the
Application together with applicable portions of MPRA, Internal
Revenue Service Revenue Procedure 2015-34, and temporary and
proposed regulations by the IRS. PwC also became familiar with the
circumstances under which UPS withdrew from the CSPF in 2007, and
reviewed data provided regarding the UPS-IBT Pension Plan, under
which UPS has provided pension benefits to its International
Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT)-represented employees who
previously accrued a benefit under the CSPF. Further background
regarding the UPS-IBT plan is contained in the UPS submission.
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A range of results different from those presented in this Report could
be considered reasonable. Other actuarial measurements may differ
significantly from the measurements presented in this Report due to a
number of factors including but not limited to: plan experience
differing from that anticipated by the economic and demographic
assumptions; increases or decreases expected as part of the natural
operation of the methods used for these measurements; rounding
conventions; and differences in actual census data compared to what
was provided to us. Due to the limited scope of this Report, an analysis
of the potential range of such future measurements has not been
performed.

The actuarial calculations included in this Report were prepared by
Jack Abraham, under whose direction Cindy Fraterrigo, Amy Beert,
and Tom Hawkins provided assistance. The actuaries involved are
members of the Society of Actuaries and the American Academy of
Actuaries. They meet the "Qualification Standards for Actuaries Issuing
Actuarial Statements of Opinion in the United States" relating to
pension plans. To the best of our knowledge, the individuals involved in
this engagement have no relationships that may impair or appear to
impair the objectivity of our work.

Respectfully Submitted,

Jack Abraham, FSA, EA, MAAA
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Based on census data provided for Tier III, the proposed benefit reductions
may result in an additional $191 million of reductions than what was
submitted to Treasury.

Comparison of Tier III Data/Liability to the Submission:

• IBT Census Data was required to do the Tier III calculations because
the liability reductions included in the submission (13.2.1) did not
provide sufficient information, including total liability before and
after suspension or participant census information.

• This exhibit summarizes the estimated differences in the present
value of the proposed reductions based on the IBT Census Data
provided to PwC as compared to the submission.

• The estimated Tier III liability savings (after the proposed
reductions) is split between retirees/TV’s above and below 20 years
of service.

• The IBT Census Data used in PwC analysis included the accrued
benefit as of 2007, years of service, date of birth, date of hire,
gender, and estimated accrual percentage.

• The liability savings figures adjacent are based on the IBT
Census Data and PwC calculated deferred annuity factors
assuming payment at age 65, assuming a 7.5% interest rate and
the CSPF mortality assumption.

• See Appendix for further discussion of PwC’s classification of TV
or retiree in the IBT Census Data.

• The figures in the second column for Tier III participants do not
match the estimated savings shown in Table 13.2.1. This may be due
to potential data differences between the IBT Census Data and the
information reported by CSPF and/or potential differences between
PwC and the CSPF’s method used to calculate the liability.
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Comparison of Tier III Data/Liability to the Submission

All Present Values Use Fund Discount Rate (7.50%) and Mortality Assumption

$ in millions

Provided in

Submission to

Treasury (13.2.1)

Based on IBT

Data for Tier III

1. Tier I Liability Savings (reduction to benefits) 1,872$ 1,872$

2. Tier II Liability Savings (reduction to benefits) 7,068$ 7,068$

3. Tier III Liability Savings (reduction to benefits)

a. TVs with < 20 YOS 1,044$ 1,176$

b. TVs with >= 20 YOS 790$ 827$

c. Retirees with < 20 YOS 17$ 22$

d. Retirees with >= 20 YOS 140$ 157$

e. Total 1,991$ 2,182$

% difference 11.6%

$ difference 191$

Total Liability Savings (1+2+3) 10,932$ 11,122$

Notes

1

2

3

Source: 13.2.1, IBT Census Data and PwC Analysis.

The two columns compare the Tier III reductions in 13.2.1 to the amounts estimated by PwC using the

actual IBT Participant data that was provided. Due to data differences, we estimate, based on the IBT data

and PwC's understanding of the assumptions used to determine the present value, that benefit reductions

for Tier III would be $2.2B, compared to the $2.0B provided in 13.2.1.

The submission did not include the total Tier III liability prior to reductions; therefore, PwC could not verify

whether the calculation of the present value of liablity in the IBT data matched the CSPF's pre-reduction

liability.

IBT Census Data was required for Tier III because the liability reductions included in the submission

(13.2.1) did not provide sufficient information, including total liability before and after suspension or

participant census information.
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The effect of the 40% cap on Tier III benefit reductions is approximately $31
million.

Effect of 40% Cap on Tier III Participants:

• This exhibit summarizes the estimated effect of
the 40% cap on benefit reductions (applies only to
participants with more than 20 years of service)
on Tier III participants.

• Based on the IBT Census Data, there are 7,832
participants with more than 20 years of service
who derive a benefit from the 40% cap being in
place.

• The dollar impact, however, of the 40% cap is
relatively small. If the 40% cap was changed to
50% (as applies to Tier II participants), or if it was
entirely lifted, the present value of benefit
reductions preserved is only $31 million.

• $31 million is less than 1.5% of the assumed
liability savings ($2 billion) for Tier III.

• Note, the liability figures adjacent are based on
the IBT Census Data and deferred annuity factor
calculations. The figures in row C do not match
the estimated savings shown in Table 13.2.1,
which may be due to potential data differences
between the IBT Census Data and the information
reported by CSPF and/or potential differences
between PwC and the CSPF’s method used to
calculate the liability.
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Effect of 40% Cap for Tier III Participants - Based on Current Reduction Formula

$ in millions Total

< 20 Years >= 20 Years < 20 Years >= 20 Years

Counts of Impacted Participants - 339 - 7,493 7,832

Liability Estimates

a. PV of Actuarial Liability Prior to Suspensions1 67$ 423$ 1,857$ 2,129$ 4,476$

b. PV of Liability After Current Proposed Reductions 46$ 266$ 682$ 1,301$ 2,294$

c. Difference 22$ 157$ 1,176$ 827$ 2,182$

Liability Estimates - Remove 40% Cap

d. PV of Actuarial Liability Prior to Suspensions 67$ 423$ 1,857$ 2,129$ 4,476$

e. PV of Liability After Current Proposed Reductions 46$ 264$ 682$ 1,272$ 2,263$

f. Difference 22$ 158$ 1,176$ 857$ 2,213$

Effect of 40% Cap (f-c) -$ 2$ -$ 29$ 31$

Notes

3. Further data is needed to understand why the total participants that derive value from the 40% cap of 7,832 differs from the Fund's estimate of

7,499.

2. Current present value of accrued liability is based on the actuarial assumptions described in the Appendix.

Active, Retired or Beneficiary Terminated Vested

1. The Tier III liabilities and counts are based on census data provided in "IBT Data as of 01012015 v4 (updated 2011 11 18).xls." The $2.2B in

current cuts for Tier III is $0.2B higher than what was provided in 13.2.1.

Source: 13.2.1, IBT Census Data and PwC Analysis.
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There are 13,540 Tier III participants whose benefits are proposed to be
reduced to 110% of the PBGC Guarantee.

Tier III Participants Subject to Maximum
Statutory Reductions:

• MPRA limits the extent of benefit reductions to
110% of the PBGC Guarantee, among other limits.

• Based on our analysis of the IBT Census Data,
there are 13,540 participants in Tier III whose
benefit will be reduced to the maximum amount
permissible, similar to the treatment to all of Tier
I.

• This exhibit summarizes the estimated number of
participants in Tier III whose benefits appear to
be reduced to 110% of PBGC Guarantee.
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Participants in Tier III Subject to Maximum Statutory Cuts (110% of PBGC Guarantee)

$ in millions Total

< 20 Years >= 20 Years < 20 Years >= 20 Years

1. Total Participants 740 1,552 34,363 11,458 48,113

2. Total Participants Subject to Maximum Cuts to

110% of PBGC Guarantee
281 23 13,175 61 13,540

3. % of Total Participants 38.0% 1.5% 38.3% 0.5% 28.1%

Liability Estimates - Participants Receiving 110% of

PBGC Guarantee

a. Current Present Value of Actuarial Liability
1 12.3$ 2.4$ 954.6$ 6.1$ 975$

b. PV of Liability After Current Proposed Cuts 10.5$ 1.9$ 374.7$ 4.8$ 392$

c. Difference 1.8$ 0.5$ 579.9$ 1.3$ 583$

Notes

2. The impact to certain participants with greater than 20 years of service may be overstated due to data quality.

Active, Retired or Beneficiary Terminated Vested

1. The liabilities and counts are based on census data provided in IBT Census Data. The total liability for participants subject to maximum

cuts is estimated based on accrued benefit at December 2007, credited service as of 2007, and estimated contribution accrual rates provided

in census data.

Source: 13.2.1, IBT Census Data and PwC Analysis.
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If the Application properly classified those Tier III participants who are
currently retired, their benefits would be reduced $51 million less than is
now proposed by CSPF.

Classification of Retired Tier III Participants as
Terminated Vested:

• This exhibit summarizes the estimated number of participants
in Tier III who are currently retired (in pay status in IBT plan)
but who are treated by CSPF as being Terminated Vested (TV),
and thus subject to larger benefit reductions than similarly
situated Tier II participants.

• Based on the IBT Census Data, there are 7,007 participants in
Tier III who are treated as being TV by the Application, but
elected retirement jointly under CSPF and IBT Plan and are
currently in pay status under the IBT plan only as they are
under age 65.

• Of these, 2,939 participants have less than 20 years of
service, and therefore are subject to the proposed 0.5%
reduction.

• If these 2,939 participants were treated as retirees, and thus
subject to the 1.0% reduction formula (as opposed to 0.5%),
we estimate the increase to their benefits would be $51
million.
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Estimated Effect of Classifying Tier III Participants In Pay Status as Terminated Vested

$ in millions < 20 Years >= 20 Years Total

1. Total Participants 34,363 11,458 45,821

2. Total Participants Retired but Deemed "TV" by

Central States
2,939 4,068 7,007

3. % of Total Participants 8.6% 35.5% 15.3%

Liability Estimates

a. Current Present Value of Actuarial Liability 213$ 903$ 1,116$

b. PV of Liability After Current Proposed Cuts 89$ 555$ 644$

c. Difference 124$ 348$ 472$

Liability Estimates - Adjust classification of Employees**

d. Current Present Value of Actuarial Liability 213$ 903$ 1,116$

e. PV of Liab. if 0.5% cut rate was changed to 1.0% 140$ 555$ 695$

f. Difference 73$ 348$ 421$

Effect of Treating Retirees as Terminated Vested (51)$ -$ (51)$

Notes

3. Tier III retirees provided in 13.2.1 of the submission total 2,312 participants. Based on IBT Census Data, this appears to only include

those pensioners currently in pay status and age 65 or older and beneficiaires.

2. The submission did not include the total Tier III liability prior to reductions; therefore, PwC could not verify whether the calculation of the

present value of liablity in the IBT data matched the CSPF's pre-reduction liability.

Terminated Vested

Source: 13.2.1, IBT Census Data and PwC Analysis.

1. Note, any liability changes shown in this exhibit would need to be captured in Tier II or through use of different solvency assumptions.
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Reducing benefits for Tier II participants to 110% of the PBGC Guarantee
would increase the present value of benefit reductions by approximately $3
billion to $5 billion.

Estimated Reductions if Tier II Reduced to PBGC Maximum

• Based on the submission, it appears that a subset of Tier II participants had
no reduction to their benefits or had reductions above the statutory
maximum. CSPF did not present an estimate of the amount above the 110%
PBGC Guarantee or other statutory limits for Tier II in its Application.

• Using information provided in the 2015 actuarial report, PwC prepared an
estimate of the present value of benefit suspensions for Tier II participants
that may be achieved if benefits were reduced to the maximum permissible
extent under MPRA.

• For retired participants, PwC’s adjustment was based on Application
Item 7.2.19 (which shows the number, type, age, and monthly amount of
benefit for pensioners in the CSPF). The adjustment used the midpoint
of the benefit amounts for pensioners by benefit type.

• For active participants, PwC’s adjustment was based on Application Item
7.2.51 (which shows the age/service of active participants). The
adjustment used the midpoint of the age/service grid to determine the
benefit amounts.

• For this estimate, PwC ignored TVs, for whom it lacked sufficient
information such as an age/service grid and accrued benefits. In
addition, many of the TVs with less than 20 years of service may be
experiencing reductions at or near the PBGC guarantee already due to
the lower reduction percentage (0.5% vs. 1.0%).

• We estimate that CSPF could reduce the benefits of Tier II participants by an
additional $3 billion to $5 billion (midpoint shown adjacent) beyond the
benefit reductions currently proposed in the Application, which would
therefore require no reductions for Tier III.
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• See the Appendix for more details on assumptions and
methods used for the figures above.

Sensitivity - Estimated Reductions if Tier II Reduced to PBGC Maximum

All Present Values Use Fund Discount Rate (7.50%) and Mortality Assumption

[A] [B]

$ in millions

Provided in

Submission to

Treasury (13.2.1)

Adjusted if Tier II

Reduced to

PBGC Maximum

Increase to

Benefit

Reductions

1. Tier I Liability Savings 1,872$ 1,872$ -

2. Tier II Liability Savings

a. Actives (estimated)1
2,050$ $3,050-$4,050 1,500

b. Retirees (estimated)1
4,334$ $6,334-$7,334 2,500

c. TVs (estimated) 684$ 684$ -

d. Total 7,068$ 11,068$ 4,000

3. Tier III Liability Savings 1,991$ -$ (1,991)

Total Liability Savings (1+2+3) 10,932$ 12,940$ 2,009

Notes

1

2

Liability savings in Column A are based on document 13.2.1 of the submission to Treasury. Tier I benefits

were cut to the maximum amount permissible (110% of PBGC guarantee). As the submission did not

separately provide the liability savings split between actives and retirees, PwC estimated these values in

Column A for Tier II actives/retirees. The total reductions of approximately $7B in Tier II were estimated to

be split $2.0B attributable to actives, $4B to retirees, and $684M (known figure from 13.2.1) to TVs.

The submission did not provide sufficient data to understand which participants in Tier II were not subject to

benefit reductions due to statute. In addition, no details were provided on which participants in Tier II will

retain adjustable benefits and how much value this provides.

Source: Calculations for Tier II actives/retirees were based on very limited information from valuation report

filed in check list 7 of the submission and can be refined upon receipt of participant data.
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Based on the Age/Service grid provided in the actuarial report, we estimate
approximately 27,000 Tier II active participants have no reductions under
current proposal.

Summary of Tier II Active Participants:

• Since 2004, the current contribution-based formula is 1% of
contributions. Therefore, the current submission formula results
in no reduction to accrued benefits for any employee hired after
2003. Note, future benefits will be affected for these employees
due to a lower accrual percentage and due to changes in early
retirement provisions.

• Of the total 64,627 active employees, approximately 27,000
were hired since 2004 and therefore are not experiencing any
benefit reductions (based on those that have less than 10 years
of service on 7.2.51). We estimate the total liability associated
with these employees is ~$490 million.

• If these 27,000 active employees were reduced by 25%
(accrual rate change from 1% to 0.75%), the dollar impact
would be ~$125 million.

• If 31.5% were used as a reduction percentage (see analysis
on page 23), the dollar impact would be ~$150 million.

• The PwC estimate is based on the age service grid (shown in
7.2.51) and estimated historical contributions. Of the total
reductions of $6.4 billion for Tier II
actives/retirees/beneficiaries, we estimate approximately $2
billion relates to actives (as can be seen in table adjacent,
comparing $6.2 billion to $4.2 billion).

• See the Appendix for further detail on assumptions used in
calculating the estimated liability before and after suspension.
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Summary of Tier II Active Partipants - PwC Estimates based on Limited Data

All Present Values Use Fund Discount Rate (7.50%) and Mortality Assumption

$ in millions

Count of

Participants

Estimated

Liability before

Suspension

Estimated

Liability after

Suspension % Reduction

a. 0-1 years of service 4,077 30$ 30$ 0%

b. 1-4 years of service 13,084 150$ 150$ 0%

c. 5-9 years of service 9,723 310$ 310$ 0%

d. Subtotal 26,884 490$ 490$ 0%

All Other Actives 37,643 5,700$ 3,700$ 35%

Total 64,527 6,190$ 4,190$ 32%

Notes

1

2

1. Pension Credits Less than 10

as of 12/31/2014

Active employee counts based on the age/service grid on page 7.2.51 and assume no lapses through 7/1/2016.

Average monthly annuities were estimated assuming retirement at age 65, and estimated liability was calculated

based on PwC's understanding of the assumptions used to determine the present value. See assumptions in

Appendix for further details.

The submission did not separate benefit reductions between actives and pensioners in Tier II. The liability

savings (and liabilities pre-reduction) were not provided separately. This lack of data made it difficult to assess to

what extent participants in Tier II were experiencing little or no reduction, even if it was allowable under MPRA.

Source: 7.2.51. Calculations for Tier II actives were based on very limited information from valuation report filed in

check list 7 of the submission and can be refined upon receipt of participant data.
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The present value of administrative expenses would decrease by
approximately $200 million under a reasonable alternative assumption.

Administrative Expenses:

• The CSPF Application projects a 2% annual increase in
administrative expense over the 50 year projection period, resulting
in an increase from $45.4 million in 2016 to $117.4 million in 2064.

• This projected increase in administrative expense occurs during a
period when the level of benefit payments, market value of assets,
and contribution base units are all projected to decline substantially.
For example, over the 50 year projection period presented in the
Application (see Item 7, Exhibit III), benefits payments fall from
$2.45 billion to $992 million; assets fall from $16.9 billion to $6.3
billion; and contribution base units fall from ~3.1 million weeks
worked to ~1.1 million weeks.
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Administrative Expenses (cont’d):

• Under the metric that the Plan itself has used to measure its
efficiency (administrative expenses as a percentage of benefit
payments - see Application Item 18.1), administrative expense goes
from under 2% of benefit payments to over 11%.

• It is a common industry benchmark to assess administrative
expenses in relation to the size of benefit payments, as CSPF has
done in recent valuations. Under this metric, it appears that the
Trustees’ assumption is that administrative expenses will increase by
2% every year for 50 years while the amount of benefit payments
drops by 60%.

• PwC has assessed the sensitivity of the Trustees’ 2% annual growth
assumption by modifying the Administrative Expense assumption as
follows:

• Administrative expenses are assumed to grow or decline in
tandem with benefit payments. Central States stated that annual
administrative expense is approximately 1.35% of annual benefit
payments (Checklist 18). We note, however, that this ratio will
increase to about 2.25% after the benefit suspensions are
implemented. Based on CSPF projections, benefit payments
remain stable through 2025 and then are projected to decline
gradually (about 2% a year through 2064).

• If administrative expense is held at a constant 2.25% of benefit
payments (following suspension), the present value of expense
savings is $200 million and the additional fair market value of
assets in the Plan at the end of the projection period is $7.8
billion.

Sensitivity Analysis - Admin Expenses

$ in millions

PV of Admin Expenses

at 7/1/16 (7.5% interest)

Market Value of Assets

at 12/31/64

Baseline present value (As Provided by

CS) - 2% annual growth
750$ 5,278$

Sensitivity - Present Value of Admin

Expenses equal to 2.25% of Benefit

Payments

550$ 13,100$

Difference (b-a) (200) 7,822

Notes

Source: 7.1.9 of the submission to Treasury and PwC analysis.

2. Due to the uncertainty around a long-term projection period of 50 years, results were rounded to the nearest

$100 million.

1. Present value of reduced expenses assumes a 7.5% interest rate, expenses paid mid year, and includes

years 2016-2064.
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There may be reasonable alternative assumptions to the CSPF Application
projections of industry activity.

Projected Industry Activity (Attrition):

The CSPF Application assumes 3% annual attrition (negative growth in
contribution base units (“CBUs”)) for the first 10 years and 2%
thereafter (Application Item 7.2.21). Thus, the solvency projections
assume continued, substantial declines in employment levels and CBUs
over the entire period of the 50 year projections.

CSPF first reported using an annual attrition assumption in its 2008
Rehabilitation Plan, as described in its October 12, 2010 Rehabilitation
Plan Review (Application Item 8.2.117). The assumption used was a 4%
per year decline for the first 10 years, 2% thereafter, for Primary
Schedule employers, with greater attrition rates assumed for Default
Schedule employers. The Rehabilitation Plan did not provide detailed
rationale for this assumption, stating it was supplied by the Plan
Sponsor.

In the CSPF Application, the Plan reduced its assumption for the first
10 years from 4% to 3% per year, noting that the change assumes that
the benefit suspensions become effective July 1, 2016. No additional
rationale is provided, although the implication is that the Plan expects
lower levels of attrition as the financial status of the Plan stabilizes.

The 2015 Actuarial Valuation Report (Application Item 7.2.1 et seq.)
notes that for the plan year 2014, attrition declined to 1.2% (Application
Item 7.2.35). Similarly, the CSPF Application also notes that since the
resumption of contributions by YRC, CBUs have declined 1.9% during
the period 2011 to 2014, reversing higher levels of attrition following
the 2008 recession.

Other Comments and Considerations:

The solvency projections’ assumptions regarding projected industry
activity are in contrast to the projections for population and
employment growth made by the US Census Bureau and the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS), respectively. According to the “Projections of the
Size and Composition of the U.S. Population: 2014 to 2060” (fn. 1), the
US population is projected to grow from 319 million in 2014 to 417
million in 2060, an average annual growth rate of .58% (fn. 2). Another
data point relevant to an evaluation of the Trustees’ estimate is the
Bureau of Labor Statistics’ biennial 10 year projection of changes in
occupational employment among 22 occupational groups in all 329
industry groups. In December 2013, the BLS issued its “Occupational
employment projections to 2022” (fn. 3), which forecast a 10.8%
increase in employment for all occupational groups as of 2022, with
“Transportation and Material Moving Occupations” having an 8.6%
increase over the 10 year period (or an average of ~0.8% per year).

Notes:

Fn.1: Projections of the Size and Composition of the U.S. Population: 2014 to 2060,
United States Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics Administration, U.S.
Census Bureau, March 2015, P25-1143 (cited as “Census Projections”).
http://www.census.gov/population/projections/data/national/2014.html.

Fn. 2: Table 1, Projections of the Population and Components of change for the Unites
States: 2015 to 2060 (NP2014-T1), U.S. Census Bureau, December 2014.

Fn. 3: Occupational employment projections to 2022, United States Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review, December 2013.
http://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2013/article/occupational-employment-projections-to-
2022.htm.
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The present value of additional contributions would increase between $700
and $1,500 million under varying alternative attrition assumptions.

Attrition Sensitivity Analyses:

• To test the sensitivity of the Trustee’s assumptions, PwC ran the
solvency projection presented in Item 7 of the CSPF Application
modifying the variable for “projected industry activity.” Using the CS
Application as a baseline (3% declines for the first 10 years, 2%
declines thereafter), PwC ran the following sensitivities:

• Sensitivity A: Starting with the Trustees’ assumptions (3% in first 10
years, 2% thereafter) as a starting point, PwC decreased the attrition
in each year by 0.58%, based on the Census Bureau’s projected
0.58% average annual increase in population. This adjustment
moderately adjusts the Trustees’ estimate by reflecting gradual
growth in the US population, which should increase employment
levels and business activity for employers participating in the CSPF.

• The present value of increased contributions is approximately
$700 million higher than projected in the Application in this
scenario.

• Sensitivity B: Instead of the Trustees’ assumption, PwC adjusted
CBUs as follows: (1) for the first ten(10) years, 0.5% annual declines
in CBUs on the basis that employers who remain in the Plan for at
least 10 years will have any subsequent withdrawal liability
determined by taking into account the reduction in accrued liabilities
from the suspension; (2) 5% annual declines in CBUs for the next
three (3) years, reflecting the assumption that some employers will
then withdraw; and (3) for all subsequent years, the long-term
annual declines assumed by the CSPF of 2%.

• The present value of increased net contributions is
approximately $1.5 billion higher than projected in the
Application in this scenario.
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Sensitivity Analysis - Attrition Rate

$ in millions

PV of Net Contributions

at 7/1/16 (7.5% interest)

Market Value of Assets

at 12/31/64

Baseline

(As Provided by CS) 8,405$ 5,278$

Inc/(Dec) over Baseline

Sensitivity A - 0.58% improvement

on CSPF assumptions

700$ 23,700$

Sensitivity B - 0.5% attrition for 10

years, 5% for 3 years after, then

2%

1,500$ 50,000$

Notes

1. Present value of net contributions assumes a 7.5% interest rate, contributions paid mid year, and

includes years 2016-2064. The net contributions reflect higher benefit payments made in future years

(based on 0.75% of additional contributions). See Appendix E for further details.

2. Projections do not adjust the withdrawal liability contributions assumed by the fund, under the

assumption that near-term contributions are likely for known withdrawals. Insufficient detail was provided

on the long-term contribution assumption of $80 million.

Source: 7.1.9 of the submission to Treasury and PwC analysis.

3. Due to the uncertainty around a long-term projection period of 50 years, results were rounded to the

nearest $100 million.
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The present value of plan liabilities, prior to suspension, could decrease by
approximately $0.4 billion related to an update to the mortality
assumption.

Mortality:

• CSPF uses the RP-2014 Blue Collar mortality table, with
rates increased 15%, projected on a generational basis
using Scale MP-2014.

• Scale projections are common for mortality assumptions,
as they assume lower mortality rates in future years due to
health and technology improvements. At the time of the
1/1/2015 valuation and submission to Treasury, the MP-
2014 scale was the most recent projection table available,
having been released by the Society of Actuaries in 2014.

• In late 2015, the Society of Actuaries released an update to
MP-2014 (called MP-2015) reflecting additional
information from the Social Security Administration. The
new projection scale results in a modest decrease in
expected longevity. PwC has observed that the impact of
MP-2015, as compared to MP-2014, is to reduce the
actuarial liability of most pension plans by 1% to 1.5%.

• The adjacent chart reflects the impact of using the MP-
2015, as applied to the baseline 1/1/2015 and estimated
7/1/2016 actuarial liability of the CSPF: assuming a 1%
decline in liabilities, actuarial liability would be
approximately $350 million lower; at an assumed 1.5%
decline, liabilities would be $530 million lower.

• Sensitivities A, B, and C estimate the impact of using MP-
2015 after the reductions occur. Liabilities would be $300-
325 million lower in these scenarios.
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Sensitivity Analysis - Mortality Assumption

$ in millions

Current

Actuarial

Liability

Amended

Actuarial

Liability

Using

MP-2015 Difference

Amended

Actuarial

Liability

Using

MP-2015 Difference Midpoint

Baseline (As of 1/1/2015) 35,063$

Estimated as of 7/1/2016 35,063$ 34,712$ 350$ 34,537$ 530$ 440$

Mortality Sensitivity After Reductions

Liability before reductions 35,063$

A: Assuming $10.9B reduction (10,932)$

Subtotal 24,131$ 23,890$ 240$ 23,769$ 360$ 300$

Liability before reductions 35,063$

B: Assuming $9.7B reduction (9,700)$

Subtotal 25,363$ 25,109$ 250$ 24,983$ 380$ 315$

Liability before reductions 35,063$

C: Assuming $8.9B reduction (8,900)$

Subtotal 26,163$ 25,901$ 260$ 25,771$ 390$ 325$

Source: Actuarial liability as of 1/1/2015 provided in 7.2.40.

Notes

2. Assumes that liability rolled forward to 7/1/2016 is roughly equivalent to the 1/1/2015 liability, before any benefit reductions.

1.5% Difference1% Difference

1. Assumes a 1.0%-1.5% decrease to actuarial liability due to adopting to the most recently updated MP-2015 projection

scale, which was released in 2015 after submission to Treasury.
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Potential Effect of Using Reasonable Alternative Assumptions – Amended
Benefit Reductions to Tier II, No Reductions for Tier III
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5 Combined Analysis Using Reasonable Alternative
Assumptions

Summary of Sensitivities to Benefit Reductions - Reductions to Tier III Eliminated - At a Glance

All Present Values Use Fund Discount Rate (7.50%) and Mortality Assumption

[A] [B] [C] [D] [E] [F] [G] [H]

$ in millions Baseline

Apply Additional

Reductions

to Tier II

Apply Additional

Reductions

to Tier II and

Update Assumptions

Apply Additional

Reductions

to Tier II and

Update

Assumptions

Apply Additional

Reductions

to Tier II and

Update Assumptions

Apply Additional

Reductions

to Tier II and

Update Assumptions

Apply Additional

Reductions

to Tier II and

Update Assumptions

No Additional

Reductions to Tier III

and

Update Assumptions

1. Tier 1 Liability Savings 1,872$ 1,872$ 1,872$ 1,872$ 1,872$ 1,872$ 1,872$ 1,872$

2. Tier 2 Liability Savings 7,068$ 9,060$ 8,360$ 8,160$ 7,845$ 7,560$ 7,360$ 7,035$

3. Tier 3 Liability Savings 1,991$ -$ -$ -$ -$ -$ -$ -$

Total Benefit Reductions (1+2+3) 10,932$ 10,932$ 10,232$ 10,032$ 9,717$ 9,432$ 9,232$ 8,907$

4. PV of Assumptions Changes

a. Attrition Assumption -$ -$ 700$ 700$ 700$ 1,500$ 1,500$ 1,500$

b. Admin Expense -$ -$ -$ 200$ 200$ -$ 200$ 200$

c. Mortality -$ -$ -$ -$ 315$ -$ -$ 325$

d. Total -$ -$ 700$ 900$ 1,215$ 1,500$ 1,700$ 2,025$

Total Liability Savings (1+2+3+4d) 10,932$ 10,932$ 10,932$ 10,932$ 10,932$ 10,932$ 10,932$ 10,932$

* Fund assumption for administrative expenses is constant annual growth of 2% in each year despite a shrinking plan. Based on this assumption, admin expenses would grow from 2% of benefit payments in 2017 to 12% of benefit payments in 2064.

** See Appendix for further footnotes and caveats on these Sensitivities

---------------------------------------------------------Sensitivities---------------------------------------------------------

Descriptions/Adjustments

at a Glance:**

Based on 13.2.1

Fund

Assumptions:

Attrition: 3% for 10

years, 2% after

Admin: 2% growth

every year*

Reflects $2B

additional reductions

to Tier II

Attrition/

Admin use Fund

assumptions

Reflects $1.3B

additional reductions

on Tier II

Attrition: Fund

assumptions minus

0.58% in each year

Admin: Uses Fund

assumption

Reflects $1.1B

additional reductions

on Tier II

Attrition:

Same as [C]

Admin: Equal to

2.25% of Benefit

Payments in each

year

Reflects $0.7B additional

reductions on Tier II

Attrition:

Same as [C]

Admin: Same as [D]

Mortality: Update scale

from MP-2014 to MP-2015.

Reflects $0.5B

additional reductions

on Tier II

Attrition:

0.5% for 10 years, 5%

for 3 years, 2% after

Admin: Uses Fund

assumption

Reflects $0.3B

additional reductions

on Tier II

Attrition:

Same as [F]

Admin: Equal to 2.25%

of Benefit Payments in

each year

Reflects $33M less

reductions on Tier II

Attrition:

Same as [F]

Admin: Same as [G]

Mortality: Update scale

from MP-2014 to MP-2015.
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Other Issues for
Consideration
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On average, the benefit reduction percentages for Tier III exceed Tier II. If
a uniform reduction percentage of 31.5% was used for both Tier II and Tier
III, benefit reductions for Tier III would be reduced by $725 million.
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Uniform Percentage Analysis:

• As can be seen in the top chart adjacent, the average percentage
reduction for Tier III is significantly greater than the average
reduction for Tier II in each sub category.

• On the whole, Tier III is being reduced by 57% on average,
compared to 27% for Tier II.

• Total liability savings in the sensitivity in the lower chart are
derived by applying level reduction percentages to average
benefits provided in 13.2.1 and using average present value
factor implied by baseline. Actual results will differ based on the
reduction in each participant's benefit and the applicable
present value factor for each participant.

• The dollar impact of a uniform reduction percentage would
be to decrease reductions in Tier III by $725 million and
increase reductions in Tier II by the same amount.

• Calculations are based on the assumption that it is possible to
reduce all participants benefits by the same percentage to arrive
at similar total liability reductions. In practice, due to statutory
protections on certain participant's benefits, in order to have an
average benefit reduction of 31.5%, a number of participants
will need to have reductions larger than 31.5%, as many
participants have no reduction (by statute) and others will be
limited to less than 31.5% due to the 110% of PBGC guarantee
minimum requirement.

• This analysis could be refined based on further data from
CSPF, including the number of participants subject to no
0% reductions due to statutory requirements.

Summary of Tier II and Tier III Benefit Reductions as provided in 13.2.1

Avg

$ in millions Total Reduction

<20 Years >= 20 Years <20 Years >= 20 Years

Tier 2

Number of Participants 111,734 136,410 66,567 7,849 322,560

Monthly Benefit % Reduction 15.0% 29.9% 43.2% 29.4% 27.5%

Total Liability Savings ($ in millions) 515$ 5,869$ 558$ 126$ 7,068$

Tier 3

Number of Participants 864 1,448 34,414 11,523 48,249

Monthly Benefit % Reduction 30.8% 38.9% 64.7% 39.7% 57.3%

Total Liability Savings ($ in millions) 17$ 140$ 1,044$ 790$ 1,991$ [A]

Total Liability Reduction (Tier 2 and 3) 9,060$

Source: page 13.2.1 of the submission; monthly benefit % reductions were based on dividing average monthly annuity figures before/after reductions.

Summary of Tier II and Tier III Benefit Reductions - Sensitivity if Uniform Percentage Used
Avg

$ in millions Total Reduction

<20 Years >= 20 Years <20 Years >= 20 Years

Tier 2

Number of Participants 111,734 136,410 66,567 7,849 322,560

Monthly Benefit % Reduction 31.5% 31.5% 31.5% 31.5% 31.5%

Total Liability Savings ($ in millions) 1,084$ 6,179$ 407$ 135$ 7,805$

Tier 3

Number of Participants 864 1,448 34,414 11,523 48,249

Monthly Benefit % Reduction 31.5% 31.5% 31.5% 31.5% 31.5%

Total Liability Savings ($ in millions) 17$ 114$ 508$ 627$ 1,267$ [B]

Total Liability Reduction (Tier 2 and 3) 9,072$

Approximate cost shifting between Tier 2 and Tier 3: (725)$ = [B] - [A]

Notes

4. This analysis was limited, as individual census data was not provided, so we could not confirm what the average percentage reduction would have been if

participants that have 0% reductions due to statute requirements were excluded from the analysis.

3. Section 13.1.10 of the Submission notes that the Board of Trustees considered applying the same percentage of contribution formula to all participants. The Plan

actuary determined that any such percentage would have to be lower than 1% of contributions for the Plan to avoid insolvency, even if no caps were placed on

maximum suspensions.

Active / Retired Terminated Vested

Active / Retired Terminated Vested

1. The top chart is based on Average Monthly Benefit Before and After Suspension, Number of Participants, and Aggregate Present Value of Reduction in benefits,

as provided in 13.2.1 of Submission. PwC used numbers provided as is.

2. "Amended; same % Tier II/III" results are based on the assumption that it is possible to reduce all participants benefits by the same percentage to arrive at

similar total liability reductions. In practice, due to statutory protections on certain participant's benefits, in order to have an average benefit reduction of 31.5%, a

number of participants will need to have cuts larger than 31.5%, as many participants have no reduction (by statute) and others will be limited to less than 31.5%

due to the 110% of PBGC guarantee minimum requirement.
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By not reducing Adjustable Benefits in Tier II to the full extent, additional
liability reductions are falling on Tier III.
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Issue Comments

According to documents
provided in the submission to
Treasury, adjustable benefits
account for 19% of the total
1/1/2015 liability of $35 billion,
or roughly $6.7 billion.

Based on pages 8.2.48 and 8.2.49, the Fund's actuary estimated that 3% and 16% of the total liability as of 1/1/2015
related to subsidized early retirement benefits for active and retirees, respectively. These benefits make up the majority
of the liability for "adjustable benefits." Participants typically lose early retirement subsidies upon a Rehabilitation Plan
Withdrawal, from the plan or if their employer is on the default schedule.

As of that date, 19% of the $35 billion liability would equate to approximately $6.7 billion.

Some adjustable benefits will
remain for Tier II participants
after reflecting proposed
reductions in the submission. If
adjustable benefits were
eliminated first, the total benefit
reductions could be reduced for
Tier III, but insufficient data was
made available to quantify.

There is discussion throughout the submission to the Treasury (see 8.2.46, 13.1.9, 19.3.2) about the current proposal for
benefit reductions not removing adjustable benefits. Participants of employers in the default schedule have had
adjustable benefits removed, while those on the preferred schedule are still eligible for early retirement subsidies.
However, the plan is phasing out the early retirement benefits from 2021-2025. An immediate adjustment of this would
have reduced the current liability prior to the proposed reductions. In addition, based on the current proposed
reductions, some early retirement benefits will still be in place for retirees.

These methods may have shifted additional cost onto Tier III by not reducing Tier II the maximum extent prior to
considering Tier III. However, based on the publicly available data, it is not possible for us to quantify the potential
impact at this time.

Data Required from CSPF to
Provide a Reasonable Estimate
was not provided.

For each active participant and TV in Tier II, we would need the Benefit Class, whether on Default or Preferred schedule,
Date of Birth, Date of Hire, Years of Service, accrued benefit, contribution percentage, and historical contributions that
underlie the benefits. The Benefit Class and age/service/benefit information is required to estimate the probability of
retirement at various retirement ages by individual to understand the value of early retirement subsidies.

For each retiree in Tier II, we would need the annuity benefit (and election form) prior to benefit reductions, value of
early retirement subsidy included in the pre-suspension benefit, proposed reduced benefit, age as of 7/1/2016, and date
of retirement.
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UPS paid $6.1 billion in withdrawal liability in 2007. By imposing large
reductions on Tier III, UPS is paying twice for its withdrawal from the
plan.
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Issue Comments

UPS withdrew from the plan in
December 2007 and paid a $6.1
billion withdrawal liability.

The fund received $6.1 billion in a withdrawal liability payment from UPS in 2007. Prior to that time, we understand that
UPS paid (during 1994-2007) approximately $4.5 billion to the fund in annual contributions.

Based on the current proposal of benefit reductions and the requirement for UPS to restore benefits, UPS will in effect be
"double paying" its withdrawal liability. The quantification below support this argument.

Sensitivity: counting a portion of
the withdrawal payment as
"historical Tier III contributions"
would reduce the benefit
reductions by $1.0-$1.5 billion
for Tier III.

The benefit reduction estimates for Tier III used assumptions on average historical contributions and an estimated
contribution percentage provided in the IBT Census Data.

As a sensitivity, we assumed UPS received credit for a portion of the withdrawal liability associated with Tier III
participants. There was insufficient data regarding UPS liability split between Tier II and Tier III as of 12/31/2007; as a
high level assumption, we assumed approximately 2/3 of the $6.1 billion payment, or $4 billion, related to Tier III
participants.

For the sensitivity, we analyzed the impact of additional benefit accruals by allocating the $4 billion to each Tier III
participant based on their proportionate share of the actuarial liability, then applied the 1%/0.5% proposed reduction
formula on these contributions, not to exceed the accrued benefit provided in the census data.

If this additional credit were provided to all individuals in Tier III, we estimate the total liability reduction would be $1.0-
$1.5 billion less than the current proposal of $2 billion.
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If future accrual percentage of 0.75% (lowered from 1.00%) was
implemented sooner, the fund could have lowered plan liability by
approximately $645 million.
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Sensitivity Analyses – Historical Normal Cost:

• The Fund acknowledged as early as 2009 that its
financial outlook was dire.

• The analysis adjacent estimates what the effect would
be on the current liability (as of 2016) if the plan had
amended the ongoing benefit accrual rate from 1.00%
to 0.75% in 2009-2015.

• The lower rate, 0.75%, will be the amended future
accrual rate for actives, effective 7/1/2016.

• We estimate that the total value of annual benefit
accruals remaining at 1.0% was $645 million as of
7/1/2016.

• The analysis assumes a hypothetical amendment to
lower the benefit accrual applied on 1/1/2009. If
instead we assume the change took effect on
12/31/2009, the total accumulated difference would be
$475 million. These savings would impact future
benefit payments from the plan and could have
prolonged solvency.

Sensitivity Analysis - Estimated Impact of Applying Reduction in Benefit Accrual Rates on

Historical Contributions Starting in 2009

$ in millions

Normal Cost

with

Expenses Expenses

Normal Cost

Accruals Only

Normal Cost if

Benefit

Accrual Rate

0.75%

Hypothetical

Historical

Savings

Hypothetical

Savings with

Interest to

7/1/2016

[a] [b] [c]=b-a [d]=c*75% [e]=c-d
[f] increases

with 7.5% p.a.

Plan Year 2009 426$ 38$ 389$ 291$ 97$ 167$

Plan Year 2010 260$ 37$ 223$ 167$ 56$ 89$

Plan Year 2011 262$ 37$ 226$ 169$ 56$ 84$

Plan Year 2012 274$ 35$ 239$ 179$ 60$ 83$

Plan Year 2013 283$ 35$ 247$ 185$ 62$ 80$

Plan Year 2014 282$ 37$ 245$ 184$ 61$ 73$

Plan Year 2015 297$ 48$ 248$ 186$ 62$ 69$

2,084$ 267$ 1,817$ 1,363$ 454$ 645$

Source: Historical normal cost and expenses provided in 5500 filings and Check list 7 of submission to the Treasury.

Notes

1. Hypothetical Savings as of 7/1/2016 assumes a 7.5% interest rate, normal cost as of 1/1 in each year, and interest through 7/1/2016.
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1 Disclaimers

Appendix A - Disclaimers

Disclaimers and Caveats

• Each exhibit set forth shows the results of PwC’s analysis, with notes
regarding sources of data, assumptions, and any applicable caveats
and limitations.

• Numbers throughout this report may not add due to rounding.

• One overarching limitation is that PwC did not have detailed
demographic and other financial information regarding the CSPF
participants other than as provided in the Application, or as provided
by UPS with respect to current UPS-IBT plan participants, who
would be considered Tier III participants as defined by MPRA and
described by CSPF in its Application. The limitations of the available
data therefore required PwC to make a variety of actuarial
assumptions in performing its analyses, and PwC was unable to
perform certain analyses due to a lack of information, all as fully
described in the UPS Comment Letter.

• Certain data limitations were noted throughout this report, including
but not limited to:

• Total liability by tier and by category (splitting out active vs.
retired/beneficiary), before and after suspension.

• Total liability reductions for Tier II (as calculated by CSPF) if
they were reduced to 110% of the PBGC Guarantee.

• For participants with 0% reductions in Tier II, average monthly
benefit and total liability for these participants.

• Details of historical contributions by employer.

• Details of participating employers in the Hybrid fund.

• Details of employers in the Default vs. Preferred schedule.

• In order to understand liability reductions and adjustable
benefits by person in Tier II:

• For each active participant and TV in Tier II, we would need
the Benefit Class, whether on Default or Preferred schedule,
Date of Birth, Date of Hire, Years of Service, accrued benefit,
contribution percentage, historical contributions that
underlie the benefits.

• For each retiree in Tier II, we would need the annuity benefit
(and election form) prior to benefit reductions, value of early
retirement subsidy included in the pre-suspension benefit,
proposed reduced benefit, age as of 7/1/2016, and date of
retirement.
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Appendix A - Disclaimers

Disclaimers and Caveats

• This document has been prepared pursuant to an engagement between PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and its client and is intended solely for
the use and benefit such client and not for reliance by any other person. The contents of this document are limited to the matters specifically
addressed herein and do not address any other potential tax consequences, or the potential application of tax penalties, to any matter other
than as set forth herein. The contents of this document are not binding upon any taxing authority or the courts and there is no assurance that
any relevant taxing authority will not successfully assert a contrary position. In addition, your ability to use this document for purposes of
demonstrating reasonable cause with respect to any tax penalties is based on a variety of factors, and there can be no guarantee that this
document alone will provide such protection. Further, no exceptions (including the reasonable cause exception) are available for any federal or
state penalties imposed if any portion of a transaction is determined to lack economic substance or fails to satisfy any similar rule of law, and
our advice will not protect you from any such penalties. This document may contain inputs, formulas, macros or other electronic tools that if
edited or manipulated may change the calculations or conclusions contained herein.
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2 Calculations Support

Appendix B – Estimated Tier II Reductions if Retirees Reduced to 110% of
PBGC Guarantee (1 of 2) – support for page 14

• The CSPF did not present what the liability savings would be if maximum reductions were applied to Tier II and did not provide Tier II census
data to be able to analyze reductions applied and to assess whether additional reduction to Tier II could have been applied.

• PwC used the information contained in Application Item 7.2.19 to estimate the potential liability reductions to Tier II retired participants. A
copy of the Application Item 7.2.19 is provided below.
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Appendix B – Estimated Tier II Reductions if Retirees Reduced to 110% of
PBGC Guarantee (2 of 2) – support for page 14

1. Retired employees' age and average benefit amount were provided in the 1/1/2015 valuation report as of 12/31/2014, on page 7.2.19 of
documentation to the Treasury.

2. PwC estimated the level of pre-MPRA benefits by using the midpoint of the benefit amount for each group and estimated the PBGC
guaranteed benefits based on estimated years of service that varied for each type of pension and pension amount.

3. Within each age/benefit quadrant, the midpoint benefit and age was assumed.

4. PwC estimated the PBGC guaranteed benefits based on estimated years of service that varied for each type of pension and pension amount,
increasing the assumed years of service if the monthly benefit amounts were higher. This was done for all ~170,500 pensioners

5. The monthly annuity figures were assumed to be paid as a single life annuity. No early retirement reduction factors were applied to the
assumed benefit amounts.

6. Actuarial liability based on the monthly annuity figures and deferred annuity factors, calculated using the following assumptions:

• Discount Rate: 7.50%

• Retirement Age: 65

• Mortality: RP-2014 blue collar mortality table with 15% uplift and MP-2014 projection scale.

7. The estimated reductions was then reduced to reflect pensioners who are between 75-79 and over age 80 who would have a limited reduction
and no reduction to the monthly benefit payable.

8. The estimated reductions were then reduced to reflect the liability reductions for Tier I and Tier III.

9. Due to the number of assumptions involved and the inexact data we used, a wide range was estimated (additional reductions of $2-3B) for
Tier II participants under this sensitivity.
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Appendix C - Estimated Tier II Reductions if Actives Reduced to 110% of
PBGC Guarantee (1 of 2) – support for page 14 and 15
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2 Calculations Support

• The CSPF did not present what the liability savings would be if maximum reductions were applied to Tier II and did not provide Tier II census
data to be able to analyze reductions applied and to assess whether additional reduction to Tier II could have been applied.

• PwC used the information contained in Application Item 7.2.51 to estimate the potential liability reductions to Tier II active participants. A copy
of the Application Item 7.2.51 is provided below.
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Appendix C - Estimated Tier II Reductions if Actives Reduced to 110% of
PBGC Guarantee (2 of 2) – support for page 14 and 15
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2 Calculations Support

1. Active employees' age and service were provided in the 1/1/2015 valuation report as of 12/31/2014, on page 7.2.51 of documentation to the
Treasury.

2. For 7/1/2016 monthly benefit and liability estimates, all active employees were assumed to accrue an additional 1.5 years of service with no
lapses (retirement, death, withdrawal).

3. Within each age/service quadrant, the midpoint age/service was assumed. For example, the 674 employees aged 25-29.99 with 5-9.99 years
of service were assumed on average to be 27.5 and have 7.5 years of service (as of 12/31/2014).

4. No breaks in service were assumed, such that any active with more than 12.5 years of service were assumed to have accrued 12.5 years at 1%,
and any additional years at 2%.

5. Historical employer contributions were estimated based on average contribution rates (per week) provided in 5.2.5 (for 2015-2016) and
19.1.1 (for 2005-2014). For 1994-2004, the average contribution rates were discounted in each year using the percentage increase in UPS
contribution rates, which were provided by UPS: 13.9% for 2004, 5.8% for 2003, 0% for 2002, 2.85% for 2001, 5.2% for 2000, 8.4% for
1999, 10.7% for 1998, 6.7% for 1997, 6.1% for 1996, 8.5% for 1995, and 9.6% for 1994. For estimated contributions prior to 1994, a 6%
discount factor was assumed.

6. CS Proposed reductions were calculated based on estimated historical contributions shown above and assuming a 1.00% accrual.

7. The monthly annuity figures were assumed to be paid as a single life annuity. No early retirement reduction factors were applied to the
assumed benefit amounts.

8. Actuarial liability based on the monthly annuity figures and deferred annuity factors, calculated using the following assumptions:

• Discount Rate: 7.50%

• Retirement Age: 65

• Mortality: RP-2014 blue collar mortality table with 15% uplift and MP-2014 projection scale.
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2 Calculations Support

1. Tier III participants' age, service, and current Central States benefits were provided in "IBT Data as of 01012015 v4 (updated 2011 11 18).xls“

2. This data file had 48,113 participants included, which is close to the 48,249 provided in 13.2.1.

3. For a split of Tier III data based on Central States TV/retiree split, we assumed that "retirees/beneficiaries" included any participant in pay
status that were age 65 as of 1/1/2015, as well as those with beneficiary status.

4. The remaining people in pay status (but below age 65 and thus deemed "TV" by CS) totaled 7,007.

5. All other participants not yet in pay status were deemed TV.

6. The split of employees with less than 20 YOS or greater than 20 YOS was based on "CS Benefit Service 2007", as provided in the IBT Census
File.

7. Average benefit accrual was provided in "Estimated Accrual Rate as of 12/31/2007 (Current Benefits)" in the IBT Census File.

8. Average historical contributions were estimated by taking the ratio of the accrued benefit as of December 2007 in the census data to the
estimated contribution percentage provided in the IBT Census Data.

9. CS Proposed reductions were calculated based a ratio of the historical accrual rates, by person, and either a 1.00% or 0.50% accrual,
depending on years of service.

10. Any reductions for those with more than 20 YOS were limited to 40%, and all participants' reductions were tested against the 110% of PBGC
guarantee.

11. No early retirement reduction factors were applied to the assumed benefit amounts.

12. Further data is needed to clarify why certain groups' average annuities differ compared to exhibit 13.2.1.

13. Actuarial liability based on the monthly annuity figures and deferred annuity factors, calculated using the following assumptions:

• Discount Rate: 7.50%

• Retirement Age: 65

• Mortality: RP-2014 blue collar mortality table with 15% uplift and MP-2014 projection scale.
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2 Calculations Support

A. Liability savings in Column A (Baseline) are based on document 13.2.1 of the submission to Treasury. Tier I benefits were reduced to the
maximum amount permissible (110% of PBGC guarantee); therefore no adjustments are made in these exhibits.

B. We estimate that reducing Tier II to the maximum amount permissible would increase the benefit reductions attributable to Tier II by $3-5B;
for purposes of this exhibit, we limited the additional reductions to Tier II to be the necessary amount needed to pass the solvency
requirements.

C. Sensitivity C includes a less lower attrition assumption. There are several macroeconomic factors that suggest that the Trustees’ estimates for
declining industry activity are overly pessimistic. Using the Trustees’ assumptions as a starting point, we adjusted those assumptions by
factoring in the Census Bureau’s projected 0.58% average annual increase in population. This sensitivity adjustment results in a moderation of
the Trustees’ estimate by reflecting gradual growth in the United States population, which should be expected to result in increased business
activity for employers participating in the Fund. The present value of increased contributions (offset by increases in future benefit payments)
is $0.7 billion based on this improved attrition assumption.

• Future benefit payments are increased in this Sensitivity (and in Sensitivities D-F) by assuming 0.75% of incremental contributions are
paid out in future benefits. The additional benefit payments are assumed to begin, on average, 14 years after attrition improvements (since
the average active in the plan is 48) and are assumed to continue for 20 years.

• We estimate that reducing Tier II to the maximum amount permissible would increase the benefit reductions attributable to Tier II by $3-
5B; for purposes of this exhibit, we limited the additional reductions to Tier II to be the necessary amount needed to pass the solvency
requirements.

D. Sensitivity D builds on Sensitivity C and also includes a sensitivity related to administrative expenses. The Fund's projections assume that
administrative expenses grow by 2% each year despite a decreasing plan size. Sensitivity D shows the impact of tying the annual change in
administrative expense to the annual change in benefit payments. Although the Fund stated that annual administrative expense is
approximately 1.35% of annual benefit payments (Checklist 18), we note that the ratio will increase to about 2.25% after the benefit
suspensions are implemented. If administrative expense is held at a constant 2.25% of benefit payments (following suspension), the present
value of expense savings is $0.2 billion.

• We estimate that reducing Tier II to the maximum amount permissible would increase the benefit reductions attributable to Tier II by $3-
5B; for purposes of this exhibit, we limited the additional reductions to Tier II to be the necessary amount needed to pass the solvency
requirements.
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2 Calculations Support

E. Sensitivity E combines D with a mortality adjustment. In September 2015, the Society of Actuaries released an update to the mortality scale
the Fund uses, MP-2014. The MP-2015 reflects additional information from the Social Security Administration, which resulted in a modest
decrease in expected longevity. PwC has observed that the impact of MP-2015 is to reduce the actuarial liability of most pension plans by 1% to
1.5%. Assuming 1.25% would result in a decrease to liability of $0.315B.

F. Sensitivity F models alternative assumptions for Attrition: 0.5% is assumed for the first 10 years, then 5.0% is assumed for the next three
years, then 2% is assumed thereafter. The rationale for this assumption is that employers may be incentivized not to withdraw from the plan
until 10 years have passed and withdrawal liability calculations can reflect the liability after benefit suspensions. Future benefit payments are
increased in this sensitivity by assuming 0.75% of incremental contributions are paid out in future benefits. The additional benefit payments
are assumed to begin, on average, 14 years after attrition improvements (since the average active in the plan is 48) and are assumed to
continue for 20 years. The present value of increased contributions (offset by increases in future benefit payments) is $1.5B based on this
improved attrition assumption.

• We estimate that reducing Tier II to the maximum amount permissible would increase the benefit reductions attributable to Tier II by $3-
5B; for purposes of this exhibit, we limited the additional reductions to Tier II to be the necessary amount needed to pass the solvency
requirements.

G. Combining the administrative assumption sensitivity with the attrition methodology from Sensitivity F increases the present value of the
combined assumptions changes is $1.7B.

H. Sensitivity H combines G with a mortality adjustment. In September 2015, the Society of Actuaries released an update to the mortality scale
the Fund uses, MP-2014. The MP-2015 reflects additional information from the Social Security Administration, which resulted in a modest
decrease in expected longevity. PwC has observed that the impact of MP-2015 is to reduce the actuarial liability of most pension plans by 1% to
1.5%. Assuming 1.25% reduction in liability for mortality, combined with Sensitivity G, would increase the present value of the combined
assumptions changes is $2.025B.

• The effect of combining each of the sensitivities in F, G, and H would be to impose $33 million less in liability
reductions for Tier II compared to the baseline.
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Glossary

Term/Abbreviation Definition

CSPF Central States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Pension Fund

UPS United Parcel Service

110% of PBGC Guarantee The amount defined in ERISA Section 305(e)(9)(D)(i)

MPRA The Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 2014

TV Terminated Vested participant

CBU Contribution Base Unit

BLS Bureau of Labor Statistics

IBT Census Data “IBT Data as of 01012015 v4 (updated 2011 11 18).xls”
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CENTRAL STATES, SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST AREAS PENSION FUND
EIN: 36-6044243 AND PN: 001

SCHEDULE H, PART III, LINE 3a
ATTACHMENT A

Central States, Southeast and 
Southwest Areas Pension Fund
(EIN: 36-6044243 and PN: 001)
Financial Statements as of and for the 
Years Ended December 31, 2014 and 2013,
Supplemental Schedules as of and for the Year Ended 
December 31, 2014, and Independent Auditors’ Report



CENTRAL STATES, SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST AREAS PENSION FUND
EIN: 36-6044243 AND PN: 001

SCHEDULE H, PART III, LINE 3a

- 4 -

CENTRAL STATES, SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST AREAS PENSION FUND
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2014 AND 2013

2014 2013

Revenue
Contributions (Note 2) 582,359$ 571,104
Withdrawal liability 232,836 153,928

Total revenue 815,195 725,032

Benefits and expenses
Benefits to participants 2,822,248 2,822,508
General and administrative expenses (Note 4) 38,078 36,799

Total benefits and expenses 2,860,326 2,859,307

Loss from operations (2,045,131) (2,134,275)

Investment income
Interest and dividends 370,170 348,708
Net appreciation in fair value of investments (Note 3) 843,954 2,807,635
Investment expenses (46,646) (46,568)

Net investment income 1,167,478 3,109,775

Increase (Decrease) in net assets (877,653) 975,500

Net assets available for benefits
Beginning of year 18,740,759 17,765,259

End of year 17,863,106$ 18,740,759

See notes to financial statements.

(In thousands)
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: THOMAS NYHAN  
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2015 4:23 PM 
To: LANGAN CHRIS (NFA1CJL) 
Cc: MARK ANGERAME 
Subject: Re: few questions 
 
I can't agree Chris. I am happy to help you understand this and get your arms around the potential 
impact to UPS. However I am not interested in helping the company torpedo our plan with Treasury 
which I believe you indicated that you would attempt. There is significant amount of actuarial 
information that we have already submitted with the application that will allow your actuaries to gage 
the impact on your plan. While the modeling uses the MEP interest rate assumption to estimate the 
benefit reduction in Tier 3, it should be a relatively simple task to convert to single employer plan rates.  
If after a review of our filing they still have questions have them/you submit the questions to us in 
writing. Chris, I am genuinely interested in working with you but I do not want to shoot myself in the 
foot.  
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      November 25, 2015 

 

 

Via Facsimile and UPS Next Day Air    
Mr. Christopher J. Langan 

United Parcel Service     

55 Glenlake Parkway, N.E. 

Building 1, 5
th

 Floor 

Atlanta, GA  30328 

 

 

Dear Chris: 

 
During our meeting on November 17, you asked for our views concerning (a) whether the 

Trustees of the Central States Pension Fund (“Fund”) were required by law to submit an application 

(“Application”) for permission to suspend benefits under the Multiemployer Pension Reform Act of 

2014 (“MPRA”), and (b) why the Trustees could not at this time amend the proposed suspension 

plan to increase benefit suspensions for Tier 2 participants and thereby reduce benefit suspensions 

for Tier 3 participants.   

 

For the reasons described below, the Trustees were required by law to apply for benefit 

suspensions, and it is not possible to amend the Application to increase benefit suspensions for 

participants in Tier 2.  Further, even though the Trustees were not required to seek consent from UPS 

prior to filing the application, they have now done so, and UPS has refused to consent. UPS’ refusal 

constitutes a breach of UPS’ implied contractual duty of good faith and fair dealing. 

 

The Trustees Were Required by Law to Submit the Benefits Suspension Application. 

 

The Trustees’ decision to apply for benefit suspensions was “required by law” within the 

meaning of section 11.7 of the September 29, 2007 Spin-Off and Withdrawal Liability Agreement 

and Release (“Agreement”) and, therefore, did not require the “express written consent” of UPS. 

ERISA requires the Trustees to take steps to forestall the insolvency of the Fund. The Pension 

Protection Act (“PPA”) imposes requirements designed to improve the funded status of 

multiemployer pension funds that are in “critical status” effective for plan years beginning on or after 

January 1, 2008.  In particular, the PPA funding rules require the trustees of a plan in critical status 

to adopt a rehabilitation plan. 29 U.S.C. § 1085(a)(2)(A).  Where the trustees determine, based on 

reasonable actuarial assumptions and upon exhaustion of all reasonable measures, that the plan 

cannot reasonably be expected to achieve a general objective to emerge from critical status by the 

end of a specified period, PPA requires the trustees to adopt a rehabilitation plan that consists of 

http://www.myteamcare.org/
http://www.mycentralstatespension.org/
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“reasonable measures” taken to emerge from critical status at a later time or “to forestall possible 

insolvency.” 29 U.S.C. § 1085(e)(3)(A)(ii). 

 

As set forth in the Application to the Treasury Department, the Fund was certified to be a 

critical status plan for the 2008 plan year. See Application, at 36.1.168. In formulating a 

rehabilitation plan in 2008, the Trustees concluded that, even upon exhaustion of all reasonable 

measures, the Fund could not reasonably be expected to emerge from critical status by the end of the 

rehabilitation period. See Application, at 18.5-.7 and 36.1.175-.176. PPA therefore required the 

Trustees to adopt a rehabilitation plan incorporating reasonable measures to emerge from critical 

status at a later time, in the Fund’s case, by 2028. Application, at 36.1.175. Following heavy 

investment losses suffered during the global financial crisis that began in 2008, the Fund was no 

longer able to emerge from critical status. Accordingly, in 2010, and again in 2011, 2012, and 2013, 

the Trustees were required under PPA to revise the rehabilitation plan to include reasonable 

measures designed to forestall insolvency.  See Application, at 35.1.191, -.207, -.226, and -.243. The 

reasonable measures taken by the Trustees to forestall possible insolvency during this time are 

detailed in the Application at 18.7-.12.  Despite these measures, as of January 1, 2015, the Fund was 

still projected to become insolvent by 2026.  Application, at 5.1.8.   

 

As you know, MPRA adds a new ERISA section 305(e)(9) that provides plans in “critical and 

declining” status with a new tool to save the plan from insolvency - benefit suspensions. MPRA does 

not, however, repeal any of the requirements imposed upon plans in critical status. (By definition, a 

plan in “critical and declining” status is in “critical” status, 29 U.S.C. § 1085(b)(6).) Thus, the 

Trustees must continue to operate under a rehabilitation plan and must continue to take reasonable 

measures to forestall insolvency.   

 

The proposed suspension plan represents the culmination of 10 meetings of the Trustees held 

over a 9-month period beginning immediately after MPRA was enacted. During these meetings, the 

Trustees considered a vast array of data and analyses presented by the Fund’s actuaries, lawyers, 

financial consultants and professional staff. Following this exhaustive process, the Trustees 

determined that the proposed benefit suspension plan is the measure that, if put into effect, would 

allow the Fund to remain solvent indefinitely.   

 

Congress drafted MPRA to explicitly instruct trustees to consider the “[e]xtent to which 

active participants are reasonably likely to withdraw support for the plan, accelerating employer 

withdrawals from the plan and increasing the risk of additional benefit reductions for participants in 

and out of pay status” when determining how to equitably distribute benefit suspensions.  29 U.S.C. 

§ 1085(e)(9)(D)(vi)(X). The Trustees have determined that the proposed benefit suspensions for Tier 

2 participants are the maximum amounts that are reasonable without causing active participants to 

withdraw support for the plan.   

 

In sum, the Trustees were and are required to take the legal steps necessary to suspend 

benefits consistent with their statutory obligation to forestall insolvency, which must take into 

consideration the effect on active participants’ support for the plan. 
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The Trustees May Not Amend the Proposed Suspension Plan to Shift Benefit Reductions from 

Tier 3 Participants to Tier 2 Participants. 

 

The Fund’s long-term solvency depends on the continued support of active participants. The 

Application already calls for deep suspensions to Tier 2 benefits, as well as a reduction in the future 

benefit accrual rate for active employees from 1% to 0.75%. Contributions to the Fund made on 

behalf of active employees result in reduced paychecks. Yet, with the lower accrual rate specified in 

the Application, less than half of future contributions to the Fund will buy an additional pension 

accrual for the active participants who generate those contributions; the majority of the contributions 

will fund the promised pensions of retired and terminated participants who are no longer generating 

contributions to the Fund.  Moreover, benefits earned before 2004 were earned at a much higher rate, 

and the benefit reductions in the Application have a much larger impact on these benefits. These 

benefits were earned by longer service, older participants, including active employees. Compared to 

the general population of covered employees, these older active participants tend to be much more 

focused on their retirement benefits, are much more likely to hold business agent, shop steward and 

other leadership positions within their local bargaining units, and therefore are much more likely to 

drive active participants and their employers away from the Fund in response to benefit cuts greater 

than those proposed in the Application. 

 

Under the suspension plan, as described above, the majority of future contributions generated 

by active participants will pay for somebody else’s pension, and longer service, older participants 

will lose a large portion of the benefit they already earned. The Trustees have determined that any 

additional suspensions to Tier 2 benefits would undermine the support of active participants, 

increasing the level of employer withdrawals, decreasing the overall contribution base, and thereby 

hastening (rather than forestalling) the Fund’s insolvency.  If the Trustees were somehow required to 

reformulate the suspension plan the way UPS proposes (with the maximum benefit suspensions 

under MPRA applied to both Tiers 1 and 2 - a regime that UPS actively lobbied for but Congress 

refused to adopt), the result would be to drive away the active participants and therefore hasten rather 

than avoid insolvency. Such a plan would fail to satisfy the requirements of MPRA. 

 

The Application describes in detail the Trustees’ efforts to balance the factors relating to 

equitable distribution of suspensions required by MPRA. The Trustees determined that to meet 

MPRA’s requirement that suspensions be equitably distributed, suspensions of benefits of long-

service participants in Tiers 2 and 3 must be capped at 50 percent and 40 percent, respectively, of 

their pre-suspension amounts. In the Trustees’ view, these caps are essential components of an 

equitable and reasonable suspension plan. Having committed to an equitable method of distribution 

of the suspensions in accordance with MPRA, the Trustees cannot in good faith now propose a 

completely different suspension plan - one that imposes suspensions of Tier 2 benefits that are 

uncapped and so severe as to be inequitable and unreasonable. 

 

To illustrate this point, under the suspension plan that was submitted in the Application, there 

are approximately 230 active and retired participants (including beneficiaries in pay status) whose 

Tier 2 benefits would be subject to a suspension greater than 50%. But under the apparent UPS plan, 

there would be approximately 72,000 such participants and beneficiaries whose Tier 2 benefits 
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would be subject to suspensions in excess of 50%, and of this number more than 9,000 would 

experience Tier 2 suspensions in excess of 70%. Moreover, of the participants and beneficiaries who 

would face suspensions of their Tier 2 benefits in excess of 50% under the suspension plan suggested 

by UPS, 53% (or 38,000 individuals) are active participants whose ongoing support is critical. 

 

In sum, any further suspensions to Tier 2 benefits beyond what have been proposed would 

seriously jeopardize the Fund’s solvency.  There is no room to suspend these benefits any further. 

Indeed, the Fund has received thousands of letters from participants questioning cuts that they 

already view as too severe. The International Brotherhood of Teamsters, the bargaining 

representative for active covered workers in the Fund, has vehemently opposed not only the Fund’s 

proposed plan, but any benefit suspensions under MPRA. The Fund has been forced to retain private 

security consultants in light of the furor over the Application.  Because any further suspensions to the 

Tier 2 group would effectively eliminate any chance for the Fund to meet the requirements of MPRA 

and remain solvent, such an action would be patently unreasonable and inconsistent with the 

Trustees’ obligations under PPA. For that reason, the Trustees cannot and will not amend or refile 

their Application with the Treasury Department. UPS’ attempt to substitute its preferences for the 

determinations the Trustees made as required by MPRA is not lawful, appropriate or consistent with 

the Agreement. 

 

UPS’ Refusal to Provide Consent Would Breach an Implied Duty of Good Faith and Fair 

Dealing. 
 

Despite the lack of any obligation to do so, on November 17, 2015, the Fund sought UPS’ 

“written consent” under section 11.7 of the Agreement to adopt reductions in Accrued Benefits 

Payable at age 65. Two days later, on November 19th, you sent a letter declining to provide consent, 

insisting instead that our proposed benefit suspension under MPRA be “immediately withdrawn.”  

 

To the extent that it is required, as you claim, your refusal to provide consent breaches our 

agreement by violating the duty of good faith and fair dealing, which is “implied” in “[e]very 

contract” under Illinois law. McCleary v. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, 2015 IL App (1st) 141287, ¶ 

19. That duty requires parties exercising contractual discretion to do so “reasonably and with proper 

motive, not arbitrarily, capriciously, or in a manner inconsistent with the reasonable expectations of 

the parties.” Id. ¶ 21 (citing Wilson v. Career Educ. Corp., 729 F.3d 665, 673-76 (7th Cir. 2013)). 

 

UPS’ refusal to provide consent violates that standard.  Particularly in the context of the 

immense financial challenges facing Central States, UPS’ refusal is unreasonable, driven by an 

improper motive, and wholly inconsistent with the parties’ reasonable expectations.  Section 11.7 

was not intended to protect UPS against financial exposure resulting from UPS’ own subsequent, 

voluntary commitment to maintain the pension levels of its employees. Nor was Section 11.7 

intended to give UPS a license to place its own financial interests above the financial security of tens 

of thousands of retirees, most of whom desperately need their pension checks, or veto authority over 

the determinations the Trustees make pursuant to their legal obligations to ensure the solvency of the 

Fund. Yet UPS is attempting to do just that. It is invoking Section 11.7 to attempt to thwart a 
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desperately-needed rescue plan, recklessly risking Central States’ solvency, simply so that UPS can 

save money by essentially taking it from the pension checks of Tier 2 participants. 

 

Moreover, UPS’ refusal to grant the consent requested by Central States appears to be purely 

spiteful and malicious.  This is so because approval and implementation of Central States’ plan of 

benefit suspensions now pending with the US Department of the Treasury is clearly in UPS’ own 

best interests. As we have demonstrated, unless Central States’ suspension plan is implemented, it 

will become insolvent within the next 10 years and UPS will be forced to indemnify its employees 

for the resulting loss of Central States benefits that would be much larger (by a factor of 2 or more) 

than the indemnification that would be triggered due to the implementation of Central States’ 

proposed suspension plan.  

 

UPS is apparently gambling that it can somehow force Central States to amend its currently 

proposed suspension plan and push a plan through the stringent MPRA review process that is more 

favorable UPS - so that UPS can have its cake (lowering or eliminating the indemnification 

obligations triggered by the suspension plan) and eat it too (avoiding the massive indemnification 

obligations triggered by failure to implement a suspension plan and the resulting insolvency). But as 

explained above, the Trustees cannot voluntarily amend the application because to do so would 

contravene their legal obligations under PPA and MPRA. The only means by which UPS could hope 

to force an amendment to the proposed suspension plan, therefore, would be for UPS to convince the 

Secretary of the Treasury to reject the application by the end of the statutory 225-day review period. 

Because the Application was filed on September 25, 2015, the review period expires on May 7, 

2016. At that point, the Trustees would need to restart the lengthy process of developing a new 

suspension plan. The resulting delay would mean dramatically larger benefit losses for participants, 

and could easily result in the Fund being unable to develop a viable suspension plan, making 

insolvency inevitable.   

 

UPS’ conduct is entirely improper. Section 11.7 does not single out UPS employees, much 

less UPS itself, for special protection compared to other participants.  In fact, section 3.4 of our 

agreement plainly states that neither UPS nor the UPS Transfer Plan “will have any responsibility for 

the payment of liabilities of the CSPF that are not transferred to the UPS Transfer Plan.” When 

agreeing to section 11.7, therefore, Central States could not have “reasonably expected” that UPS 

could withhold consent to avoid a financial responsibility our agreement specifically states UPS will 

not undertake. UPS’ freely-undertaken obligation, which is contrary to the express terms of our 

agreement, simply cannot justify a reckless, arbitrary, and unreasonable refusal to provide the 

requested written consent under section 11.7. See, e.g., Interim Health Care of N. Ill., Inc. v. Interim 

Health Care, Inc., 225 F.3d 876, 885-86 (7th Cir. 2000) (reversing summary judgment on a claim for 

breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, in part, because defendant’s stated reasons for 

failing to furnish account leads to the plaintiff were not contemplated by the terms of the contract at 

issue). 
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Nor is there any reasonable prospect that UPS could obtain a court order forcing the Trustees 

to re-write the proposed plan in a way that suits UPS’ preferred course.  UPS cannot satisfy any of 

the criteria that govern such relief, even preliminarily:
1
 

 No likelihood of success on the merits: Central States did not breach the Agreement, 

but did only what the law required it to do to ensure the solvency of the Fund.  

 

 No irreparable harm: Even assuming that UPS has a viable breach of contract claim, it 

has an adequate legal remedy and, therefore, cannot show that it will suffer irreparable 

harm. “Illinois courts have repeatedly held that money damages are the appropriate 

remedy for breach of contract cases.” See Cooper v. Durham Sch. Serv., 2003 WL 

22232833, at *10 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 22, 2003);
2
 

 

 The equities weight against UPS: An injunction preventing Central States from 

implementing its plan would cause significant injury, pushing the Fund closer to 

insolvency and harming tens of thousands of pensioners. 

 

 Enjoining a pension fund rescue plan is not in the public interest: By enacting the MPRA, 

Congress has already determined that benefit suspension plans that, as here, protect the 

solvency of multiemployer plans are in the public interest. See 29 U.S.C. § 1085(e)(9); 

Fort Transfer Co., Inc. v. Ctr. States, Southeast and Southwest Areas Pension Fund, 

2007 WL 707545, at *10 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 2, 2007) (“The public has a strong interest in 

ensuring that the mandates of Congress are upheld and that the provisions of ERISA and the 

MPPAA are enforced by the courts.”). 

For all of these reasons, we are confident that UPS would not prevail in any legal action and, 

under the circumstances here, a trier of fact would find that UPS’ refusal to provide consent (if 

required) violates its duty of good faith and fair dealing. Damages from that breach could run deep 

into billions of dollars if UPS’s refusal - coupled with its related efforts to convince Treasury to 

reject our proposed suspension of benefits under MPRA - results in Central States’ insolvency. 

 

* * * 

We hope this dispute can be resolved. We firmly believe that the rescue plan, as reflected in 

the Application, would benefit UPS in the long run and avoid the calamitous results that would ensue 

if the Trustees were to withdraw the Application and revise the plan as you propose. The UPS 

                                                 
 
1
  Obtaining such relief would require UPS to establish that “(1) it ‘is likely to succeed on the 

merits’; (2) that it ‘is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief’; (3) ‘that 

the balance of equities tips in [its] favor’; and (4) ‘that an injunction is in the public interest.’” 

EnVerve, Inc. v. Unger Meat Co., 779 F. Supp. 2d 840, 843 (N.D. Ill. 2011). 
2
  Of course, as we have discussed, since the plan as set out in the Application would actually 

save UPS money in the long run, it is not clear that UPS could even prove any damages arising from 

the alleged breach. 
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proposal would push the Fund closer to insolvency.  If that were to happen, UPS could face harsh 

questioning from many quarters, including its shareholders, who might reasonably question why UPS 

pursued a course that put it and its pensioners in an even worse financial position. 

 

  

     Very truly yours, 

 
     Thomas C. Nyhan 

     Executive Director 

 
 

cc: Richard Peretz (via facsimile and UPS Next Day Air) 

      James Merna (via facsimile and UPS Next Day Air) 

      Ira Golub (via electronic mail and UPS Next Day Air) 

      James Hurst (via electronic mail) 

      Gary Ford (via electronic mail) 

      James Condon (via electronic mail) 
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